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lota-carrageonan is a sulphated seaweed poly sac charide 
with a repeating structure of the type (~B~A~) where B is a 
1, 3 linked i*-D~galact09e-4-sulphate residue and A is a 1, 4 
linked 3» 6 anhydro-^-D-galactose-2- sulphate residue. In 
the presence of certain cations iota~earrageenan forms strong 
gels which may be drawn into oriented fibres. X-ray diffraction 
photographs of these fibres and of fibres of the closely related 
polysaccharid© kappa-carragenan indicate that iota-oarrageenan 
forms a double helix with a pitch of 26.0 1 and with three 
disaccharida residues per turn of helix, The second chain is 
parallel to the first and displaced from it by half a helix 
repeat distance parallel to the helix axis giving an observed 
fibre axis repeat distance of 13*0 1, The double helloes are 
packed in a hexagonal array. Model building calculations 
confirmed that a right handed double helix of the tyjpe described 
above was sterioally feasible and indicated a possible conformation 
for the polysaccharide chains, Intensity calculations, packing 
considerations and the presence of a hydrogen bond for which 
there was experimental evidence indicated that the proposed 
model was reasonable, Cyllndrically averaged Patter&on functions 
were calculated in order to examine the packing arrangement in more 
detail and to try to locate the cations, The results from these 
were h®v;ever rather inconclusive.
The crystal structure of methyl-3? 6-anhydro~*-B-galactoside, 
angel, was determined in order to obtain an accurate set of 
coordinates for 3, 6-anhydrogalactose for model-building calculations
/on ..*
on iota-carrageenan* Ap^ral crystallised in space group P2j 2^ 2^ 
with a» 9*46 A, b e 12.05 A and c » 6*93 A. After an unsuccessful 
attempt to solve the structure in projection, three dimensional 
x-ray diffraction intensity data (746 relfections) ^©re collected 
on filia. Application of direct methods, using the symbolic 
addition procedure and the tangent formula y led to the solution 
of the structure* The structure was refined using a full 
matrix least squares procedure* A second set of intensity 
data (1974 reflections) was collected on a computer controlled 
four cirole diffractoiaeter and the structure was re-refined. 
The final R factor was 0,097 and the standard deviations were 
0.004 & in the bond lengths and 0,2 degrees in the bond angles.
Part of the work described i». Part II of this thesis has 
published in collaboration with Br* H»S. Andersen, 
Br. M*M. Hardingj Dr* B*A. Hees and 2)r* J.W*B. Samuel. A eopy 
of the paper is incliided at the end of the thesis*
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PART I
THE CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OP 
METHYL- 3,6-ANHYDRO-o<-D-GALACTOSIDE (ANGAL)
SECTIOH I j TEE CRYSTAL DATA
1.1,
Model-building methods, based on a knowledge of the geometry 
of the constituent raonosaocharlde residues, play an important 
part in determining polysaooharide chain conformation a. 3, 6- 
Anhydrdgaiaetose is one of the residues which form the backbone
of th© polyaaccharlde iota-carrageenan (see Part II of thesis)
end, in order to obtain an accurate set of coordinates for this
residue, the crystal structure determination of
methyl-3$ 6-an!iydro-°<-!>~galactoside, henceforth referred to as
angel a was undertaken. A set of coordinates was estimated
for angal before the results of the crystal structure determination
wero available and thie was used in model-building calculations
OB lota-carragoenan and alao for various methods used in attempt-
Ing to solve the angal structure. This model proved to be a
close approximation to the ejcperimentally derived structure.
Angal crystallised in space group P2. 2* 2. and an attempt 
was made to solve the structure in projection* Methods 
involving a systematic exploration of possible nolecular 
orientations and positions in the unit cell were tried, as thds 
type of approach would probably have to b© us^d in the poly- 
saccharide work where only a limited quantity of data was 
available* fhe projection work did not lead to a solution of 
the structure and a three dimensional analysis, based on film 
data5 was undertaken. Visual inspection of a tkrec dimensional
/Patterson   . .
Patt«r«on function in the region near to the origin gave useful 
information about the orientation of the molecule, though various 
rotation functions, designed to explore orientations systematically, 
ware not helpful. The application of direct methods led to the 
solution of the structure which was refined usin£ a full matrix 
loast square* procedure. As some of the intensity measurements 
were unsatisfactory and as the quantity of data was rather small, 
a second set of intensity data was collected on a Hil/rer and watts 
four circle diffraotometer and a second refinement casreled out.
In sections I to VI of this thesia on the solution, 
refinement and discussion of the angel structure, only a brief 
summary of the projection work is included. r£his work and 
othor methods which did not lead directly to the solution of 
the structure are described in Section VII,
Angal (Fig. la) is also of interest in the effect that 
the strain within the molecule has on its chemical reactions* 
The reactions of angal and related compounds have been studied 
by Hsworth et al, (l). S*wo reactions indicate clearly the 
presence of strain within the structure both by the products 
formed and the readiness with which the reactions take place, 
First, hydrolysis vdth 0,1 H nu?,phurio acid at room temperature 
gives 3, 6~anhydrogalaetosej the properties of which indicate 
that it has an aldehydio structure rather than the usual 
hemiacetal i.e. that the pyranose ring has been opened 
(Fig. Ito) and second, treatment with excess 0.5$ methonolio 
hydrogen chloride at room temperature again causes opening of the 










Pig. 1, The structure,reactions and preparation of 
methyl-3»6-anhydro~<x-D-galncto8ide (angal) .
presence of strain within the dieyclic system influences 
the aethod of preparation of angal as the pyroses 
ring must be stabilised as the methyl glycoside before the 
3> 6-anhydro ring- is formed. In all tho reactions studied by 
Haworth etP.al.tha five membered ring remained intact.
1.2, PHSPAfiAdQBr OF AHOAL (l)
6-tosyl-*-aethyl~aalactoside (jOg) In ethanol (1200 si.) 
with HaOH (tHs 95 ml.) were heated at 60° C for one hour, neutralised 
with solid C02 and concentrated to dryaesa under reduced pressure. 
2.Tie solid residue was extracted with acetone until the extract gave 
a negative pha&ol/ sulphur is &cici test for carbohydrate material (2). 
S?h@ acetone solution was evaporated to dz*yness under reduced. 
pressure and the product was r-eoryetalllsed fros alcohol. The 
crude yield wa» 10,6 ^« The product was reorystallised three 
times in. order to obtain crystals of high quality suitable for 
x-ray diffraction studies. The nelting point of angal was
1.5, CRTSTAIi DATA
Angal oa.*ystalil»©d as colourless needles of ractan#alar or 
six sided cross* section. 2he crystals showed extinction 
parallel to the needle axis when viewed under the polarising 
microscope. Preliminary photographs were taken using a Unlearn 
equl- inclination Weissenberg camera.
U^edle axis ('c f aads) and »a T axis oscillation and 
Wei*)«enberg photographs showed that I (hkl)= l(hkl)= l(hkl/2l(iikl) 
and that the reflections hOO, OkO and 001 were only preoont for
/even*.*
even values of h, k and 1. The crystals were thus orthorhombio 
with space group P2. 2. 2^. Cell dimensions were measured 
from charts and later from measurements of calibrated films 
and the density of the crystals was found by weighing a known 
volume of a mixture of carbon tetrachloride and benzene in which 
angal crystals remained suspended* fhe crystal data are 
summarised in Table 1.
It Angal Crystal Data 
Space group P2j 21 2^ . 








no. mo Is/unit cell 4 
mass absorption 
coefficient ^ (u*«) 11.02
(cm*1 )
1«4, DBTrlRMIirATlQH OP CELIi D
Zero lay«r weiaaenbarg photographs, calibrated with 
silicon powder lines down each edge, woro taken of angal crystals
/mounted .. 
mounted ^bout the f o* axia and 'a 1 axis. fJ?he theta values of 
the silicon powder liiiss ware calculated (a « 5«431 i f©r silicon 
(3>4)/ and graphs were drawn of the separation of the powder 
lines against theta, Maaaurements on the films were made 
U8i&& a travelling microscope. Theta values were measured 
for a number of high aingle reflections of angal, the Cu K*, 
and Cu K*z reflections both being measured where possible. 
Hie fbest f values of the cell dimensions were calculated 
using two least squares procedures. In the first, the values 
of the eell dimensions wsre systematically varied and those 
which gave the minimum value of £ (. e 0^ - © c«.\t ) * were found* la 
the sacoad, a linear least squares procedure was uaed to solve 
At* »a ! , 'b' and 'o 1 , the quantity minimised being I (Mjs^-v.'r**-^'*- 
tPhe cell diaensions are given in Table 1 together with estimated 
errors which ai?e approximately three times the standard deviations 
obtained from the linear least squares procedure*
1.5, THE IHCTtSIITY DAfA
fhs reflection data were collected using a Unicara aqui- 
inclination Weissenberg camera, ^he x-ray tube was a Philip* 
fine focus tube, with a copper target, operated at $5&? and 20ciA. 
A nickel filter uas used to remove unwanted Cu K/J radiation. 
Ilford Industrial G x-ray film was used throughout.
Bqui-inclinatioa Weissenberg photographs of layers zero to 
five wore taken of an angal crystal, mounted about its *c' axis, 
using noltiple film packs. The crystal used was approximately
cylindrical in shape with a radius of 0.013 cm.
/A ...
A standard intensity strip was prepared by taking a aeries 
5 degree zero layer Weissenberg exposures with the camera being 
naoved along between each exposure, Exposures were taken for the 
following number of single traverses of the camerai- 
i»2f3»4,5,6,7,8,9,10,12,14,16,18,20,22,24,28,32 and 36.
The most suitable row of spots on the fila was chosen such 
that the reflection assigned an intensity of one wa» only just 
visible.
The intensities of th© reflections of the six layers were 
estimated visually by comparison with the spots on the standard 
intensity strip. On the upper layer photographs the peak 
density was estimated rather than an integrated intensity so 
that a spot shape correction could easily be applied. Where 
th© <*, and ^i reflections war© resolved the <*, reflection was 
measured and its valtie increased by 50$. Inter-film scaling 
factors within a laysr were found by plotting graphs of the 
aeasured intensities on one film against those on the next 
film in the paak. The gradients of the best straight lines 
through the origin gave the scale factors, The number of 
independent reflections measured was 746«
Xhter-layer sealing factors were found from some carefully 
timed exposures with half of each photograph bein# a zero layer 
Weiseenberg photograph and the other half boing an upper layer 
Wtiaaenberg photograph. The raw intensities were corrected 
for Lorentz and polarisation factors (3) and the Phillips spot 
ehape correction (5) applied. Ho correction was made for 
absorption effect*.
lit PROJECTION WORK AHD PATTERSON FITHCTIOHS
2.X, mo DDfBHSIOKAL PATTERSOH F03TCTIOH (6)
A two dimen»Ional Patterson function, P(x,y), was 
Oaleulatad using Beevers-Lipson strips (?) where,
A sharpened Patterson function was also calculated on 
the computer, th« aadlfl cation factor applied to the F^obs 
values being.,
-
= (YUO.A St«.<AAa «.t«r «. 6 .
Only the temperatu© factor part of the sharpening
A p
function was used with m^   o and m2 » 8 and with f - 1 for 
all values of ® . 2?he Patterson function had symmetry Pian and 
part of the sharpened function is shown in ^ig. 2a«
A model was constructed to represent the multiple weight 
intrariaolecxil^r vectors of angal* Wires of lengths proportional 
to the vectors were inserted in a central plastic ball drilled 
at appropriate angles* different coloured balls were placed 
on the free ends of the wires representing the different
i
multiplicities. tThe most useful multiple weight vectors for 
deterMning the orientation of a pyranoae ring are the 2.5 1
n
vectors across the ring (8), These are Illustrated in Fig. 2b 
and give a planar set of six vectors as shown   There would be 
some distortion in the case of angal due to the effect of the 
3, 6-anhydro ring on the conformation of the pyranose ring.
The vector model was projected onto the Patterson function
/using    
Fig,. 2.
a'
Sfct of k 
-5 A vectors
(a) Part of the two dimensional Patterson function
of angal (hkO). (b) The 2.^A vectoro of the 
pyrano&e ring.
8
using a parallel light beam. The centre of the model 
placed over the origin of the Patterson function and the model 
was rotated to find the orientation which gave the best fit 
of the vectors to the peaks of the function. rXhe best 
orientation appeared to be that with the pyranose ring tilted 
af> about 60 degrees to the ay plane and with the 0(l)...0(4) 
direction approximately parallel to the y axis (Pig. 3a) .
The two peaks A and B (Fig. 2a) on the Harker lines (10) 
of the Patterson function at ac « J and y « J together with 
peak C were Interpreted as being the crultiple waig&t ring 
centre to ring oeatre vectors (8). The hko projection for 
space group P2. 2<j 2^ has symmetry pgg. If the origin of th© 
projection is taken oa a centre of symetry (i.e. at ac » 0.25, 
y m o with respect to the three dimensional origin) then the 
equivalent positions for the projections are 
ac; y
For a a?in^ centred at XT this gives the three vectors A, B 
aad C at (i? -J-2Y), (i-2Xs-|) and (2X;2T) respectively. 
This gave ring centre positions of an^al at (0.567t 0.718), 
(0.433, 0.282), (0.067, 0.782) and (0.933. 0.218).
2.2, FURTHER WORK IN PROJECTION (hkO)
The information derived froa the two dimensional Patterson 
function taken along with the study of some structure factor
/grapha . ..
prepared for some of the strongest low order reflections, 
formed the basis of some trial structures of type a (Pig, 3). 
£he best of these had an H factor (= I ̂ ^.s.-^Wc. j /z \f \ 0v»A .) 
of 0.55,
angal molecule was systematically rotated about the 
ring centre position derived from the Patteraon function.
V ( \p\ L \ C I X 1^ v o»s. -ir\ c<x\ c j was caicuiated for fifty reflections for 
each orientation of the molecule and the orientations which 
gave minimum values for this sum were found. fhe best of 
these were investigated further but none of them gave rise 
to a satisfactory solution of the structure. (See section 7*1) 
Signs of 21 of the reflections \?ith the largest normalised 
structure factors (E*s) were derived from the triple product 
relationship (9) and a two dimensional Fourier synthesis was 
calculated with the signed E's as coefficients (E-map). Ihro 
more trial structures wer« proposed. I'hese were of types b 
and c (Fig* 3). An attempt was made to refine these using a 
fall matrix least squares procedure. In the first case 
(type b) the R factor was reduced to 0.27 tort the atomic 
positions were no longer physically meaningful* tPhe second 
structure did not refine (See section 7*4)-
Fig.Jsummarises the types of trial structure that were 
investigated in the projection work. ThQ relative merits of the 
structures ere discussed briefly below.
(i) Type a was consistent with tii© two dimensional
Patterson function and gave fairly good low order 
structure factor agreement.
/(u)
Fig- 3. Some trial structures from the hkO projection 
work on the structure of angal.
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(ii) Type b was consistent with the calculated set of 
21 signs and gave good low order structure factor 
agreement* The orientation of the pyranose 
ring was not consistent with the Patterson function 
and the attempted refinement was unsatisfactory.
(iii) Type c was also consistent with the calculated set 
of 21 signs and the orientation of the ring was 
consistent with the Patterson function. The 
low order structure factor agreement was rather poor 
and for some of the high intensity reflections the 
calculated values of the structure factors were much 
greater than the observed values.
(ir) Types d and e were derived from the systematic
rotation and type d gave good low order structure 
factor agreement. The ring orientations were 
not consistent with the Patterson function, 
(v) Type f was also derived from the systematic rotation. 
The orientation of the pyranose ring wa» consistent 
with the Patterson function but low order 
structure factor agreement was rather poor. From 
packing considerations types c and f seemed less 
likely than the other structures as the length 
of the molecule lay approximately along the direction 
of the shortest axis.
As the projection work did not lead to the solution of 
the structure further discussion of it is left until later
(see Section VII).
/2.3, The Three ...
11
2 »3, THE THREE DBEaTSIOHAl PATr j3RSOH FUHCTIOH (6)
A three dimensional sharpened Patter son function,
* .
V V-v fc. I
was computed. The F l^M^ values were sharpened as for the 
two dimensdonal Patterson function (Section 2.1). The symmetry 
of the Patterson function was Praam. Sections of the Patterson 
function along the y arts to a distance of about 3! were plotted 
out on tracing paper and inspected for the 2.5 A multiple 
weight vectors of the pyranose ring. Only one satisfactory 
solution was found for the orientation of the ring (Fig. 4a). 
In this the * plane' of the ring lay approximately parallel to 
the y axis and inclined to the xjj plane at an angle of about 
60 degrees. The height of the Patterson. function peak at 
2.5 1 from the origin in the section at y * o, allowing for 
the fact that it was of double weight by virtue of lying on a 
mirror plan®, suggested that the peak corresponded to one of 
the four weighted vectors rather than a double weighted vector. 
This suggested that 0(l) and 0(4) and the pyranose ring atoms 
were lying as shown in Fig. 4b.
As well as carrying out the visual inspection of the 
Patterson function* various rotation functions were computed 
to try and find the best orientation of the molecule* Ho 
 igaificant new information was found. The rotation functions 
described in Section 7»2.
The three Harker sections (10) of the Patterson function, 
at x * it y   i ^^d z tt I'* were plotted out but no useful 
information was found from them.
b.
Pig. (a) The fit of the 2.5A vectorn of the angal 
pyranose ring to the three dirnenElonal Pattereon 
function. (b) A possible ring orientation.
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3EC110N IIIi DIRECT H2TKODS, APPLICATION 0? THE
SYMBOLIC ADDITION PROCEDURE (11,12)
3.1, CALCULATION OF NORMALISED STRUCTURE FACTORS
normalised structure factor magnitudes IEL- were 
Calculated using the expression
whex-e \?\$ is the structure factor magnitude (on an 
absolute scale and temperature factor sharpened), jj is the 
atomic scattering factor of the jth atom in a unit cell 
containing H atoms and e is a number correcting for space group 
extinctions. In spaoe group P2 f 2,2, e » 2 for reflections 
hOO, QkQ and 001 and * « 1 for all other reflections.
A Wilson plot (l^) was calculated in order to find the 
scale factor required to put the observed structure factor 
Magnitudes on an absolute scale and to obtain a value for the 
overall temperature factor. It has been recommended (14) 
that a K curve be used in the derivation of normalised 
structures as this does not involve making any assumptions about 
the nature of th© crystal structure. In the present case, 
however, the Wilson plot was reasonably linear and was therefore 
considered to be satisfactory.
The average value of E2 was 0.994. ^ni* was elose enough 
to the theoretical value of 1.000 to make repealing of the\El 
Values unnecessary. The average value of \B\ was 0.085 compared 
with the theoretical value of 0.886 and of IE - 1) 0.?29 
compared with 0.736 (15).
.2, The Sigma-2....
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3.2, ms SICHJU2 LISTING
The basic formola for starting the phase determination was 
the sigma~2 foroola*-
where ^r iiaplios that the average is only taken over the reflections 
with the larger values of \E\ and v/here ^ , ^ and ^^- are the 
phases of the reflections h, k and h^k.
A computer program was written to make a list (sigma-2 list) 
of all sets of three reflections h, k and h^k where l&-\ , \K-\ and
fcl w*r® a*3- greater than 1*5. For angal there were 08 
reflections with lEl greater than 1.5.
Each of the 88 reflections (basic set, h) was taken with
***h of the eigfe* SfSiaetry mates m of each reflection in the basic 
set (expanded set, k) and h-k calculated. *he expanded net 
was examined to see whether it contained the reflection h-k and, 
if it did, the set of three reflections hj k and h-k was printed 
out* If Ck was not in the expanded set then the relation- 
ship was not printed out aa ^E^k! w&* ^ess than 1 *5 in this case.
fo avoid having to search through the expanded set each time 
to find whether it contained the reflection h-k f the reciprocal 
lattice was stored in a three dimensional array running from -h mx
to >W  *** to kmax aad ^HIK tO 1io« Wh@re ^«J kmax *** 1«»ax 
were the maximum values of h, k and 1 for reflections in the basic
§ % » Each reflection in the basic set was assigned a reference 
number t and this number was Stored in the array location h L k t l c 
and also in h t k 1 1 L , h , k t 1 1 etc. All other array locations 
wtre »et to aero. Thus if a reflection h-k had indices h 1 k 1 1' 
it was only necessary to look up the array location h 1 k' 1' to
  i.e. hkl, hkl, hkl, hkl, hkl, hkl, hkl and hid
/to    
H
to eee if it was in the expanded set. If the number found 
at h 1 k 1 I 1 waa a zero then the relationship was not valid. If 
there wa« any other number then a valid signa-2 relationship had 
been found and the number found in the location was the reference 
number of the reflection in the baeic set. Thie number was 
used to retrieve other information about the reflection such as 
its \E\ value. The principle of the method for a two dimensional 
ease is illustrated in Fig, 5.
In using th© sigma-2 forsula it is necessary to know how the 
phase of a symmetry mate is related to that of the basic reflection. 
fo avoid having to work this out for each sigiaa-»2 relationship 
used, a routine was written so that the computer would print out 
the appropriate phase relationships alongside each sigma-2 relation- 
ship « 
e.g.
2.10 1*3 \ ^ 3 ft ?1 - ft - «\
All h have positive indices and thus have the basic phase A. 
(PI-A) indicates that the phase of the 133 reflection is 
to if minus the phase of the 183 reflection. Similarly the
-A indicates that the pha»e of the 193 reflection is minus that
 f the 193 reflection. Itoe reference numbers of the three 
reflections, the product of the \E\ values and the number of 
the sigma-2 infraction were also output. An extract from the 
8igraa~2 list is given in Pig. 6, The number of aigaa-2 relation 
ships, into \7hich each reflection entered, wae counted and 
printed at the end of the list.
/3»3t Specification
































valid (3 in location 3,6)
valid (1 in location 2,T)
35 not valid (0 in location 3
Fig. 5. An illustration of the method of the igma-2 
calcula-tion.
3.3t SPlseiFlCATIOif OF ORiaiU (16)
In spaoe group P2|2j2, the origin is specified by 
assigning values of phases to three linearly independent 
reflections. Theso reflections should have high values of
W and should enter into a large number of sigma-2 relation- 
ships. Jt is preferable to choose two dimensional reflections 
whose phases are either 0 or t\ or ± ̂ depending on the parity 
of the indices* -This ensures that the origin defined is a 
standard one for the space group.
In the present instance the number of reflections with 
large \E\ values was rather saall and a compromise had to be 
reached in attempting to fulfil the conditions described above. 
The condition of linear independence was however imperative.
The three reflections, chosen to define the origint together
v> 
with the $ases assigned to them, are listed belowi-
h k 1 $ B no.12 Interactions
505 "^ 2.28 39 
0 8 3 0 2.05 32 
* I 0 0 1.67 76
2*he IE I value of the 2JO reflection was rather lo^er than 
would normally be considered desirable* but it ^rae possible t© 
determine the phase of the 315 reflection using it. Fhis 
reflection had \%\ « 2.43 a&dL entered into 73 signa-2 interactions 
and was thus potentially a very useful phase.
3.4, PROBABILITY CCKSirSRATIOfS
The variance V in square radians of a phase determined 
fron the fcnown values of other phases using the sigma-2 relationship 
  The measured intensity of the 210 reflection was in fact far 
too low and the correct value of E should have been about 2.52.
/may •.••
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be stressed in terms of d. whore t»
and ^ =
A i( 
K m no* atoms in unit sell  
^j » atondo auober of the jili atom. 
A graph of 7 against* has been plotted by J. Karle and I.L. Karlo (ll).
Considering the ease where there is only a single inter- 
action to define a phase, the expression for °< reduces to
»*j-«\ 4 is a constant for a given crystal and was 0,149 for 
angal.
A working rule for accepting a phase indication is that the 
variance should be leas than 0«5» v * °«5 corresponds to<*~2,5
Eg, Bg^l » 8»4 for angal.
A phase indication was considered to be acceptable if 
(i) ^?he product of the three |E) : 8 was greater than 8»5«
for a single indication.
or (il) The sum of the product of the three 151*8 was greater 
than 10,0 for a number of similar indications for 
the phase,
3,5, USING THE S1GMA-2 LIST
In the sigma^2 list each sigma-2 relationship was printed out
/twice ,,,
17
for each fi. Bras the relationship between reflections 
421 45? 5 was printed out as well as the equivalent 42, 5, 45 
(Fig. 6). Such duplications oould easily be removed by
imposing the condition that ±? should be creator than I;-*,& h-k
but it was convenient to leave them in for carrying out a 
systematic exploration of the sigraa-2 list for phase 
indications* Once a phase had been aeoigned a value, 
its reference number was underlined wherever it occurred in the 
ig and ig-jjj. aoluans. As the i^ was arranged in increasing order 
of magnitude of i for each h, it w&a easy to find when a given 
reflection occurred. Wherever ad^aoent reflections were 
underlined in the i*- and ig-x columns there v;as an indication of 
the pha*e in the i^ ©aluma. For example <f (4 S 0 ? lj) « ̂  (l, 3» 14) 
. TT . 0 (5, 3, l) from sigma-2 relationship number 1310 with the 
product of the three \E| values m 11.23. (Pig. 6). ( <f> (h,k s l) - 
phase of reflection (hkl)).
Eaeh phase indication was noted as it was found together 
with the product of the three \Eps for that indication.
3.6, !*I3OTGS OF PHiSE INDICATIONS
During the plwt»« determination, three listings were made 
apart from the sigma-2 list. These were
(i) The primary list, consisting of phases which had been 
accepted. When a phase was added to this list all 
occurrences of the reflection were underlined in the 
sigma-2 list. All new phase indications wero noted 
before another phase was added to the list. Once 
a phase had been accepted, no further indications of 
its value were looked for.
/(ii) The ...
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(ii) The secondary list, consisting of phase
indications which were acceptable by the criteria 
described in Section 5.4. By making this listing, 
it was possible to choose, for the next addition to 
tho primary list, the phase that had the strongest 
indications at that stage. As the phase indications 
which net the required criteria were not immediately 
accepted, it was often possible to get further indications 
of the phase, either giving increased certainty of its 
correctness or, if the new phase indication was 
contrary to the previous onea, decreasing the reliability 
of the previous indications . In the latter case the 
phase was sometimes removed from the secondary list if 
the contrary indications were sufficiently strong, 
(ill) Tertiary iist, consisting of each phase indication
found together with the product of the three \S\ f s for 
that indication.
though the sigma-2 formula indicates that the average value 
of the phaae indications should be taken, in practice, with a 
Jtaw exceptions towards the end of the phase determination, the 
majority indication was taken* fhis meant that the phases were 
all assigned values of O s TV ori^/2.
flhree examples of indications which led to the aceeptance 
of a phaae are given below. (Eprod » \(Ug .Eg Eg^ 
(i) Reflection number 8 (392)? phase -
1 indication of TV*. , Eprod - 10.8. 
(ii) Reflection number 85 (153), phase -if- c
c was the symbol assigned to the 150 reflection (see section a
/3 indications ..,
19
3 Indications of IT. o 5 Eprod - 7.2
ir- c, Eprod « 7*5 
IT- o, Bprod   4«9 
Sum of Eprod* s - 19.6 
(iii) Reflection number 71 (283)? pha*« * 0
11 indications of 0, Eprod « 5*8$ 0, Eprod = 6,4
0, Sprod m 5.9$ 0 ? Eprod - 4.9
TT> Eprod « 5»9i 0, Bprod « 6*1
0, Epr»d m 6*5} IT 9 Eprod « 5*5
TT 9 ISprod * 5*1? 0 9 Eprod « 6*5
0, Eprod » 6*5 §
Sum of Sprod f s for pnase * 0 « 48.6 (8 indications) 
Sum of Eprod 's for phase m IT « 16*5 (3 indications)
3.7, DERITATIOJST OF SOME PHASES
from the origin specifying: phases , some further phases 
tNHM found using the sigma-2 forraula. Two examples are 
given below.
(i) S i h^k
ff5 210 083 A A A 
Phase (293) « phase (210) * phase (083) -04-0-0 
(ii) h t E3c
315 505 210 A A PI - A 
Phase (315) - paase (505) + phase (^10)
- phase (505) + ^ - P*iaB» ( 21°)
» TI/X -t- IT - 0
During the phase determination all pha»«» were increased or
/decreased . ...
20
decreased by multiples of 2ir such that
Thus phase (315) - 3t»/x -2T « -^(Eprod - 9.3) 
Vine phases were found In terms of the three origin specifying 
phases.
3.8, SPECIFICATION OF EHAHflOMOHPH
The enantionorph is specified by fixing the value of 
a phase which is a structure in-variant. If the structure 
in-variant has a phase 0 for one onantiomorph then it will have 
a value of ii"-»^ for the other enantiomorph. % choosing 
one of these two phases the enantionorph is specified, though 
it is not possible to tell at this stage which one it is. 
!Phe value of the structure in-variant used must not be 0 or "u 
and preferably should not be near to one of these values. 
In space group P2j 2, 2^ the structure in-variants are those 
reflections with all three indices even. It is generally 
satisfactory to assign a value of ̂ ii to one ef these structure 
in-variants provided that all three indices are non zero. 
(A two dimensional phase would have a value of 0 or tr and oould 
therefore not be used). It is however aonetines possible to 
define the value of a structure in variant by assigning a 
value to a two dimensional phase which is not itself a structure
in-variant (!?) 
In specifying the onantiomorph it is desirable to fix the 
phase of a structure in variant which haa a large value of IB) 
and which enters into a large number of eigma-2 interactions. 
The only reasonable choice for angal was the 2, 10 f 2 reflection
/( E . 1.70 ....
21
\ IB I- 1.70, number of sigma-2 interactions m 37). (Phis 
reflection was assigned & symbol s. One further phase was 
4«termined in terms of this symbol.
3«9f ASSIGBMEHT OF FORTE3R SYMBOLS AKB DSTSRHIKATIOK OP MORE
At this stage a further symbol had to be assigned to a 
phased in order to proceed with the phase determination. The 
150 reflection ( \EU 2.14, number of sigma-2 interactions « 55) 
was assigned a symbol o where c could be either fn/i . Forty 
phases wer© dotormined in terms of the three origin specifying 
phases* a and a* The symbol d {*> 0 or TT ) was a a signed to the 
502 reflection and the list of phases was expanded to $6.
V
were £aisly strong indications that d was eeual to IT and it was 
given this value* There were also indications that s was iir/x 
and it was set equal to TT/J, , thus specifying the enantiomorph.
Thus 60 phase© were determined in terms of a single 
unknown symbol o» Setting o ©qual to TT/L and-^ in turn gave 
two possible sets of 60 phases. For the set with e » w^ 3 two 
furtiier phases were assigned values.
3.10, (PAHGSHT KMU&A RKFIISHUHT OF PEASES
Sets of approximate phases, derived for example by the 




contrast with the eigma-2 formula the tangent formula 
is valid for all values of )E|
A oozaputor program was written to carry out the tangent 
formula refinement. She structure of the program was 
 imilar to that of the sigoa-2 listing program.
Tangent formula refinement is repeated until convergence is 
achieved. Usually two or three cycles are sufficient. As 
an indication of how a refinement is proceeding, unsealed 
values for |E^\.»S<(>^ and \e$ \sinf fi can bo calculated (ll)s-
. cos
from which
The \B.\ - values are scaled to the l^l^g values such
and an R« factor defined by s
Rr
calculated.
During the tangent formula refinement phases were omitted 
froa further cycles of the refinement if the \\\ calc values 
were very low (less than 0.3 to 0.5) or if only a few terms 
contributed to a phase « Phases which varied a large amount 
from cycle to cycle in a random manner were also taken out.
Tho two sets of 60 phases, derived from the symbolic 
addition procedure, were refined using the tangent formula* The
/version ...
talent roroula program ueied for this refinenont did
not check the nunbore of interactions or the \U\ . valuoo for the i3haso9oalc *
*s described abore. The first act with e o^/igaire R« . 0,1 68 after four 
eyolea of refinement and the second sot with c » -^xcave R 1 » 0.181 after 
four cycles of refinement. In both oases convergence was Virtually 
achieved oft** two cyolea,
S-MAPS BASED OK 60 
Three dimensional E-aaps (Fourier synthesis with l£l 
or in this case 100 *l£i instead of 1F| ea ooeffieients) were 
oaloulatad for each set of 60 phases. Model o of the E*aap» 
were aade usiii^ plastioone balls on t/ire rods to represent 
the iK>sitions of the peaks in the JUmape. For the firot set 
of sixty pha»e» the fiftoen largest peako were represented 
in the model* Two projections of the oa$ are shown in
The six peaks 5> 10, 12, 11$ 6 and 3 f oniod a oix 
ring in the boat conformation with all bond lengths clooo to 
1«5 i* It was oonoidorod to be unlikely that tho ®ix nenbcred 
ring would be in a boat conf ormati n and it was aeotiaed that 
one of the peaks 3 or 12 w*0 spurious, Inspection of the 
other peaks em^eotod a possible structure for the aoleeul® 
with posies corresponding of oif^it of tho twelve non-hydro{ien 
atoms of ancgal * Vtot orientation of the ring was oonsiotont 
with th© three dAmneional Patterson ftsnotioji and the structure 
wms oonoiatent wi^i suee of the projection woxk« It had been 
Ooasitisred unlikely beoauoc of bad agreeiaent between observed 
and oaloiilated structure factors for the low order, hi^h 
intensity reflootiona. A »«t of etructure factors was calculated 
for an oloven aton trial struoturo corresponding to the left 
hsadsd enantioawrph (all non-hydrogen atona exoopt the carbon 
atosi of the methyl group)* The K factor (» IllfUts -\f\c^ c i /I \Fi.b,.)
of \r-\wrr. mctoA wioh tt»at ^ li=Us = Z
o
10
Pig. 7. Two projections (Okl y z=0 to x=J and hvO) of E-inap 
"based on first eet of 60 phases.
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0.49 aa4 the structure factor agreeaent at low sinie) was 
l>*o*. On looking through the list of structure factors, it
apparent that the calculated values of the structure factors 
very ciuch hicfcer than the observed values for the high 
intensity reflections, saggeiiUns that there was a systematic 
error in the measurement of these intensities. At this stage 
the trial structure did not seem sufficiently certain for a 
refinoncnt to be attempted*
An H-iaap was calculated using the second set of sixty 
phases* It appeared to be leoo proud sine than the first 
K-mil) though it was possible to pick out a sicdlar fra&aent of the 
6*0*1 molecule (Fig. $}. Tho ring was in a different symmetry 
position in the unit oell and the bond lengths and angles were 
less satisfactory*
as fHA&E u^p USJHO me
with the first set of 60 phaseo, the tangent
foramla was used to calculate additional phases and to roi'ino thon. 
132 reflection® with \K| values froa 1»49 to 1.18 ^oro included 
in the calculation. A phase was not accepted if there were 
f«rer then three contributor® o» if the sealed 
mm l*»s than 0,4* ^ie basic set of 60 phases was kept constant 
and only the newly determined phases we*« refined. Three 
oyoles of refinement were carried out c£vin£ a total of 136 
acceptable phases and an B f faetor of 0.258. m« addition 
and refinoiwwt of the phases *»« also carried out by Dr. fl.B. Soott 
using his oim tangent fonaula rograa. In this ease all the 
were refined together. \El values down to 1*20 uore









Pig. 8. Two projections (Okl,x=0 to x=J and h'.O) of E~mnp 
based on second set of 60 phases.
and no phaeea were eliadAated till the ref lasaant was 
complete. At this stage phases, with iw JB^ Vaauo8 or 
which varied by a large aaotait during the refinement, were 
eliminate*. 2t» H< Talus was 0.2^7 aad tho total nuabor of 
phasea obtained was 120.
Staee diaensioaal B-aaps were oaleulatod for the sets 
of 136 and 120 phase*. Ho oa^or diffea?oao»« w«?e foixnd 
between thaia and pro^eotiona ohowing; the oa^or peaka are shown 
in Slg. 9.
The Main difference between the 136/120 phase &~8ape 
and the 60 phaao E~map wad the appear^co of tho peaJc labelled 
1 whioh eaabled a six laeabered ring in the choir coafornation to 
be picked out* Peak 2, whioh turned oat to be spurious, wa* 
 till larger than peak 1. The heists of the significant peaks 
were greater than in the 60 phaae i£~jaap.
3.13, SKf® Af« FASflAl, miAX* SVRUCVQRE
factors and a Fourier synthesis were oaloulated
from a seven atom partial trial structure baaed on the 
136/120 phase K~&aps. The aix rin^; atonti were all treated aa 
oorbon a,toao and an oxygen atom wae pic\ood at peak 3 of the 
£-map. No atora wae plaoed at peak 10 as its position was 
probably not quite eorreot for 0 (a). It was hoped that thia 
a ton would ehow up in the Fourier aynthosiQ, giving evidcnoo 
of the oorroot»*ae of the partial struotiire. The Fourier 
«yath«ai0 woa ooaputed with thoee tenae for which \ ĈQ^0 was
gv««t«y than °«4^Fobe * ^ °( 2) atola dld ttot shotr up but 
there were two aw.ll peaks whioh <r«re later found to oorreopond
/ to     *  
Fig. 9. Two projections (Okl,x=0 to x-J and hkO) of E-innp 
based on sets of 120 and 136 phases.
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to 0(3) and 0(4). Bath of th«so were slightly off the correct 
pool tiros, Tha £ factor for the seven atom partial trial
0.50.
AKB BmKsans? OF
4*1) TAB&Sfff yOJOBJLA EEFXBlBtENT OF PHASBS B13UVBB fRCK 3E7EK
PABVXAL TRIAL S^WfUEE (18)
criterion suggested for accepting an approximate 
phase ejarired from a partial trial structure is that \FL. >/
P * obs 1ll*<l P i0 ^® frttdtioa of the total
of the siolaeulo oontaiii^d in the partial structure* 
siw) of th0 3r©^l»<5Mon ohould fe« fipeeator than 1.5. 
saven atoia partial trial i$truoture doooribod above represented 
jwit OT«r half the scattering oattor of tiio moleeula but p wa« 
«*t eqiial to 0*4 to e&oble a feu u-ctra phas^ to be found. 
A net of 52 phases with \B\>/1*5 was d*riYed, 9h«s« phasoo were 
rwfindd uain^ three cycles of the tangent formula (R 9 - 0.139). 
The list of p^iases was aaponded using the tangent fornula with 
1® further refleotlona (\£1*1.1?) inoludod in th© calculation. 
After throo cycles of refin«saent, tliainating after eaoh cycle
wV\CcV\
wwflttntions with swsal^l lE1 oaie ****** **»» **"» °*4 or^had 
lasa than three contributors , a set of 145 phasea wa» obtained 
(E 1 - 0*240). In this case all the phases, including the basic 
•et of 52, were refined
f E-JMJP im(M PHASES BSIITED I^OH SHrai A!JTCM FAmAL STEUCTUIffi
An B-map «&s oonputed u^dng the 14$ phase* derived froia 
the »«f«il atom partial trial structure. 3to projoctione of tho 
are »ho«n in Pig. 10. The three ozygen atono 0(2), 0(3). 
0(4) Bhoved 19 a« etrong peaks in the l>»aap (noa. 11, 1 
and 10) and there wan a aoaller peak corresponding to C(?)
/(no. 13)....
-I/-,
Pig. 10. Two projections (Okl,x=0 to x=-J and hLO) of E-rnap 
based on phases derived from seven atom partial 
trial structure.
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(»*« M). awaw were alee two spurious peaks (noo. 3 and 
*h» positions of 0(3) and 0(4) were more satisfactory than 
those found in the Fourier synthesis* Shis fact taken 
alone with the appearance of peaks corresponding to 0(2) and 
0(7) illustrate* the power of the tangent foammla ae a method 
for eos^leting partial structures* A» a further teat of the 
method the process was repeated using a four atom partial 
trial structure. fhis ie described in section 7.5.
4.3* OGMPLmoi? OF fHs
3tract«re factors and a Fourier synthesis were calculated 
for a ten atom partial structure (all non-hydrogen atoms 
exeept 0(6) and 0(7))  ®*« »ethyl group carbon atom was 
omitted as the peak in the B~aap was fairly small and as its 
position WAS not closely defined by the rest of the structure. 
The & factor waji 0*28* feaas with ^^^ 0»4* VJ^ 
included in the calculation of the Fourier synthesis. 
positions of 0(6) and 0(7) were easily identified. Structure 
factors were calculated for the complete trial structure 
(R . 0.26).
The appoaranea of all th© atone in chemically sensible 
positions and the rapid decrease in the R factor as the last 
few atoas were added left no doubt as to the correctness of 
the structure. *Bb» agreement between observed and calculated 
structure factors at low sin© was still rather poor and thero 
**  «n obvious systematic error in the neasureaant of some of 




"He* tteft the Wl^. values* fto effeot was too large to be^fmf^S ***
*»• te seooa4«ry extinction. 
^o* exaaplo,
*P(Q8Q)balG m 91® t ti'(020)1ob|9 « 604 
In be** these oaaes the observed value of the intensity 
only about 0*44 of the calculated valu«.
4.4, PQSt>IJ*U. SOUHCi^ 09 liKJiOH IN IL.'AS
Poeelble »ouxo«i!> of error In th« aea«ur«ffiient of the 
tntenoity reflections iraoNit*
(l) A •grotematlo error in the vimj&l ©otlKiatlon of tho
(ii) SjExorfl ia th« standard intensity etrlp
could only HaTQ been snail as a nicrodonaitomoter 
tra«« of the Intensity strip showed that it m» 
iNtaoonafely oatlsfaotory. 
(lii) Erpore dae to unsatisfactory filra or unsatiofactory
deirelopmont of tho films.
(iv) Inaocrorato 0oal© factors betwoon the last f0w filno 
of the film pack whore thor© v/or0 only a f 0w 
refloctionB, raoasurod on oaoh filn, from uhich to 
obtain voale factors*
Of tho sources of orrcr 11 o tod aborof oaaiber (ili), was 
probably tho aw*t Jj^ortatit. Tho Qea«uf«Eiento and
f«otom for the last few filna were chocked for the fttco layer
film pack (the worst error* w*r* in the s«ro layer reflections) 
it appeavod that tha arrow were on the films and not in 
of the filow.
4*5, S.B4ST SQUARE
the angal etruattse* was refined using a full matrix 
squaras procedure (9)* She quantity minis!*** was,
toe v^i^it of the ith ronoctlon « /^ 
it» standard deviation,
ill® factor k «*e introduced «* the 1F| 0^3 value* were 
not on an absolute seals and tho best value of k was found from 
tfce loa«t s<itiar««* Tho refinement waa carried out on a 
£3)19 «QHpH(«9 lMda« em Atlas Autocode program written 
f*3, Pawley based OB Busing Martin and Lcry o OliFLS
4.6,
the vel^ltln^ »oh«ae used in the conpntor program
|F| » x>hMorred value of etructura factor zmgnitude. 
#3 and W4 aro constants whose valuee are input* 
fhe hi chest weighted reflections are those with IFl « Wj.
/For ...
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* a*t of intensities atamired froa films (W3} 2 is taken as
appawadjwitoly toe mom of an Intensity whioh was aeasurod, 
Ml the t*$ filn of a fil» pack, in the mat accurate region of 
the etandard intensity strip. IB the first stages of the 
ttfliiimaiit If wan taken as 8 corresponding to a aea*ured 
intensity of about 10 oa the intensity otrip* In the later 
0*«e»0» W5 tra» MMn as 12 oorreepondin^ to a maoured 
intaaalty of about 22. (both values of -? liavo been placed 
on an aTMwliito @oat@), W4 was uwd to put the standard 
t^Tiationo on am aj»prosimatoly abaoluto soolo. I'or tho hi^ioot 
weighted refleotiona with \F1 « W5, *(*) wan i^Lv^a a ^alua of \F1/10*
4,7, ISOfTHOPIO
During the Iwact squaros refinonent of
of the left h«Bd«d onantiomorph iwre retained a0 
it wa« eoxmnient to calculate a sot of pha»e« for thie
•••JlllrminijiTi for cosapsriipon with phases dorired from tho symbolic
•Action prooflMiwre.
In t!iQ first cycle of th« yofiiumftnt, the nine hi^iost 
int«uiity reflaotitms waro oslttec and all weights were oot 
to unity, Ateoio ponltions for tho
y an oreaeall teaapersturo factor and six EC ale factors were 
refinod. Indlvidiwa seal® factors for the six Inysra of data 
(1 «i 0 to 1 « 5) w«p« refin«d ** the valuos obtained for these 
were not very accurate* *fce H factor was redooed from 0.260 to 
0,179- Three cycles of le*toopic refineswat were then carried 
cut with all the reflections included. The weighting soheaft
/described •••••
in section 4.6 irac used with VT$ * 8, In tho second 
and third of these cycles, i so tropic temperature factors of the
-hydrofcan atomc were refined. Xn the next cycle 
seventeen highest intensity reflections were omitted ana 
15 *** »«t equal to *0« A few errors had been 
la the data and these were corrected. The H factor 
re&iatd to 0,157, $hfc inverse scale footers for the six labors 
*f data were applied to the observed \F\ value 0 so that all the 
data WP.O on a comon scale (^10 times absolute). Bur ing later 
stagee of tbe refinenont only a alRgle soolo factor was refined*
4.8, DIFFERSNCS F00E1BE
A three dlaenslonrd difference Fourier nyntheslo was 
computed omitting the ooyenteen highest Intensity roflootionts. 
It ifao Inspected to see whether there were positive peaks at the 
ealeulateti hydroe^n aton positions (see below). Peako were 
fonad ooioti^ottdin^ to the hydieogen atoae on C(1) to C(6)« 
The heights of the peaks wea?e 0«4 to 0.5 eA   The calculated 
pealtlonft of the liydrocen atoms were usually slightly dieplaoed 
from the peak maxima* fwo p©akc were found lylru; along 
probable hydroew bond directions* ^heae wwpe interpreted aa 
being the hydrogen atoaa attached to 0(4) and 0(2), It waa 
found later that the po»ltion derived for the hydrogen atona 
en J{2) ®are too long a bond length for the 0(2) - H bond (-1.5^) 
aftd a more reasonable eatinate of its poedtlon was nod© later 
th4HMSh the incorrect position was used during the refinement. 
The sttthyl group hydrogen atone were not placed. The difference
....
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synthesis showed a number af spurious peaks with heists 
up to 0.6 eJT , Vh^TQ were aleo son© indications of anisotroplc 
tttatetions of oooe of tho carbon and oaygen atoms*
4.9 f CAiiOBUTioif or Hnmooss ATOM
the position* of the hydrogen atom© on C(i) to 0(3) 
calculated on the computer. tfc«y «ere placed such that the C~ 
fcend length *»s 1*08 A and the angles between the C-H bond and 
the othsr th#®0 bonds of the carbon atom, to whioh the hydrogen 
atom was attaohod, were eq«al. The positions of the 
atoms on C{6) were oaloulated using a coaster program 
%y Ur* »*A« R«e0* flie angles between the C*H bonds and tlw 
two other bondo of Cl(6) were asoi^jned values of 109*5 
Again the CUE bond length® were Bet equal to 1.08 A*
Nine of the twelve hydrogen atoraa of an^nl (all except those 
of the methyl group) were included in the refinement* They 
were aasigned ioo tropic temperature factors oquol to the ioo~ 
tropic temperatoro factors of tho atoms to which they irer© attached. 
Hone of the hyto>$et* atom pareBsetors were refined* One further 
oyele of lnotropio least squares refinoTOnt was carried otit 
varying the ieotropio temperature factor* and positional 
parameters of tho twelve non-hydrogen atoms and a ainglo scale 
factor* W5 «ae aet  q^&al to 19. The H factor was reduced to 
0*144. ** *** found that the store of tho KDP9 computer wao 
not lore® enough to enable the aimultaneoua refinement of the 
positional paveAetera and aniootroplc tenporature factors of tho 
tvelve non- hydrogen a tone. The ani so tropic tenporature factor 
doefficionta /*,, were thae refined in separate oyolon from
/tho **
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the positional parameters. Four cycles of refinement were 
carried out, p^ volume for the twelve non-hydrogen &toi3i' being 
refined in the first and third cycles and positional parameters 
in the second and fourth cycle a. £he final H factor was 0.119 
A suiasaary of the least squares refinement based on the fils 
data is given in Table 2. Unobserved reflections were not 
included in the rofinonont. 2he expreeiiion used for the 
anifto tropic temperature factor was,
4*llf
A set of pimse®, calculated for the rafined structure
(a» the left handed anantionorph) , ^ae used for comparison with
v» 
the ^UNNI derived by the eymbolic addition procedure and fron
the oevon atoii p^irtlal trial structure*
tilt fir^t &et of sixtjT tangant forimila refined phases 
consisted of 15 two dimensioaal phases and 43 three diaensional 
phases. Of the 15 two dimensional phases 14 were correct arid 1 
waa incorrect* For the 45 three dimensional phases the average 
error in the jfr.ae Aewas 41 degrees* i'he distributiori of the 
errors is shown in i-Ug. 11 a*
5?or the expanded set of 136 phases there were 18 two 
diaaiMriUmal pfcftsas of i*hich 1? were correct. $h© average error 
in the three diaensional phases tms i?2 defireas. ?he distribution 
of tho errors is shown in Itg. 11b. fox the e»3L>ftnded set of 
120 phases there were 21 two dimensional phases of which 18 were 
correct. The average error in the threo diaensional phases was 
decrees* In this case the basic cat OJL 60 phases had boon






















































































































1) NC^number of cycle; NH=num"ber of reflections; NA=number 
of atoms; NP=number of parameters varied.
2) Nine highest intensity reflections omitted in cycle 1.
3) After cycle 4 some errors in the data were corrected - 
and the 17 highest intensity reflections were omitted.
4) After cycle 5 all the data were placed on a common scale.
Table 2, Summary of least squares refinement of angal 
based on film data.
rv n-10-























Pig. 11. Distributions of the 








along frith the additional phases but the average error 
in the baaio a*t of 60 pfiaa*9 woe atill 41 decrees and 14 out of 
the 15 t*o diaansioaai phaaaa w«£* correct.
Aft** tangent formula rftfiaaoAiit of the basic aet of 
52 pha£«a d^rlvasi froii tit* e«ven atom partial trial structiire, 
47 i>ha*«« were ace apt ad. 7ii6i»e were 15 two diman sierra phases v 
of which wore oorreot, The avt^rngt •ffaror in the 34 three
nal &&&»$& wa» 20 d«gr00®« For the expaaded sat of 
145 $*»&«*« tiMHr* wsro 29 two dimensional phases of wriich a? were
•tfKVtUt* 0»« of the two iiieorrect phad90f tho 104» was th© 
incorrect tt/o dJUiQiiedoiial phase In tho boeic aet of 60 pha@e0 
dsxiltd by ayabolio addition* 'The average orror in tho 
three diaensionai phases was 25 degrees* Th© distributions of




5.1 t COLLSCTIGH OF DATA
A Moond o*t of intensity data for aagal wan eoUected 
in tho department of Biochamiotry at tho University of Bristol 
on a Hilgar and Watts Y290/FA128 four cirol® diffraotoiaeter 
controlled by a FBI'S computer. An s^a-ay tube with a moly- 
bdenum target w*» operated at 40 K»V, and 2$ a*A from a Philips 
1130 generator. The equipment was kindly nado available by 
It, H.C. Watson. Though th© author tra* pr«e©nt at th© sotting 
of the orystalf laoet of the data oolleotion and prooeaniiio was 
don* In hie abaenoe by Dr. H.C. iateon :md Dr. P. W«nd«ll*
After the alitjnment of the diffractonciter h^d been
an angal orystal wan nounted about its f o f axis on 
goniometer head and was oot usinc the 002 and 040 
reflections. One thousand nine hundred and seventy four independent 
reflections wore moaaurod in threo ranges of theta, from 0 to 10 
d*g*«e»t from 10 to 2^ degreea and from 25 to 35 degree o. Baoh 
reflection wa® meaJRiwod both a» the hkl and tha eyametry related 
hkl refleotion. An <io»0a eoan m» «»«d (19) and the reflections 
*»re eoanned over 2.V degrees in sixty etape of 0*04 docrooa. 
Wi® counting tlao im» four ueoonds for eaoh etept giving a total 
oounting time of eight rainutea for each reflection. Between 
eaoh aeawiroment of the two standard reflections (the 002 and the 
040) ff 48 ordinary reflections woro aeaeured. fhe maadrawa voluea 
Of hy k and 1 were oet at 1?» 20 and i 12 reepoctivoly.
5.2, PHOCBOUIKO OF DATA
Tho thirty oonoeoutive oounto Which gave the largest total 
taken a» repro»entin^ the intensity of the peak plus the
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baok,<;round ore* thirty steps* the other thirty counts
**J|** ~» tlMi oa«ic£round ore* the remainder of the scan* This
 dthod of estimating tho positions of ta® reflections in the 
scan tended to ri.vo a systematic over estimation of the intensities 
of the vory waefe reflections. If the edge of a irafloctlon came 
at the end or within one step of the end of the soan, the 
measurement was rejected* If 1?1 was the count for the peak 
plus background ajad H^ waa the count for the feaokground, tlien 
intensity Of the reflection was taken ao bolng proportional
to K .   W^ - Hg and the standard deviation based on the 
statistics as ^ « -/(S. 4- Kg) « The data were corrected for 
Lorontz and polfj?i nation factors and the two intensity aeasure- 
monta for eaoh rcfloction were averaged ( there waa only one 
DooBnrement for each of the hkO refloatione ao hkO = bkO) . 
At two stacks in the data collection, after 019 refl action® (the 
end ef tOae 0-25 degree ran^e) and after 1392 reflections, there 
wero ali^t changeo in the sjeamired intensities of the standard 
refloctiona. Accordingly, after one oyole of leotropio full 
 atriz loaot oquareB refinement based on 619 refl@ctione 9 the
1P1 v 4ata were i?ttt OR aa approxiaately 10 tiraee absolute aoale oos
applying the following »oale fao torsi* 
Reflections noa. S0ale factor 
f - 819 0.3600 
820 - 1392 0.3635 
1393 - 1974 0.3692
An estimate of the amount of error due to absorption waa 
by measuring the intensity of a independent *»floot ion 
as # was rotated in ten dotfroo atopo (20), Ho signlfiOBAt
/systenatic ...
systematic variation of intensity was found, though the counting 
tiM used for each m*a*ttraaor:t was rather too short to enable 
11 chants to bo detested* $he Individual intensity 
its varied "by up to 3*>> from the nesn value. Eo 
absorption correction was applied as tho inajdcnia error would not 
be greater than 2
3.3, ,T:iaH7iNG ommm
The etandard &eviatioinOf'.assi3ned to tht ^l Av M data wore 
uadng the oxprwssion (21)»«
F - J_ // 0^,KX 4- [0-02 ViyK^
? » combined Lorenta and polarisation factors* 
fh« fftotor of 0,02 in the above expression woe derived frott 
an inspection of tho mea&uramemte of the intaaaity of t&t 002 
reflection (QUA of the standard ronoctione) whioh Stowed a 
variation of ii©t mor© than 2^' during tho data collection in the 
thota ran£0 of 0 - 25 dog»«»«« ^he oounting errors wor® oraall 
for thio reflection and the a&in oouroe of random error would bo 
due to sources of «rro» such as fluctuation in th« x-rey source. 
For the hi^i iat«o«ity reflectiono this wes th« significant 
contribution to the standfird deviation whereas for the low 




5.4» LEAST SQUAHBS RSFIHEMEHT OF AHGAL TTSIFG DIFFRACTOttETSR 
DATA
One cycle of full matrix least squares refinement was 
earried out using the parameters calculated after the fifth 
cycle of least squares refinement based on the film data* The 
weighting scheme incorporated in the cosiputer program was used. 
A scale factor and the positional parameters and isotropic 
temperature factors of the twelve non~hydrogen atoms were 
refined using 819 reflections. The H lactor after the cycle 
was 0.1J8. A three dimensional difference Fourier synthesis 
was computed and inspected for hydrogen atom positions. Sight 
hydrogen atoms showed up, that is all the hydrogen atoms except 
those of the methyl group and 0(2). Hine hydrogen atoms were 
placed in th© same pooitiona as used for the first refinement 
and each was assigned a temperature factor equal to the isotropio 
temperature factor of the atom to which it was attached. The 
throe hydrogen atome of the methyl group were not placed. 
Structure factors were calculated for the 21 atoms using th« 
full set of data (1974 reflactions). The R factor was 0.172.
Pour further cycles of full matrix least squares refinement 
were carried cut. The weights were calculated from the 
supplied ̂ values calculated as described above. In the first 
and third of these cycles, an overall seale factor and the 
ani&otropic thernal parameters for the twelve non-hydrogen atoms 
were refined. At no stage were any hydrogen atoie. parameters 




The final H factor was 0.097 and the weighted R factor
0.078. An
R factor was calculated for the 819 reflections in the 0-25 
degree range of theta as this was a coraparabls set of data* 
to that measured from the filns. The R factor was 0.061 
compared with 0,119 for the filn data (730 reflections). The 
structure factor tables are #Lven in Appendix II. It ean 
be seen frosi these that there was a systematic tendency for the 
weak intensities to be over estisiated. She refinement is 
summarised in Table 3 and two projections of the angal crystal 
structure are shown in Figs, 12 and
5.5, THE PARAMETERS
The refined parameters* are listed in Tables 4> 5 and 6. 
Table 4  dves the fractional coordinates with their standard 
deriations, from the least squares refinement, for the twelve 
non-hydrogen atoms of angal and the fractional coordinates and 
isotropic temperettir® factors calculated for nine hj'-arog-en atoms. 
Table 5 gives the aniaotropic thermal parameters^ p- , for the
o
twelve non^hydrogen atomss and B. . values calculated ae suggested 
by Cruiokshsjnk (23). The average value of B^, B22 and B_- 
gives an estimate of the mean isotropic temperature f actor f or 
the atom* Table 6 lists the bond lengths and bend angles for 
the non-hydrogen atoms, together with their standard deviations
calculated from thc^ptandard deviations of the fractional
/coordinates      
* Note* Burinft the solution and refinement of the angal structure 
the cell dimensions used were 0,2</o less than those quoted in 
Table 1 and used in the calculation of the inter-atonic distances.
/ThiB ...
iso/ R 
NO NR aniso R. NA NP Parameters varied
0 819 - 0.144 12 0 none
1 819 iso 0.138 12 49 1.2. (x,,y,z,B) ;1 ,
5736
1974 iso 0.172 21 0 none
111096
2 1974 aniso 0.117 21 73 72./S. .;1'.SF47295 io
3 1974 aniso 0.102 21 37 12.(x,y,z);1 .SF
32052
4 1974 aniso 0.098 21 73 72./S. ,;1.SF
26625 id
5 1974 anieo 0.097 21 37 1 2. (x,y,z) ;1,.SF
25952
Notes
1) NC=number of cycle; NR=number of reflections;
NA=number of atoms; NP=nura"ber of parameters varied,
2) In cycle 1 the weights were calculated using the 
routine of the least squairee program. In. later 
cycles the weights were calculated as described 
in section 5.3
Table 3, Summary of least squares refinement of angal 
based on diffractometer data.
©—
Pig. 12. Projection of the crystal structure of angal (hkO).































































































































0.3250 0*3880 0.2271 3-57 
H(9) 0.2750 0.5000 -0.5000 2.73 
H<8) on 0(2) and H(9) on 0(4)
Tfeble 4» Atomic coordinates of angal. Standard deviations 




































































































































































































Table 6. Bond lengths and bond angles of angal. Standard 
deviations in brackets refer to the last quoted 
decimal place of the parameters.
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coordinates as described by Ahmed and Cruick shank (24). 'She 
boncl Isntha and bond angles derived froa the film data are 
included Tor comparison*
Hote cont f cU
Thie means that there will be some slight, though probably
insignificant, errors in the thermal parameters,]FI . valuescaJ.0
and hydrogen atom positions; For work requiring accurate 
hydrogen atom positions the hydrogen atoms positions should 
probably be recalculated as, in addition bo a&y auall e^rur due 
to the different cell diiaeneions, the poaitiono of the atoms, 
to which the bydrogen atoms were attached, shifted a 
during the refinement*
SECTION VI: BISCUSSIGK OF THS STRUCTURE
6.1, DXSCUSSIOH OF TE3 AKCAL STRUCTURE
estiaatin^ a set o£ rtooro'ia&tes far sngal (sea Part II f 
5»9) the structure vs» treated as if it #0re e, five
su^ar ring (~C(3)~C(4)-0(5)~C(6)-Q(3)~) fuaad en to 
part of a six iiemberoed pyranfts® rin^ (-C(5)«.C(5}*C(l}-C(2} 
Th« ^ometry of the angal molectil* aa detoxminsd by x-ray 
diffraction oonfina» the reasonableneoe of this treatment* 
almost every part of the moleoula the parameters ar<3 ooneistent 
vith the general tronds for pyranose T-'ings and for five mon'bered
'(VouttVx VV»6 ^-v\)fc «wtw\V»t«-teL WA<^ o-^ <x»\gM ii not oc ^uraAOifc "^5)
rings as exemplified by furanese rir,g% ̂ furanose rings Tuere the 
elofiest analogues for which there was a reaconable quantity 
of crystal data for cosepexiBion*
The ittforaatiofiL about bond lengths aud bond angles in 
vst&sx rijc^'s van obtained from a review by Jeffrey arxd Rcsenetein (25), 
from a survey of the crystal etructurss of seventeen compounds 
contairdng xj^^^°®® rings and four conipo\U).di3 containing furanose 
rin£«* and from st«siaari©© of the general trends given by Chu and 
Jeffrey (2C), Serman, Chu and Jeffrey (27; tyad Sunaaraline
5?kww?e appears to b<^ no significant difference in C-C and
G-0 bond lengths (excepting C(l)*0(t)) between pyraaioco and
a 
furanone rings* %h® average C«C bond lenjh in an^al of 1 .529^
ia ver^r close to tho average vcdue of 1 .527:^3r pyranosc rlngm. 
Yh© average C-0 bond longth of 1.441& is only a«2?S|nally greater 
than the average value 6£r pyranose rings of 1.4301.
The range of bond angles at fche pyranoae ring carbon atoms 
(C(l) and C(2)) is typical of that found for pyra>io:ie ricg;j with
/an . ...
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an average value of 109.3 degrees very close to the tetrahedral 
*4gle of 109.5 degrees. !The 0(5) ring oxygen angle of 114.0 
degrees is very close to the average of 113.9 degrees, The 
bond angle at 0(1) of 114.9 degrees is only slightly greater 
than the values of 113-2, 115.4 and 11J.2 degrees found for the 
mothyl glycosides of * -D-galactose-6-bromohydrin (29), 
/*-xylose(30) and ft -maltose (26).
A systematic shortening of the C(l)-0(l) bond has been 
observed in most pyranose sugars, exceptions being <x-methyl- 
galactoside-6-bromohydrin (29) and sucrose (31), both of which 
have 0(1) axial and tho hydrogen atom on 0(l) substituted* Chu 
and Jeffrey (26) have suggested the following empirical 'rules 1 
for tho occurrence of C(l)-Q(l) bond shortoningi-
(i) An axial glycosidic bond is shortened only if the
hydrogen atom attached to 0(1) is unsubstituted. 
(ii) An equatorial glycosidic boad is shortened
irrespective of whether the hydrogen atom attached 
to 0(1) is substituted or not. 
(iii) Where the C(1)-0(1) bond is shortened, no significant
difference occurs in the 0-0 (ring) bond ler$hs. 
(iv) Where there is no shortening of the C<jl)~0(l) bond, 
the C-O(ring) bond lengths are possibly different, 
the bond adjacant to the glycosidic bond being tho 
shorter*
According to theae rules, shortening of the C(l)-0(l) 
bond should be observed in angal and there should be no 
significant asymetry in the lengths of the C-O(ring) bonds. Tho
/structure ..
structure confirms these predictions. The C(1)-0(1) bond has 
a length of 1.374 i which is 0.067 1 (>18»-) shorter than the 
average C-0 bond length. The C~0(ring) bonds are 1.449 &, 
C(1)-0(5), and 1.450 A, C(5)-0(5), showing no significant 
asymmetry. The C(l)-0(l) bond length is slightly shorter than 
the average length fer this b^d of 1.390 1.
In furanose rings the average C-C-0 bond angle is 105.8 
degrees. The two C-C-0 bond angles of angal at C(3) and C(6) 
have values close to this (104.8 and 105.4 degrees). The 
C-C-C bond angles within the ring tend to be smaller than the 
C-C-0 angles ?rith an average value of 102.5 degrees at the carbon 
atoms lying in the four atom plane of the ring and 100.9 degrees 
at the carbon atom lying out of the four atom plane. The 
observed values for angal were 101.8 degrees (at C(5)) and 97»7 
degrees (at 0(4)) t both following the general trend, though the 
angle at 0(4) is rather smaller than average. The ring oxygen 
bond angle of 108,3 degrees is close to the average of 109,8 
degrees.
The other angles at 0(3) and 0(5) lie in the range 
107.0 to 112.8 degrees with an average value of 109.4 degrees close 
to the tetrahedral angle.
fhe distance across the pyranose ring from C(5) to C(5) 
is 2.30 A which 0.2 A less than the value of 2.50 A for an 
unbridged pyranoso ring* The best plane through the four atoms 
C(2), C(3), C(5) and 0(5) was calculated. The distances of the 
four atoms from this plane were 0.015, 0.017, 0.018 and 0.012 A
/respectively ..
respectively. C(l) was 0.543 A out of the plane and 0(4) 
was 0.921 A. out of the plane. The average distance out of 
the plane for 0(1) and 0(4) for a glucopyranose residue is about 
0.66 A(32),C(4) of angal is forced further out of the plane by 
the formation of the anhydro bridge. Tha pyranose ring on the 
other hand is slightly flattened at C(l). This flattening 
could relieve tiro sources of strain. First, tendency for 0(5) 
and 0(2) to be pushed apart when the anhydro ring is formed 
(the distance between C(2) and 0(5) is 2.48 A compared with 
2.40 A for a glue oplyr ariose residue) and second, to relieve a 
rather short conteot distance between H(l) on C(1) and H(7) 
cm 0(6). If there was no flattening of the ring the distance 
would be about 1.8-1.9 A which is slightly less than the 
suggested 'outer limit* E~ - -H contact distance of 1.9 & (32). 
The distance between the calculated hydrogen atom positions on 
angal was 2.3 A.
The best plane through C(3)» 0(3), C(6) and 0(5) of the 
five membered ring' was also calculated, the distances of the 
four atoms froia the plane being 0.015, 0.018, 0.023 and 0.014 A 
respectively. 0(4) was 0.706 i out of the plane.
Two projections of the molecular structure of angal are 
shown in Fig, 14.
The position of the methyl £p?oup was also 4£ interest. 
The oonforelational energy based on non-bonded atonic interactions 
was calculated as a function of the angle of rotation around the 
C(1)-0(1) bond (Fig. 15). The Kitaygorodsky potential energy
/function «...
Fig. 1U« Two molecular projections of angal.
- C(\] -
Pig. 15. Potential energy profile for methyl group of 
angal.
function (67) was used with r0 values of 3.92, 3.76 and 3.33 I 
for the C - - -Me, 0 - - -He and H - - -Me interactions (69). 
The calculation was carried out using the coordinates of the 
calculated angal model (see Part II, Section 3«9). The methyl 
group appeared to have a fair degree of freedom as shown by 
the broad potential energy minimum. The observed dihedral 
angle C(7)~OJ1)-C(1)~C(4) of -125o degrees t?as very close to the 
calculated potential energy minimum position. The position of 
the -ethyl group may also be explained in terms of dipol® 
interactions between the unshared electron pairs on 0(l) and 0(5) 
(33) and is consistent with the position of the methyl group 
in other similar monosaccharides. f£he difcedral angle 
0(5)-C(1)~Q(1)-C(7) is 68.1 degrees for angal compared with 
72.3> 69*2 and 64*8 degrees for the methyl glycosides of 
/3 *aylos0(30), /3-maltose(26) and 1-thio-/3-I>-.xylo8e (34). 
C(7) shows quite large anisotropic vibrations\tn the plane 
approximately normal to the 0(l)-C(7) bond.
Two hydrogen bonds were found involving 0(2) and 0(4) 
each of which is hydrogen bonded to the other in two different 
molecules. As in the case of other methyl glycosides (61) no 
hydrogen bonds involving the ring oxygen atom 0(5) were found. 
The lengths of the two hydrogen bonds were 2.845 I and 2.744 1 
and the angal molecules are hydrogen bonded to give double chains 
of molecules running parallel to the 'c 1 axis as shown in Pig. 16. 
These double chains would appear to vibrate fairly strongly in 
a direction approximately parallel to the 'a 1 axis as shown 
by the fact that the average B.. value is 4*17 compared with 2.83 
for B22 and 2.26 for
Fig. 16. Hydrogen bonded double chains of angal
kl
SECTIOH VII» OTHER loETHODS TRIED
7.1, SYSTEMATIC ROTATION OP AHGAL
In the early stages of the structure determination an attempt 
was made to solve the angai structure in projection (hkO) by 
rotating a model of the molecule systematically about the ring 
centre position as determined from the two dimensional Patterson 
function* For each orientation of the molecule a set of 
structure factors and an agreement factor were calculated. Tho 
orientation of the molecule was defined by three variable Bulerian 
angles e lf ex and 63 where &, was a rotation about the t 2 l axis, ea 
a rotation about the new 'x' axis and &3 a rotation about the new 
*2i f axis. The rotation matrix was,
5 W\ 6 \ . Co S 61 • W^ 6 a CoS 0 Cos O, S/Vvt 6i 3 Vv> © „ .
I A J \ i * J il
4-tos6».cos0_ -Viuv^Bi-CosG, 3 "3
6 coSo co s 6 3 Co$6 .cos6-»-cos6o j vvi 6 ^ • ^ -S 67i • i J 113 A. •*
- CoS 6, - S\/U 63 -Siv\ 0, SVAA 63
\*\ 6 , . Sw\ &<L -Cos9 ) -Sw\0 i Cos 6j
A computer program to carry out the calculation was written 
by 3>r, H.M. Harding* To save computing time, the observed \J?\ 
values were divided by th« square root of the local average 
IfP * valuos to give reduced structure factors P (hkl). Th«
ODS *




whore a, « atomic number of the 
j
Jth atom in a unit cell of N atoms. 
The simplified form of the geonetric structure factor was
ussedi-
o<U
A table of sine values was calculated and stored in order 
to save computing time.
The oalmiXatiou of the set of coordinates for angal is 
describee in Part II, section 3.9. Eleven of ths twelve 
non-hydrogen atoms were included in the calculation, the 
methyl group carbon etoa being ordtted. Intervale of 15 
degrees were chosen for 6, , \ and e 3 with rangss of 0-360, 0-180 
and 0*360 degrees respectively. Structure factors Tsrere 
ealculeted for MtO reflection© with h from 0 to 6 and k from 
0 to 6« It was desirable to us© low order reflections as the 
structure factors were lees sensitive to atomic positions. About 
50 seemed a reasonable number of reflections to make comparison 
between the observed and calculated structure factors irerth while. 
The calculated structure factors were scaled such that
and two agreement factors wero calculated
\ iMoV* - lMcalc\
\Fr\ oVi -
The agreement factor Rp was plotted out af3 a function of 6, t 6 1 
and O^and the plots were inspected for minimum values. Several 
minima were found and the structures corresponding to the five 
lowest minima, SR1-SR5, are shown in Fic» 1?» None of these
/structures •«.
o
Pig. 17. The best structures from the systematic rotation 
of angal.
structures refined satisfactorily though SR1 gave fairly good 
agreement between observed and calculated structure factors 
&t low sin 6.
From the correct structure, as derived by direct methods, 
it was apparent th&t the ring centre position determined from 
the two dimensional r'atterson function was displaced by about 0.5 i 
ia the x coordinate and 0.2 1 in ti e y coordinate. There were 
also errors in the measurement of some of the high intensity 
reflections. Part of the calculation was therefore repeated 
with corrected data, covering the range in which the correct 
orientation was to be found. The calculation was done both for 
the correct ring centre position and the ring centre position 
calculated from the Patterson function.
She results are shown in Fig. 18. For the rotation around 
the correct ring centre position there is a good minimum which 
gives an orientation of the molecule very close to that in the 
correct structure (Fig. 19) 9 whereas at the Patterson function 
ring contraposition there is a minimum at approximately the 
cane orientation but it is not significantly better than several 
other ainlaa round about it. Probably the misplaced *ing centre 
position was a more important factor than the few rather poorly 
estimated intensities in causing the systematic rotation method 
to fail for angal. The good minimum obtained in the repeated 
•aloulation at the correct ring centre position indicates that 
the model used wae satisfactory and that the omission of the 







Pig. 18. The positions of the minima from the re-run of 
part of the systematic rotation of angal. 
(e,,-60°to +60° ; ea) 0° to -f1?0° ; G 3 ,-^i; 0 to H-bO°
Pig. 19. The best orientations of angal at (a) the correct 
ring centre position and (b) the ring centre 
position derived from the two dimensional 
Patterson function. ( Prom the re-run of part 
of the systematic rotation.)
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7.2, fcOTA'i'ZON FUHCTIOMS (35,21)
Various rotation functions vrere calculated in order to try 
and find the orientation of the angal molecule which best fitted 
the three dimensional Patterson function. The method involves 
taking a vector model of the molecule or a known fragment of 
tiie molecule and rotating it around the origin of the three dimensional 
Pattereon function to find the position of •beet fit 1 (55).
The rotation functions were calculated on the computer using 
a vactor rs»del calculated from the estinatad set of angal 
coordinates (Part II, section 3«9)« The maximum length of 
vector considered wae 3»9 & and the three dimensional Patterson 
function was stored on a grid of approximately 0,25 & spacing. 
Only the asymmetric part of the Patteraon function was stored. 
The value of the Patterson function at the end of each vector 
was taken as being that of the nearest grid point. The orientation 
of the vector model was defined by three variable Eulerian angles 
as for the systematic rotation described above. Ten degree 
intervals uere taken in the three angles. The ranges of the 
angles required depend on the symmetry of the vector model and 
of the Patterscn function (21), !£hough the vector model of a 
single moleoule of angal had symmetry 1, the presence of the four 
orientations of the molecule in the unit cell enabled it to be 
treated as nnm, The symmetry of the Patterson function was 
also mmm and thus the ranges required for ©,, ©3. and ©3 were 0-90, 
0-90 and 0-180 degrees respectively. Various criteria can bt 
uaed to determine the § best fit 1 of the vector model to the Patterson
/function •••
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function. Two of these are the minimum function and the 
tram function (21,36).
The rotation minimum function is defined by
where P^ is the value of the Pattersoc function at the end 
of the ith vector and q. is the total number of vectors in the 
model*
If this function is positive then the ends of all the 
vectors lie in positive regions of the Patterson function. 
She value of the mininum function gives the value of the 
Patterson function at the end of the 'worst' fitting vector, that 
is the one which falls in the least positive region. The 
function can be modified to take into account the weights 
of the different vectors. 
In this form the function le
where Z* is the weight of the ith vector.
The niinlEsum function is a very sensitive teat. If it i* 
to be .successful the single weight vectors nust be reeolvsa. 
in the Patterson function. The vector model raact be 
accurate and fine intervals of 6, , &! and &3 are rec-aired* A 
Wlghted minimum function was calculated for aagal with the 
weightB of the vectors being taken as the product of the atomic 
numbers of the atoms at fche end of the veotors. No positive 
regions were found and so it was inspected for the leant
negative regions.
/A ...
A modified form of the minimum function was also calculated. 
In thla function a search wao carried out over the 27 grid 
points surrounding the nearest grid point to the end of 
each vector and the maximum value of the Patter son function 
taken*
1 .mat (Px) •-• l-wvcu 
Zx 7.^
where max (?^) • maximum value of the ?atte£0on function at the 
27 3P?i& soiat« surrounding the end of ths ith vector,
fhe &(JWC) function was designed to UAJQ the sulniaua function 
eriterion of bsst fit tout to lows? th© eensitivity of the sethod 
thereby allowing for slight errors in the atomic positions of 
tha modol or for the use of too large angular intervals inO t ,e x 
and ©i • She function has the disadvantage that a certain 
amount af distortion is intafoduo^d which oould posaibl/ lead to 
a false solution though the correct solution should also give 
a maximusu 5?he calculation tine io greater than that of the 
minimum function for comparable angular ranges, !?he aeaa^cJi over 
tho 27 grid points nood not however be carried out eacii t£o& for 
eiich vector* If the value of tho Patter son function at the 
nearest gjfid ^oint to the end of a vsator is greater than th«
minimum value fo-»md for 1 • ma^ (p(,) at that stage then no searchZ{.
need be carried out for that vector.
In the M(JWC) function calculated £o:? angal there were a 
email positive poaka but no dofinits indication *f the best 
a of the molooule. She results from t e minimum 
cu^/^eoted thrit either the nodel was in error or that
/the ••••
til* single weight vectors were not resolved in the Patterson 
function. l?fcom the final structure it was found that a 
few of the single weight vectors cane in quite negative 
regions of the Patterson function, though usually fairly noar 
high positive peaks* This could have boen caused by diffraction 
effects round the high peaks,
A second type of rotation function is the rotation sum 
functions-
The value of the sum function should bo large and positive 
when the ends of all the vectors lie in positive regions of the 
Patterson function* There may however be spurious nfvrima 
caused by the chance coincidence of even a low weight vector 
with a high peak in the Matter son function. If, however, a few 
atoms of the model are slightly uncertain in their positions 
then the sum function is preferable to the minimum function.
Suw\ ^iA/v\cUc™ was taUu-la-Vtel ]or cvvx^aA . 'fVit \\\it \>est orientations
A rotation /obtained from it are shown in Fig. 20. The ring 
orientations in B and E were not consistent with the ring 
orientation found from the visual inspection of the Patterson 
function. The orientation of the molecule in B was however very 
close to that in the correct
7.3, SYSTEEaTIC TRANSLATION
Having determined the possible orientation of a molecule, 







Pig. 20. The five beet orientations of angal from the 
rotation sum function.
nay be done by translating the molecule, in the proposed orientation, 
systematically and stepwise over the unit cell and 
calculating sets of structure factors and agreement factors. 
A computer program was written to do the calculation in
pstfection using the same structure factor calculation as used in
t 
the systenatiw relation described above (section 7.1). Intervals
0f i hoax have been suggested as suitable (21) giving a grid of
Vit& x V**8 of a cell edge in the present instance where hmax * 
kmax m 6. 3fhe calculation was carried out for angal in the 
orientation B de.fi ved from the sum function. The results are 
plotted in Fig. 21. 3?h© lowest mininoim gave a structure very 
close to the correct structure. £he three next lowest oinima 
occurred at the symmetry related positions. Only one quarter 
of the unit cell needed to be covered. !Phe plot shown was 
calculated using a corrected set of data, but the calculation with 
the uncorrected data using 3.00. 1 33 {values (or 200. |E]for t e 
axial reflections) instead of reduced structure factors gave 
the best minimum in the same position.
7.4, SIGH RBLATIOIISKIPS
!The signs of 21 hkO reflections were derived from the 
triple product relationship (9)«-
The coincidence method of Grant, Howell and Rogers (37) 
was used. Reflections with |E\>1.0 were included in the
/calculation ...
0
Pig. 21 . (a) The best minima from the systematic
translation of angal in orientation B derived 
from the rotation sum function and (b) the 
structure corresponding to the beet minimum. 
( Based on corrected intensity data.)
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calculation. The probabilities of the various indications 
of aij^ns were not calculated. An E-map was calculated 
*4id in shown in Fig. 22 together with two structures derived 
fa?om it. The first of these gave the better fit to the 
E-map and gave good structure factor agreement at low sin 6 • 
On attenpting a least squares refinement however the atonic 
positions became meaningless though the R factor dropped to 0.27. 
The low sin 9 reflections were assigned the highest weights in 
the hope that, if the structure were not quite correct, 
refinement would still be possible. The orientation of the 
six mejabered ring in the first structure was not consistent with 
the three dimensional Patterson function. In this respect the 
second structure was nore promising and a possible hydrogen bond 
was noticed* This was between 0(2) of one moleoule and 0(4) 
of a second molecule displaced by one cell translation parallel to 
the *cf aads. The evidence in favour of this type of structure 
was fairly strong in spite of the poor structure factor agreement 
at low sin Q . An attempt was made to carry out a least squares 
refinement of this structure but it was not successful. The 
high weights assigned to the low sine reflections would probably
account for this.
The errors in the high intensity reflections would probably 
have been detected more readily if it had not been for the fact 
that »ome of the trial structures gave good structure factor 
agreement for these high intensity reflections. At this stage 




Pig. 22. E-map based on 21 two dimenBlonal phases and 
two trial structures derived from it.
*» the results were rather inoondisive and the derivation of a 
three dimensional set of phases, by direct methods, wao being 
undertaken*
7*5? APPLICATION OF ERE TAHGENT FORMULA TO A FOUH ATOM PARTIAL
TRIAL STRUCTURE
As a, further test of the power of the tangent formula as 
a method of completing partial trial structures, a set of structure 
factors, based on a four atom partial trial structure, was 
calculated* The four atoms were placed at the peak positions 
numbers 5>10,6 and 11 of the E-aap calculated from the first 
set of 60 phases derived by symbolic addition (Fig. 7), All 
four atoms were treated as being carbon atoms, 42 phases for
which ti?l -? 0,4-lrL ̂  and\Eb 1.45 were taken as the basic set. Calo CDS '
These were refined and the list of phases was expanded to 68 
uedng the tangent fonaula. Only phases which had more than two 
indications and 1^1^^ values greater than 0.4 were accepted. 
Three cycle© of tangent formula refinement of the basic sst of 
phases and three cycles of refinement of the expanded set were 
carried out. The low number of phases obtained was due partly 
to the fact that once a phase had been rejected it was aot 
reintroduoed into the calculation. On another occasion 
provision would be made in the tangent formula program for 
reintroducing phases which had been rejected at earlier stages. 
An E-rmp based on the 68 phases was calculated and two projection* 







Fig. 23. Two projections (Okl,x=0 to x=i and hkO) of E-map 
based on phases derived from a four atom partial 
trial structure.
•ight atoms of angal, C$1), C(2) f 0(3), 0(4), 0(5), 0(5) and 
0(2), though three of them were rather small and not very 
platted* $aere ware in^addition five spurious peaks of eoiaparable 
sise. nevertheless the E-raap was a distinct improvement on the 
four atoza partial trial structure though in this oaae it was 
no more useful than the original 60 phase B~ioap« The 6S phases 
consisted ©f 21 two dinensional phases of which 18 were correct 
and 47 thre** dimensional phases ^th an average error of 46 degrees.
PART II
THE STRUCTURE OF IOTA CARRAOEENAN
SECTI01I I i INTRODUCTION
1.1, X-RAY DIFFRACTION OP POLYSACCEARIDES
The application of X-ray diffraotion techniques to the 
structural investigation of polysaocharideo requires a different 
approach from that used in single crystal structure deternlna-
OY\
tions. The work must be carried out^oriented fibres of the 
polyeaccharide which, oven in the most favourable circumstances, 
give a very limited quantity of data* These fibres are most 
likely to be obtained when the polysaocharide io linear and has 
a regular repeating structure. It is almost essential that other 
evidence, including the knowledge of the primary structure of the 
polysaocharide derived by chemical means, be used in conjunction 
with the X-ray evidence* This is illustrated in a review by 
Marcheesault and Sarko (58) on the "X-ray structure of poly- 
saccharinGS", Most of the structures which have been investigated 
in some detail have been those of homopolymers such aa cellulose, 
chitin and anylose,
The quantity which can most easily be derived from a fibre 
photograph is the fibre repeat distance which, combined with a 
knowledge of the primary structure of the polysaccharide, can 
give valuable information about the possible conformation of the 
chain* Further information may be derived from systematically 
absent reflections showing, for example, the presence of a two­ 
fold screw axis in f> -chitin (39) or from the general pattern of 
the intensity distribution due to a helical structure like 
amylose triacetate (40), Details of chain packing nay also bo 
deduced,/
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deduced, though this is sometimes made more complicated by the 
presence of polynorphs.
At this stage models, which fit the general features of the 
diffraction pattern, must be made. They nay be constructed 
either from physical models of various types or mathematically 
using an electronic computer. (See Section II on model-building). 
Consideration of steric factors, conformational energies and 
hydrogen bonding patterns can be used to predict possible con­ 
formations and packing arrangements. Conformational energies nay 
be calculated approximately using various energy functions (68,69) 
or in some cases inferred from disaccharide crystal structure 
determinations* In the latter case it is possible that if crystal 
packing and hydrogen bonding are important factors in determining 
the conformation then these factors oould be completely different 
for polysaooharide chains or in the presence of different solvents* 
Sundaralingham has done some work on predicting polysaccharide 
conformations from hydrogen bonding patterns (61). Experimentally 
derived evidence about hydrogen bonding patterns may sometimes be 
derived using polarised infra-red radiation techniques.
!Fhe most convincing argument for the correctness of a pre­ 
dicted structure would be close agreement between the observed 
and calculated intensity distributions. Refinement of the para­ 
meters of all the atoms in the repeating residue of a poly­ 
saooharide chain would be impossible with the quantity of data 
available from a fibre photograph, The refinement of a poly- 
saccharide structure would best be done by carrying cut a least 
squares refinement in which only parameters suoh as torsional 
anglea/
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••glee around single bonds at glyoosidic or side ehain linkages 
and possibly bond angles at bridge oxygen atoms were varied, 
the geometry of the rigid groups being kept constant. This 
linked atom approach has been used in the refinement of the 
struotures of the polypeptides <* -poly-L-alanine (41,42) and 
ft -poly-L-alanine (43) though, to date, there have been no 
applications of the method in the polysacoharide field. Un­ 
fortunately it is not always easy to calculate the intensity 
distribution especially when the fibre is semi-crystalline (44), 
when polyiaorphs co-exist or when there is unplaced solvent in 
the structure.
1.2, GEL FORJUKO POLYS AC CHARIDES
Gel forming polyeaccharides are found in many biological 
systems including animal connective tissues, bacterial capsules 
and the cell walls of growing plants (45)* In the animal tissues 
gel forming polysacoharides are often associated with fibrous 
proteins such as collagen. Examples are ohondroitin-4-sulphate 
which occurs in cartiledge and hyaluronio acid which is found in 
the vitroous humour of the eye and in syncvial fluid surrounding 
joints.
In grown plants the cell walls are based mainly on a matrix 
of cellulose fibres. In young plants however this would provido 
too rigid a cell wall and the cell walls are often based mainly 
on a matrix of a gel forming polysaccharide, usually a pec tic 
substance, which can cross link to form a gel skeleton. This gel 
skeleton provides a less rigid cell wall which allows expansion 
as the young cells grow.
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1«3» KAPPA Aim IOTA CARRAGEENAN
Seaweeds provide an important source of gel forming poly- 
saocharidos (46»47)» Kappa and iota oarrageenan are sulphated 
polysacoharides, based on galaotose t which are extracted from 
certain rod seaweeds. They interaot selectively with cations 
to form strong gels* In their natural state they have masked 
repeating structures (48 f49t50) but treatment with an alkaline 
solution of borohydride (51) converts them to regular repeating 
structures of the type \-B-A-jJ where B is a 1,3 linked 
ft -D-galactose-4- sulphate residue and A is a 1,4 linked 
3,6-anhydro-«^ -D-galactoso-2-sulphate residue in iota carra- 
geenan and a 1 ,4 linked 3,6-anhydro-^ -D-galactose residue in 
kappa carrageenan. These modified forms are henceforth referred 
to as iota and kappa (Fig.24) * The sources and preparation of 
the polysaccharide samples used for the X-ray diffraction work 
are described by Andersen et al. (52).
1.4, KAPPA AITD IOTA SAItf FORMS
Different salt forms of kappa and iota were prepared by 
passing a dilute solution (approx. 0.5^;,) of the polysaccharide 
through an ion exchange column of a 100 - 200 fold excess of 
Aiaberlite IR 120 analytical grade resin in the appropriate salt 
form, followed by evaporation of the solution under reduced 
pressure at 35° C and freeze drying. Fibres were prepared by 
placing a drop of a warn aqueous solution of the polysaccharide 
(approx. 1-4','j) between two glass beads in a cell of the type 




Fig. 2U. The structures of kappa and iota.
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apart to stretch the gel and the fibres were allowed to form 
by evaporation at 0 - 3° C for about 48 hours* Constant 
humidity waa maintained by placing a saturated solution of 
sodium bromide within the cell.
Fibres of a series of monovalont cation salts of kappa 
were prepared and photograph3d by Dr. U.S. Anderson. A corres­ 
ponding series for iota were prepared and photographed by Dr. 
J.W.B. Samuel and an unsuccessful attempt was made by him to 
obtain oriented fibres fron some divalent cation salt forms of 
iota. Recently however Mrs. C. IScllab was successful in pre­ 
paring oriented fibres of the magnesium, calcium and strontium 
salts. The best fibres of iota were prepared from the petfcssium 
salt though good fibres were obtained with the lithium^ sodium 
and the divalent cations. Rubidium was the largest cation whioh 
gave reasonably \?ell oriented fibres. Kappa formed the best 
fibres with the larger cations. Oriented fibres of the lithium 
and sodiua salts of kappa could not be prepared and that of the 
amneniuia salt was rather poor.
1.5, FIBRE PHOTOGRAPHY
The photography by Dr. 1T.S. Anderson and Dr. J.W.B. Samuel 
of the monovalent cation salts waa carried out using a Supper 
precession oamera* Normally the fibre to film distance was 
6.00 cms and the fibre was tilted out of the plane normal to the 
X-ray beam by 10 degrees. Gu K <*. radiation from a Philips fine 
foous X-ray tube was used and this was colliniated by a fine load 
glass capillary. The fibre and the fllci remained stationary 
throughout/
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the exposure* *?ho fibres of the divalent cation 
salt* v»x* p&frto&rapfeed by &rs«. C* JieHab uaing a Biilipo fibre 
<***•»* with a fibre to film distance of 1*5 c^c and fclao using 
a pin-hole o«nera constructed in the department* fhe best of 
the nagnesiun, ealoium and otrontiuo salt fibres wwe photo­ 
graphed by the author cm the j recension earners for the purpooo 
of intensity meaeureciont. In this 0^00 a oollinator of the 
omnaal fieeign was ti0ed ao th© us© of a lead glaeo ooUinziter did 
not appAAK' to imko uuoh dii'forouoe to the quality of the photo* 
thai^U it dia iiiortiaoo uho required exposure tines con-
fibre ropeat distanoea noasiirod froxa the 
were 22»4 ^ 0»8 1 for kappa and 15»0 ̂  0,3 A for iota* The fibre 
repeat distance for iota was aeusurecl noot accurately for the 
pocuetti.ua salt though the oalta with the other dcmovalent and 
divalent oationo had vory similar repeat dibtaiicea. A dotoriiina- 
tion of accurate apaoinga for all the iota oalte is beinc carried 
out by Jlra* C» Mollab using photographs calibrated with powder 
liiioo of loiown apttoi»o> Small dif fereiices in opacingo should be 
detected a&d iU>/ trunue re la tea to cation eiso should be revoaled<
2?h© siiailaritv" of th© diffraotioa patterns within each serioe of
**<{ 
salte (Pig«^) suggests that these eerioe are iso-struotural and
that the struotxiree of the divalent oatJLou suite of iota are 
closely rolated to tiio&d of tiiG iaonoval«c.t cation oalto. Tlie 
diffractioxi photo^apha of kappa are nucii more diffuoo than those 
of iota but the general intensity distribution on layers O f 2 f 4 
and/
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and 6 resembles that of layers 0, 1» 2 and 3 of iota. The 
first layer line in all the kappa salt photographs is very weak 
or absent. In both polysaccharides meridional reflections are 
only present when I • 3njBfc suggesting the presence of a three­ 
fold screw axis.
1.7, UHIT CELLS
The positions of the first few orders of discrete reflection* 
of the iota fibre photographs are consistent with a hexagonal 
packing arrangement with a » 22.6 A. In all the salts the 
1010 reflection is absent and th© first aquatiou&l reflection is 
the 1120 which corresponds to the first order of diffraction 
from the related hexagonal coll of side a /V~3 « 13.0 A (Fig.25). 
This is consistent with a hexagonal array of holioes of diameter 
approximately 13 &* A similar cell with a 20 1 is consistent 
with the kappa photographs. Density measurements (52) aro con­ 
sistent with three double helices (see below) \?ith a water con­ 
tent of about 15f» (54) passing through each unit cell.
1.6, 2>OUBLS HELIX MODELS
On the evidence outlined above a double helix model was 
proposed for both kappa and iota (52). In kappa each poly* 
saocharide chain has three disacelmride residues in a turn of 
helix of pitch 24.6 A and in iota three disacoharide residues in 
a turn of helix of pitch 26.0 A. In iota tho second chain is 
parallel to the first and displaced fro!5 it by half the helix 
pitch parallel to the helix axis f thus giving a oryotallo^aphic 
repeat/
Fig. 25 The proposed hexagonal unit cell of iota showing 
the related hexagonal cell of side a//3. Helices 
I,II and III are at different heights along the
'c f axis.
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repeat distance of 13.0 A. The relation between the chains in 
kappa is not yet known but the double helix nodel accounts well 
for the very weak first layer line* The reasonableness of the 
double helix nodel has been confirmed by model-building cal­ 
culations and the 13 A diameter for the double helix, deduced 
froa the X-ray diffraction photographs, is consistent with the 
proposed model*
1*9t STRUCTURE AND FtffiCTIQH
The proposed double helical model is the first example for 
a polysaccharide though a triple helix has been proposed for a 
/? 1-3 linked xylan by Atkins et al* (55)* The suggested 
mechanism for gel formation involves the formation of a network 
of polysaocharide chains which holds the water* The tie points 
between the polysaccharide chains are double helical regions* 
In lator stages of gel formation these double helices probably 
aggregate in a similar manner to that observed in the stretched 
fibres. The fact that gelation is not prevented by the presence 
of different proportions of 4-sulphate on the galaotose, or 2- 
eulphate on the 3,6-anhycirosalactose (56) whereas it is inhibited 
whenkone of the 3f6«»anhydrogalactose units are replaced by 
galaotose-6-sulphate units (57) is consistent with the proposed 
model* In the former case the chain conformation would be un­ 
affected, whereas in the latter case a kink would be introduced 
into the chain wherever a 3»6-anliydrogalactose unit was replaced 
by a galaotose-6-sulphate unit* Large changes in optical 
rotation as a 5.6f> solution of the potassium salt of a segmented 
sample/
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sample of iota carrageenan ie heated and oooled over a range of 
0 - 00° C can be attributed to double helix formation (58) • Oftie 
strength of the gels forced is dependent on the cation present 
and those which give the strongest gels also appear to give the 
bort X-ray diffraction photographs. The effect of the cations» 
though probably important in the gel forming process» ie not 
•seential as neutral polysaooharides ouch as agarose, which is 
closely related to the carrageenans in structure» also form gels* 
At the present time the fibres obtained for kappa and iota are far 
superior in crystallinity and degree of orientation to those of 
agarose. Unfortunately it has not yet been possible to locate 
the cation positions«
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ICTIQN II i THE FIBRE DATA
2.1, INTENSITY MSA
The intensity measurements of the fibre photographs were 
nadc using a Joyce » Loebl recording microdensitoaeter. Straight 
line traces were taken along the centre of each layer line and 
background traces were recorded on either side of the layer line. 
The two background traces were averaged and subtracted from the 
layer line trace to give the intensity distribution. Ho correc­ 
tions tTere applied as the intensities measured from these traces 
were considered to be sufficiently accurate for calculating 
cylindrioally averaged Patterson functions and for comparison 
with calculated eylindrically averaged intensity distributions 
for trial models. In the latter case the presence of any sys- 
t*ffiatic error with theta could probably be noticed and partly 
compensated for by inclusion of an artificial temperature factor* 
For measurement of integrated intensities it would be important 
to apply at least a few of the largest corrections* The 
appropriate corrections for intensities measured from fibr* 
photographs have been discussed by Franklin and Gosling (59)«
Intensity traces were measured for the lithium 9 sodium, 
rubidium, magnesium and strontium salts of iota. Those of kappa 
and the ammonium and potassium salts of iota were measured by 
Dr. M.H. Harding who also calculated a chart for converting tha 
x and t coordinates measured on the films for the tilted fibres 




2.2. I1J2EX1BG OF STRONTIUM SALT PHOTOGRAPH
positions of the discrete reflections on a photograph 
of a strontium salt fibre of iota, taken on a Philips fibre 
canera by Krs. C. HoNab, were measured using a travelling micro­ 
scope* In this ease the fibre axis was nornal to the X-ray beam 
and the J and $ eoordinates were derived from the *- and =t co­ 
ordinates using the expressions (60)1-
•4
« fibre to film distance.
The fibre to film distance was not known very accurately and the
* and S ooordinates were scaled sueh that the side of the 
hexagonal cell a was 22*4 &• For the purposes of indexing this 
was unimportant as only the relative ooordinates need be known. 
fhe results are shown in Table ?• ^G positions of the reflec­ 
tions on the equator are consistent with a hexagonal arrangement 
where the first observed reflection is the 1120 and where
CS a. toA<Utftw o^ »t^A<rdU'ov\ . Ov\ VVfc upptr lo^trj W\fr poii.U;ov\i o^- Wafc- tt^AfrtU'ovis o.n, to n i
i U»l*V\ *Vkt Vvt.K.OL.«ev\.eA OL«-r»n.^*«v\ CAt" bat - V\ V V».V I * 3 V\
-h 4 k + 1 « 3n|is no longer a condition of reflection. The 
results are very similar to those found for the monovalent cation 
salts* For these the unit cell shown in Fig. 25 was proposed 
(32) where helices I, II and III were at different heights in the 
unit cell. The related hexagonal cell of side a //~5 is also 
shown* It is difficult to imagine how any such arrangement 



























































































































Table 7, The indexing of the reflections of the strontium 
iota fibre photoprrfiuh. (Based on a hexagonal
cell with a = 22.
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II and III were 0, 1/3 and 2/3 respectively. If this were so 
then the apace group would be B3 and -h * k + 1 « 3n would be 
a condition of reflection throughout. It would seen reasonable 
therefore to suppose that the packing is based on this space 
group but that shift distortions (i.e. displacements of the 
molecules parallel to the helix axis) about the mean positions 
of 0, 1/3 and 2/3 are present thus allowing 'forbidden 1 refleo- 
tions^o appear on the upper layers though not on the zero layor. 
That shift disorder is present is indicated by streaking along 
the layer lines of the upper layers. In the strontium salt there 
is fairly strong streaking along the aero layer as well indicating 
that lateral distortion is present* If the layer line at which 
the intensity distribution became continuous could be observed 
then the amount of shift distortion could be calculated (60). 
This layer line is however beyond the fifth which is the maximum 
normally present in the iota photographs. It should be noted that 
if the shift was continuous then discrete reflections would only 
be observed on the equator and the side of the unit cell would 
be that of the projected cell, 15&. Possible arrangements 
involving anti-parallel packing of the iota double helices are 
being considered by Dr. M.M. Harding. Packing arrangements f with 
displacements/
•••Note i A packing arrangement that would account for the observed 
absences would be a mixture of space groups R3 and 
The side of the trigonal cell would be 13 A. This 
would account for all the reflections measured for tho 
strontium salt though not for the off meridional reflec­ 
tion on the third layer line of the nonovalent cation Gaits, 
Indexing on the basis of the hexagonal cell would giro 
-h + k + 1 • 3n as a condition of reflection on layer lines 
where 1 - 3n but would give apparently general hexagonal 
reflections on the other layers.
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displacements of the anti-parallel double helices relative to 
each other, could account for the streaking along the layer 
lines and, in view of the conditions of formation of the poly- 
saocharide fibres » such packing oould reasonably be expected to 
occur,
2.51 COMPARISON OP MOHOVALEHf A1CD BXYAIBBX SALT DIFFRACTION PATTEBHS
In the potassium salt fibre photograph of iota the position 
of the second reflection along the equator is not consistent with 
the indexing scheme described above or even for one allowing all 
hexagonal reflections for a cell of oide 22.4 !• -he other 
equatorial reflections appear to follow the same pattern as that 
of the strontium salt though some of them are rather weak and 
their positions are not easily measured. The equivalent reflec­ 
tion is also present in the lithium and magnesium salt photo­ 
graphs and could possibly be clue to the particularly high value 
of the molecular transform at that point (see P«\OH-)» On in­ 
spection of the miorodensitometer traces of the strontium salt 
photograph a slight maximum between the first and second 
equatorial reflections was observed though this was rather 
broader than the discrete reflections that were measured using 
the travelling microsoope. Again this suggests that the maximum 
at this point nay be due to the large magnitude of the Fourier 
transform*
One interesting difference between the monovalent and 
divalent cation salt photographs of iota occurs on the third 
layer line. In the monovalent cation salt fibres there is a 
strong/
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strong reflection just off the meridian as v/ell as the strong 
meridional reflection. This reflection is difficult to explain 
in terns of the proposed structure es the calculated value of 
the transform at this point is rather low oonpared with the 
meridional riaximuia (see Fig«44)« It is also in the positioia of 
a 'forbidden* reflection by the -h + k + 1 * 3n condition. A 
photograph^ taken by Br. J«W.B. Saiauel f supposedly of a sodium 
salt fibre was found to have these off meridional reflections 
strong and the meridional reflection weak. In this photograph 
the positions of the low order reflections were different from 
the other photographs indicating the presence of another crystal 
forsu Most of the sodium salt photographs followed the normal 
pattern for the nonovalent cation salts but it would seem 
possible that more than one packing arrangement might be present 
in the monovalent cation salt fibres. In contrast these off 
meridional reflections were absent or at least very weak compared 
with the meridional reflections in the case of the divalent cation 
salts*
Photographs of the lithium, potassium, nagnesiuri, strontium 
and the two types of sodium salts are shown in Fig.49*
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SECTION III t IIODEL-BUILDING
3 • 11 MODEL-BTTILD&JG
In attempting to derive oterioally feasible conformations 
for a polysaooharide chain, mathematical model-building pro­ 
cedures for use on an electronic oonputer have advantages over 
working with physical models. The mathematical model provides 
an easily adjustable model and using a high speed computer it 
is possible to investigate systematically a wide range of con­ 
formations in a reasonable amount of time. The aoouraoy of a 
mathematically built model is such greater than that of a 
physical model, being in general only limited by the accuraoy 
of the input data. Mathematical model-building methods may be 
used to predict poosible conformations of a polysaccharide chain 
or for providing a variable model which can be fitted to some 
experimentally derived data. A combination of these two 
approaches nay also be used*
3.2, ASSUMSTIOHS
Model-building methods for polysaccharides, whether they 
use molecular models or the computer, are based on the assumption 
that the geometry of the individual monosaeoharide units can be 
regarded as fixed and that it can either be derived from a solid 
stute crystal structure determination of the monosaccharide in 
question or be derived by assuming standard values for bond 
lengths and bond angles. The bridge oxygen angles may also be 
regarded as fixed, though there is less information available 
about/
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about the best values to use. Angles in the range 115 - 120° 
would seem reasonable as the bridge oxygen angles in the 
disaccharides, whose crystal structures have been determined 9 
fmll within this range. Typical bond lengths and bond angles 
for estimating a set of monosaceharide coordinates are dis­ 
cussed in Part I, section 6.1 of this thesis. The only variable 
papaaeters affecting the conformation of the main backbone of 
ths polyoacoharide chain are then the angles of rotation 
(torsional angles) around the carbon to bridge-oxygen bonds.
3.3t REPEATING STRUCTURES
The simplest repeating structure is one of the type I-A-} f 
for example cellulose (Pig.26). If the confornation at each 
linkage along the chain is the same then the conformation of the 
polysaocharide chain can be defined in terms of two variable 
parameters , the torsional angles $ and f as shown. In the case 
of the polysaccharides kappa and iota the repeating structure is 
of the typ« 1-A-B-] . Here there are two different linkages 
present and thus four variable parameters A and ^, at the B-A 
linkage and j(x and ^ at the A-B linkage (Pig.26). Again the 
assumption is made that the conformations at the two linkages 
are repeated along the length of the chain*
3.4, HELIX PARAMETERS
Such repeating structures will in general form helices. 
Two important helical parameters are h the pitch of the helix 
and/
+Note. This io not the oaiae as the helix parameter h used by 
Sees (62) and by Ramaohandran et al,(32) which refers 
to the length of the repeating residue projected onto 
the helix axis.
0,. cellvilose.
\). i ota .
Fig. 26. Polysaccharlcie repeating structures of the types 
(-A-) , e.g. cellule8e and (-E-A-) , e.g. iota
• '- JL \
showing the variable torsional angles.
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n the screw symmetry or the number of residues per turn of 
helix. In the case of repeating structures of the typo 
[-A-B-] ̂  a residue is a disaocharide unit* From the values of 
the four torsional angles it is possible to calculate the 
corresponding helix parameters*
3*5t STERIC CONSIDERATIONS
In considering possible conformations for a polysaccharide 
chain, those conformations which are not sterieally feasible are 
rejected. Possible conformations at each of the linkages may 
be considered separately. The torsional angles <j> and f at the 
linkage are varied stepwise over 360 degrees and for each value 
of ^ taken with each value of V the distances between the atoms 
of adjacant monosaccharide units are calculated. If the distance 
between any pair of atoms is less than the 'allowed* van der 
Waale contact distance for that particular pair then the con­ 
formation is disallowed. If there are no such short contacts 
then the conformation is considered further. The results of such 
a calculation may be plotted out in the form of steric mapa, 
examples of which are shown ±n Figs* 33 and 34*
3.6, MODELT>TTILD I AND MODELBUILD II
Two mathematical model-building approaches have been 
applied to the iota structure. In the first of these, modelbuild 
I, the two experimentally determined helical parameters h and 11 
were used to fix two of the four variable parameters of the 
polysaocharide chain. The allowed conformations at the B-A 
linkage/
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linkage were calculated and for eacli allowed conformation the 
values of ^ and ^ were calculated from f, t ^, § & and £• In 
general, for each pair of values of jj, and f, there were four 
possible solutions for ^ and ^ f two corresponding to right 
handed helloes and two corresponding to left handed helices. 
The values of $x and fz were inspected to see whether they gave 
allowed conformations at the A-B linkage and if they did they 
gave sterically feasible solutions for a single polysaccharide 
chain having the required helix parameters h and &.
Modelbuild I was used to predict possible conformations of 
iota assuming the correctness of the double helix model with a 
piteh of 26.0 1. Any solutions for the eonfonmtion of the 
single polysacoharide chain were further investigated to see 
whether it was sterically possible to fit in a second chain in 
the symmetry related position.
This approach has the advantage that a large amount of 
computing tine is saved as only two parameters have to be 
systematically varied inetead of four and only those conforma­ 
tions which fit the experimentally derived helical paraneters 
are considered. This approach cannot however be used for poly- 
saccharides which do not form sufficiently well oriented fibres 
for the helical parameters to be determined experimentally. To 
approach the problem froia a quite general point of view a 
second method, modolbuild II, was developed by Dr. D.A. Rees 
(52). Only stereochenioal restrictions were considered at first. 
Each allowed conformation at the A-B linkage was taken with each 
allowed conformation at the B-A linkage and for each com­ 
bination varieue properties of the chain were calculated, for 
iplc
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example, the screw symetry and the length of the disacchsrida
residue projected onto the helix axis. The possibility of 
forming double helices tfas also investigated* Though in iota 
the X-ray diffraction evidence indicates that the second chain 
of the double helix lies parallel to the first and is displaced 
from it by half a repeat distance, other double helices may hare 
the chains related in less simple ways. The chains could, for 
•sample, be anti-parallal. Modelbuild II has been applied to 
iota carrageenan and also to a number of other pelysaccharidea 
(62).
The two nod el-building procedures are summarised in ilg.2?*
3.7* HOBELBTTILD I
1?ig8» 28 and 29 illustrate in raore detail the method of 
calculation for modelbuild !• A pair of values ^ and Y, » which 
gives an allowed conformation at the B-A linkage, is selected. 
The length of the dieaccharide from bridge oxygen to bridge 
oxygen is calculated for this conformation, For iota this was 
the dietanee between 0(3) of the galactose (B) and 0(1) of the 
3,6 anhydrogalaotose (A)* The positions of these 0(1/3) atoms
are fixed at points P4 on a helix of the required h and ni
(Pig*29). It is now possible to rotate the disaccharide residue
I around P1 P« without changing its conformation or the helix 
parameters. As residue I is rotated around ?1 P9 and residue
II is rotated around P0 P, such that its position is related to£ y
the first by the symmetry of the helix, the bridge oxygen angle 
at P0 varies. There will b« two values of this angle of 










values of fi9 ^.
See which solutions give 
allowed conformations 
at the A-B linkage
See if symmetry releuted 










Por each pair of 
with each pair of 
Calculate m and h
Look for solutions 
with observed n and h 
and see if symmetry related 
double helix can be formed.
27 > Outline oi~ mode iuu. Lid I t»iiu i





Place bridge oxygen 
atoms of A-B linkage 
on a helix of the 
required n and hi
Calculate values 
of $ which give
the required bridge 
angle
Transfer coordinates 
to the helix axes
Calculate values 
of #x , V
Check contacts at both 
linkages
See if symmetry related 
double helix can be formed.
Fig. 28, Outline of modelbuild I calculation as applied 
to the structure of iota.
uo poxf j 
i p
g-v 9^^^- jo 
jo AlJ^oraoaS"62
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angle w . Alternatively, if a value is assigned to ^ there 
will in general be two possible solutions for 5 which, give the 
required value of *> , though in sono cases there will be no 
values of <J which give the required value of w . In the latter 
case the required helix oannot bo constructed for the pair of 
values of ^ and Y( which tror© selected. If there are solutions 
then the coordinates of the disaccharide residue are calculated 
*ith respeet to the helix axes and the torsional angles ^ and 
fx are calculated* Then, as described above, theoe value* are 
inspected to see whether they give allowed conformations at the 
A-B linkage and the possibility of forming the syiametry related 
double helix is investigated. The process is repeated for the 
next pair of values of </> ( and vf( until all the allowed conforma­ 
tions have been covered. Right handed and left handed holicee 
are treated separately and the complete calculation is carried 
out for each case.
A similar approach has been used by Jones (63) for eellulose, 
by Settineri and Marchessault (64) for xylan and by Sarko and 
Harehessault (65) for any lose triacetate, though in these oases 
the repeating structures were of the simplest kind [-A-Q . Their
approach also differed in that the angle of rotation J was treated 
as a variable parameter as far as the calculations were concerned. 
Instead of solving an equation to find ^ , as in nodelbuild I f
mas syetematieally varied and to was calculated as a function 
of ^ . This function was plotted out and the values of $ which 
gav« chemically sensible values for <« were^ found by inspection. 
This has the advantage that a range of values of <*> is allowed for 
but/
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but in the case of repeating structures of the type [-A-B-0 
the introduction of f as a third variable parameter irould be 
undesirable. If it were considered necessary, the modelbuild I 
calculation could be repeated for a series of values of <^> • 
When large numbers of conformations are being considered it 
would be very tine consuming to vary a third parameter and to 
inspect the results for possible solutions.
3.8, THB KATHBH&XZCS OF MODEI*BUII*D I
The coordinates of sonosaccharide A with respect to axes 
AX t AT, AZ (Pig«30a) and of monosaccharide B with respect to 
axes BX, BY, B2 were input, fhe zero position for the torsional 
angle ^, around the C(1) - 0(1) bond was defined by choosing an 
atom of I) to lie in the BX-BZ plane with its BS coordinate 
positive when <j>, * 0* For iota C(4) of gal&ctose was chosen to 
define the cero position of <f>, « Similarly C(1) of the 3»&- 
anhydrogalaotoe© was chosen to lie in the AX~A£ plane ^th its 
coordinate positive when V ( * 0.
A positive rotation of <j> { or ^, was taken as being a clock­ 
wise rotation of the monosaccharid© residue around the bridge- 
oxygen to carbon bond looking along the direction from the 
bridge oxygen towards the appropriate inonosaccharide residue.
For each pair of values of ^ and f, the coordinates of 
residue A were transformed to axes BX, BY, BZ by the operation 
of three matrices M1 , M2 and M3 where I-
(i) M1 was a rotation around the AX axis by - V| 




Fig. 30. The sets of coordinate axes on the disacch&ride 
residue B-A used in modellmild I.
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the supplement of the bridge oxygen angle) 
(iii) 153 was a rotation around the nst/ *x f axis by -






The coordinates of the disaccharide residue were trans*
to a aet of axes X5 f T5, 23 as shosm in
line joining the bridge oxygen atoms of the A-B linkage 
defined the X3 axis. The Y3 axis was chosen such that C(j) of 
the galaotose lay in the X3-YJ plane with its Y3 coordinate 
positive. The length of J. of the disaocharide residue was cal­ 
culated. If this was less then j^n then obviously the required
helix could not be formed for that conformation of the dis­ 
accharide.
The angles j f /3 and ^ were calculated where ^ ^ras the 
angle between the 0(3) - C(3) bond of galactose and the X3 axis f 
fl was the supplement of the angle between the 0(1) - 0(1) bond 
of the 3 f6«-anhydrogalaoto3e and the X3 axis and ^ was the 
positive angle of rotation around the X3 axis of C(l) of the 
3,6-anhydrogalactoee, the zero position being taken in the 
plane/
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plane with the Y3 coordinate pcsitire.
P . P.., P0 eto* (Fig*3l) were the positions of the A-B 
linkage bridge oxygen atoms placed on a hells of the required
h and n. The angle o "between PA - P- and P« - P0 was calculated *• — w o § 1 d
from the expression!*
e
The zero position of $ , the angle of rotation of residue II
around 1»0 P, f T^ES taken as being the position where 0(3) of the•• j
gelactose of residue II lay in the P1 P2 P, plane, fhe syrametr; 
related residue I has C(3) of galaotose rotated by J out of the 
**~ P« ^o pl^tie or ?-^ out of the P, P0 P, plane when 6 is the
G I <. -1- I t. p
angle between the planes P P. Prt and P4 P0 P,,
V 1 £ I ^ ^
The angle £ was aaloulat^d rroiu the exprescion *-
S o 1 i i <\ A^ 2• /PP) 2" - I + A. M r ^. co3 P j -v'o'3/____
^ e
/n )
The detailed geometry of the bridge oxygen atom at P2 is 
shown in Pig, 52* Points Q1 and Q2 W0re ta;k:en along the 
0(V3) * c (*0 bond of the 3,6-anhydrogalactose and along the 
0(1/3) . 0(3) bond of the galaotosa at unit distance. The 
required value of the bridge oxygon angle was w •
Then C^y QT.)* = \ - cos oj
V
Fig. 31• Tne geometry of the helix showing sets of 
coordinate axes used in modelbuilcl 1.
ctO
Pig. 32. Details of the geometry at the bridge oxygen
atom at P ? .
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A set of coordinate axes x ef y0 » s 0 Fas chosen as shown in 
32 and the coordinates of Q- and Q,, were calculated with 
respect to these*
- Cos . cos
W*MI - cose - . svw 6 } cosy .$wv Q -V Sw\|f .tos$ . cos 6 ; i 
*
was calculated in terns of «* f 0 f y f 5 and 6 and an 
expression was found for J in terms of these angles and w 
This was of the foraai-
a . cos 4- b. cosi.s»iv\^ A- 4-dL. cos 4- e = o
whsx*
a. - /3 . Svv\ Y . Co COS e
0
. Svv\9.
/S . $vv> 6 & . Co* y . coi
J . UD y . COS 6 + COS CO
This gave a quartic equation in cos
(!> . COS
. a. 4- a ̂  - o
where
. x. , i 2.OL 4- b
f ^ \ ^ iv2.bc -*Lacl
a..
2 e cJL
This has been expressed in a form suitable for solution by 
Pisrrari t s nethod (66)* fhe reducing cubic of the quartio
where .<* 3 -». 3CXJ1
and J --
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Fron the geometry of the system it was apparent that there 
would be either two real solutions for f or no real solutions* 
When the former was the oase it was possible to solve the 
equation and find the two real roots. This was the case when
* X
the discriminant of the quertic equation, & <\ = 1 - ^ ̂ 9 
was negative and the corresponding discriminant of the reducing 
oubiq, & c -. (,^i x -Tx )/\ 6f waa positive. If kcwas negative 
then Ac^waa positive and there were no real solutions for $. 
indicating that a helix of the required & and £ oould not be 
formed for the disaccharide conformation under consideration.
The real root A, of the reducing oubie was found by 
Tartaglia's method (66). The roots of the quartic equation were 
then the roots of the two quadratic equations t-
a 0 x 1 v- J2. (a ( - p, ^ x. v a t 4- 2. A , - ^ t -- o 
and a 0 x i 4- 2, (/* , + p , ) x -v a x 4- 2. A , 4- q. , - o
where 
and
For each solution of J the coordinates of disaccharido 
residue I were found with respect to axes %' » y' » i' (Fig« 
by a rotation around the X3 axis (set along P^ P2 ) of - 5. * 
The y-' axis lay along ?1 ?2 f the y axis lay in the PQ ?1 P 
plane and the ^' axis was normal to the PQ ?^ Pp plane. The 
coordinates were then transferred to a set of axes X t Y, Z 
(the 'helix 1 axes) with the Z axis f vertical 1 lying along the 
helix axis and with the X axis horizontal lying in tha P P^ 
plane/
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plane along the bisector of the angle P P.J P2 . The matrix 
for the rotational part of this transformation wast-
- swx (e/z j - cos (e/i) o
Cos
cos (©/a )• s>\f« p - 5w,(e/2.). sv
where f> vras the angle between P^ Pg and the horizontal.
Hairing transferred the coordinates of residue I to the 
helix axes the cartesian coordinates and semi-polar coordinates 
were output* The coordinates of residue II were generated from 
the symmetry of the helix and the interatomic contact distances 
were checked at each of the two linkages* Captions were printed 
to indicate whether the conformation was or was not allowed at 
each linkage* As & check on the calculation, the bridge oxygen 
angle at 0(1/3) of the A-B linkage was calculated to make sure 
that it was the same as the input value*
Left handed helices were treated by taking the mirror 
image coordinates of the input monosaccharidea (by changing the 
sign of their !yf coordinates) and by changing the sign of the 
tersional angles* A right handed helix was built with those 
mirror image coordinates* The final Y coordinates and the 
torsional angles ^x and V^ore again changed in sign. In the
t 
program li,bd in Appendix I this inversion was done within the
program if a negative value was given for the screw symmetry in 
the input data*
The computer program for oodelbuild I was written in Atlas 
Autocode (Edinburgh University ISO version) and used on a KDF9 
computer*/
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computer. A listing is given in Appendix I of this thesis.
3«9* COORDINATES FOR 3 f 6-ABHIDROGALACTOSE AHD GALACTOSB
A set of coordinates was estimated for 3»6-anhydrogalactos« 
for use with the modelbuilding program and in some of the 
methods used in the angal crystal structure determination. The 
set of coordinates t?as calculated by joining a 'standard 1 five 
membered sugar ring C(3) t C(4) f C(5) f C(6), 0(3) on to part of 
a Standard 1 six membered sugar ring C(5) f 0(5), C(1), C(2), 
0(3). The coordinates were measured from a series of scaled 
drawings. Bond lengths and bond angles were calculated and a 
few adjustments were made to some of the atomic positions to give 
better bond lengths and bond angles. The ring was slightly 
flattened at C(1) in order to relieve a rather short contaot 
between the hydrogen atom on C(1) and one of the hydrogen atoms 
on C(6)* The coordinated of the model are given in Table 8. A 
computer program was written to calculate the positions of the 
hydrogen atoms attached to the carbon atoms such that the angles 
between the carbon-hydrogen bond and the three other bonds of the 
carbon atom wer© all equal. The carbon hydrogen bond length was 
set at 1*08 A. The coordinates of the two hydrogen atoms on 
C(6) could not be calculated by this method and they were 
estimated from scaled drawings.
A set of coordinates for /3 -D-galaotose was derived from 
the crystal structure of 6-bromo-6-deoxy-methyl- o( -D-galactooide 
(29). The hydrogen atom placing computer program described 
above was used to calculate a position for 0(1) in the p, 




































































































































Table 8. Coordinates of angal model.
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H(1) vac set along the direction of the original C(l) - 0(1) 
bond at a distance of 1*08 A* Other hydrogen atom position* 
were calculated ueing the computer program. 0(6) was omitted 
as rotation around the 0(5) - C(6) bond was possible*
A computer program was written to transfer the coordinates 
of any monoaaocharide with respect to any set of crystal axes 
to a set of axes suitable for use in the nodolbuild I program 
or in a sterio nap calculation for a disaeeharide* The numbers 
of three atoms in the list had to be specified f one to define 
the origin* a second to define the direction of the x axis and 
the third to define the xz plane and the positive direction of 2*
3.10, CALCtTLATION OF STERIC MAPS FOR IOTA
A computer program was written to calculate sterio maps for 
disaccharideo or for linkages in polysaccharide chains* The 
input of the ocnosaccharide coordinates and the first part of 
the calculation was similar to the first part of the modelbuild 
I program where, for each combination of p and f » the coordinates 
of the two monosaeoharide units adjacant to the linkage were 
transferred to a common set of axes* 'The distances between the 
atoms of adj&cant monosaceharide units were calculated* If any 
of these distances was less than the allowed Tan der Waals 
contact distance for that pair then the conformation was dis­ 
allowed and a f o f was printed on the map* If there were no such 
short contacts then a f 1 * was printed* The angles ^ and y were 
varied stopwise over 360 degrees usually in ten degree intervals* 
Two sets of van der Y/aals contact distances were used, one to 
give/
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give the 'fully' allowed conformations and one to give the 
•marginally 1 allowed conformations. £he values were those used 
"by Cr.U. Hanachandran, C. Ranakrishnan and V. Sasisekharan (32) 



























In this treatment the atoms are treated as hard spheres 
and the eteric naps are sometimes referred to as hard sphere 
maps.
Steric maps were calculated for the two iota linkages using 
both sets of contact distances. The maps are shomi in Figs. 33 
and 34 where the areas enclosed by the full lines indicate the 
fully allowed conformations and the areas enclosed by the broken 
lines indicate the marginally allowed conformations. ."ho atoms 
included in the calculation of the steric maps were as follows I-
(i) For the galactose-1-/8-4-anhydrogalactose linkage
C(1), C(2) f 0(2), 0(5) f H(1) and H(2) of galaotoso 
and C(3), 0(4), 0(5), C(6) f 0(3), H(3) f H(4) and Il(6) of
The zero positions of <f> and y were defined by C(4) of the 
galactose and C(1) of the anhydrogalaetose respectively. (Soe 






marginally allowed area 
fully allowed area.
Fig. 33. Steric mop of the galootoee-1 -/8-^-3,6-anhydro- 
galactose linkage of iota.
-\«o
L_J
marginally allowed area, 
fully allov/ed area.
Pig. 3U» Steric map of the 3,6-anhydrogalactoBe-1-c<-.3. 
galactoee linkage of iota.
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(ii) For the anhydrogalactost -1-<*-5- galactose linkage 
, C(2), 0(2), 0(5), H(1), H(2) f H(4) and H(?) of
anhydrogalactoso
0(2), 0(3), C(4), 0(2), 0(4), H(2), H(3) and H(4) of
galactose
aero poeitions of £ and f were defined by C(4) of 
anhydrogalactose and 0(5) of galactose.
3.11, POTENTIAL SHSBGHT HAPS
In addition to the hard sphere maps, potential energy maps 
were calculated for the two linkages using the Kitaygorodsky 
potential energy function (£?)• ^ie energy for the non-bonded 
interaction between a pair of atoms is given by
£ - 3 S (- o • Q* / t 6 -^26ooe" l3l j KC^I . vwoit "'
where z is the distance between a pair of atone divided by 
the equilibrium distance for that pair »• 0 .


























A computer program, similar to the one for the calculation 
of the hard sphere maps, was used, except that the potential 
energies of the non-bonded interactions wore calculated and 
•ummed/
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summed instead of making a simple check of van der Waals contact 
distances. If the distance between a pair of atoms wa» greater 
than 5.5 1 then no contribution to the total potential energy 
was added for that pair and if z was less than 0,2 for any pair 
the conformation was not considered further* In the latter case 
the potential energy would be very large and when z becomes 
small the energy function becomes meaningless and can become 
negative,
l-iaps of the Kitaygorodsky potential energy minima are shown 
in Pigs.55 aad 36 for the two iota linkages, The same atoms were 
included in their calculation as for the hard sphere maps. 
Contours have been drawn at 1» 2 and 5 K cal. ncle" and the 
&2e&8 of marginally allowed conformations are outlined for com­ 
parison* In both oases the boiindary of the marginally allowed 
area is followed fairly closely by the 1 Kcal. mole" contour. 
In the case of the galaotose-1~/3-4-anhydrofialaatcse linlcage 
there in a small second potential energy minimum, A very small 
allowed area vms found in this region in some hard sphere 
calculations carried out by Br, D.A. Rees for this linkage 
though it did not appear in the naps calculated by the author. 
It would probably be unwise to attach too much importance to the 
magnitude of the potential energies calculated, especially as it 
depends so critically on the equilibrium distances used. The 
potential energy maps could however be useful in shOTTing up 
potential energy minima which just fail to appear on the hard 
sphere maps.
5.12, APPLICATION OP MODELBTIILD I TO IOTA
potential energy contours, 
marginally allowed area.
Fig. 35. Potential energy map of the galactose-1 -/J-U-
3,6-anhydrogalactose linkage of iota. (Contours
-1




potential energy contours 
marginally allowed area.
Fig. 36. Potential energy map of the 3,6-anhydrogolactose-
1-p(-3-galactose linkage of iota. (Contours at
—1 
1,2 and 5 Kcal.mole . Marginally allowed area
for ccrn^str ̂  c>r* T?
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In its original version the modelbuild I program was written 
to deal with right handed threefold helices only and without any 
shocks or sterio restrictions. The first calculations on iota 
were carried out with this version of the program* The angloa 
^ and ^, at the B-A linkage (galaetose-l-^-4-anhydrogalaotose) 
were varied over the ranges ~40 degrees to 70 degrees and -50 
degrees to 40 degrees respectively in ten degree intervals. 
Thes« ranges covered the oarginally allowed area for the B-A 
linkage* Hydrogen atoms were not included in the calculation as 
no inter-atomic contacts were being checked. The two sulphate 
groups on 0(4) of galactose and 0(2) of anhydrogalaatose were 
omitted from the calculation as their exact positions were un­ 
certain due to rotational freedom around the single bonds 
attaching then to the rings. For the same reason 0(6) of 
galactose was also omitted. For most of the conformation* 
covered* two solutions were found for ^ and ft . Theae solu­ 
tions fell in two areas of the anhydrogalactose-l-ot-J-galactose 
eterie map as indicated by the full lines in Fig.37* 'The 
marginally allowed area is also shown (tv<xv\-ooo line). This plot 
shown that one of the sets of solutions overlaps the marginally 
allowed area giving a series of possible solutions for the 
conformation of the single polysaccliaride chain. The second set 
of solutions gave no possible conformations.
The threefold helix program was extended in order to test 
the feasibility of formation of the symmetry related double 
helix. The coordinates of residues 0 to ? were generated. The 
coordinates of a single disaocharide residue of the second chain 
were/
i So
area of solutions of and 
marginally allowed area, 
fully allowed area.
Pig. 37. The solutions for ^ and ^a at the A-B linkage 
calculated for the allowed conformations at 
the B-A linkage and plotted on the steric mop
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were calculated stioh that this residue, residue S f -mo displaced 
by half a helix repeat distance, parallel to the helix axis, 
fton residue I. Hydrogen atoms, except those on the hydroxyl 
groupo, were included* The sulphate greups and 0(6) of 
galaotose wore onitted. The contacts between tho atoms of 
residue S and those of residues 0-V were examined* Contacts at 
each of the two linkages within the chain were alno examined and 
car»ticna were printed to indicate whether the conformation at 
a linkage was or was not allowed and whether the conformation 
with a seeond chain fitted in was or was not allowed. Checking 
the inter-atomic contacts as part of the calculation made it 
unnecessary to plot cut the results as was done in the first 
calculation and possible solutions were readily found by looking 
through the computer output. The original method does have soms 
advantages as 'near misses' can be spotted. Using the seeond 
version of the program 25 possible conformations were found for 
the single chain forming a right handed three-fold helix of 
pitch 26*0 A, Of these seventeen allowed the formation of the 
symmetry related double helix,
Prom the results plotted in Fig,57 it was apparent that 
the overlapping region did not extend into the fully allowed 
regicn of conformations so that no solution would be expected if 
the fully allowed contact distances were used, The contact 
distances were therefore increased by 0«1 1 only f in order to 
narrow down the number of 'possible 1 conformations* With this 
set of contact distances only one possible conformation was found 
for the double helix. This conformation was designated model I, 


































































































































































3> 6 - ariiy dr og ai a -.31 o s e
galactc
3 ? 6~anhydrogadactose 
(or Z-0.5A)
g,&lac.tose
Mg 337-0 5*50 -0.38 cation (with second set
of coordinates for sulphate 
group of 3,6-anhydro- 
galactose. i.e. v;i.th the 
z coordinates 0.5A less 
than those quoted in the 
table.)
Table 9, Semi-polar coordinates of iota model I.
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The investigation of left handed holloss was carried out 
by building a right handed halix for the mirror image con* 
figurations or the oorosaecharides. TTsing the marginally 
all wed oont&ot distfcjQcos 15 possible conformations ware found 
for the single chain but no solutions were found for a left 
handed double helix,
fhe Biodelbuili I calculations showed that a threefold 
right handed double helixf with a pitoll of 26*0 A, was storlcally 
feasible for iota* The eonfonaation would probably be close to 
that of model I though with a possible variation of up to about 
25 dograes in the four torsional angles. A threefold right 
handod or left handed single helix of piton 1?»0 A was etill 
formally a possibility and possible conformations for such a 
helix were found by Dr. B.A. Rees using modelbuild II. The 
diameters of the single helloes were greater than that of the 
double helix and it would be difficult to fit them in to the 
proposed packing arrangement* The results of intensity cal­ 
culations also favoured the double helix model (see Section 5«2)«
3.13, HUMBEBS OF POSSIBLE COHFORM&TIOHS
Table 10 gives an estimate of the number of conformations 
involved for iota under various conditions. If all four 
torsional angles ere varied over 3&0 degrees in ten degree 
intervals then the total number of conformations is about 
1 t680 fOOO. If the conformations are restricted to those whioh 
are sterioally feasible there are about 6,500 possible conforma­ 
tions and if the condition is imposed that a helix of given h 
and/
CONDITIONS NUMBER OP SENSE OP HELICES
CONFORMATIONS
ALL CONFORMATIONS t, 680,000 R.H. & L.H,
STERIC RESTRICTIONS 6,500 R.H* & L.H,
hi & n RESTRICTIONS 5,000 R.H. & L.H,
h & n AND STERIC 25 R.H.
RESTRICTIONS 15 L.H. _____
SYMMETRY RELATED 17 R*H.
DOUBLE HELIX . 0 L.H.
Table 10. Numbers of conformations for iota under 
various conditions.
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be f ottatdi there &ro ftfccut 5fOOO fusible cor.-* 
foraatlons. Tlieii %*t& aeaditiosa are im^osod aijsailt 
in nodelbuild 1 there are forty conformation* 25 
halloas and 15 left lundad ho lice 3. 1? of tha 
helioaa allowed tho formc^tlojs. of tho 
helix, 'iiiia 10 ogily Oi'OOtfS of the total masfca* of 
eoafovciatlone if no 3P«8t3?ictlons ar« impost*
3.14a WTSXC4L
soloctcd a aduglo coiifq ration of tlie 
(:,K<l8l t) aa probably ?>eing a goo4 apprcxlrmtioii to tbo 
ooaforsiatiosit ^Oiiols -3®?® fcullt tisin^ Bwwrers aodola (70) *
use of the oooa^inates wbloli had boaa oaloulatod 'ji 
to tha fcelix O3co0t tho Vj-iagc o^yr^n atonst w^ro
an3 attached to a control porepas rod by
otool rodo of the rcq-ai^od lan,Tth3. fhe oono^aooharido units 
were th0n inserted bo twee n, the bridge oxygon atosa* Coordinator 
of tbo atoms w<j3»e chockod to nalio soro that they -jere coaois-ont 
with the oalouluted values,
fh» positions of tlia sulphate groups occurred on the out- 
siJo of the hslli and botli of then appeared to havo some de^roe 
of freed oca „ ^ tliey bad boon onittod fron the calonlatioa of 
the chain sonfonmtion, tlie oociLrroncc of sensible positions for 
thfiaa groups holpod to ooiifirn the ro^ioonablen^ss of the model 
proposed* A p&s&ibla li^drogoii bo^id porpondioialar to the helix 
oxi«3 was also aoticod fron the model, $hia wme between 0(6) of 
galactooe in one chain and 0(2} of galaotooG in tho ueoond chain* 
Tiiie/
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Thi« involves the only two free hydroxyl groups in the structure f
again confinaing the reaaonableness of the predicted
tion. Prom polarised infra*red radiation studies on
fibres of iota and kappa evidence of a hydrogen bond, of length
2.8 « 2.9 A and perpendicular to the helix axis, -mas obtained by
P«B. v/illiaiaoon (unpublished but see ref«52)« PJiotographs of a
single helix and a double helix are shown ia
A 3pa3e filling aodel of iota ^as made by }4r# P«B« T'illiameon 
using CPK apace filling models* A photograph of this is shown in
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SECTION IVt CYLIKDRICALLY AVERAGED PAl^EHSOI* FUHCTIOHS
4.1, CYLIITDRICALLY AVERAGED PATTERSOH FOTSCTIOHS
Cylindrically averaged Patterson functions (71) were 
e&lculated from the observed intensity traces for several of 









In practice p(Pv) oould only be approximately calculated 
as the observed range of R was restricted. IPhe integral was 
replaced by a sum and the expression calculated vrast-
R*o
A computer program isas -cTritten to calculate this function. 
Values of J0 (x), a zero order Bessel function of argument X, 
wore tabulated at intervals of 0.1 in X from X»OtoX«17»5 
(72). Values of J0 (x) with larger arguments -vere calculated 
from the approximate expression (59).
To ^x) ^ IS^K + . 0 ,X ) 
The/
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The input Intensities wore measured at intervale of 0,01 
( » B» * )> the first neaeurenont boin^ at 5 « 0.00*. A 
version -~as clao written tc take Intensities at intervals of 
0.02 In 5 Ptarting at S * 0. This latter version was written 
eo that a series of Intensities calculated "by Dr. M,M» Hardlng^s 
cylindrically averted Fourier transform program (Section 5.1) 
could "be directly inpiit. The Patterson functions were cal­ 
culated at intervals of /30 in z and normally at intervals of 
0,5 A in f .
In all the Patterson functions that were calculated, there 
were severe diffraction effects round the peaks especially at 
the origin, probably due to the restricted quantity of data 
available* The heights of the peaks fell off rapidly with in* 
creasing r and it was thus not suitable to dra^ contours on $he 
Patterson naps at evenly spaced intervals. In the reaps that are 
included in this thesis » contours have been drawn to indicate 
the main features of the Patterson functions and their relative 
values have been marked.
4.2, IOTA MODEL I PAM5HSOH
For purposes of comparison, a cylindrically averaged 
Patterson function was computed from the calculated eylindrically 
averaged Fourier transform of lota model I. !Phe quantity of 
data used wes comparable to that available from a typical fibre 
photograph. The function is shown in Fig,38a along -?rith the 
positions of the sulphate --sulphate vectors of the nodel. These 
vectors show up quite clearly and, indeed, the main features of 





sulphate-sulphate vectors of model I.
LI* lorft lb.)
*4r
Fig. 38. Cylindrically averaged Patterson functions for
model I (a), lithium iota ("b) and magneGiv.n iota (c)
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alone. This suggests that it should "be possible to locate the 
-sulphate veotorc in the Patterson function of the 
&a&t where the cation has very small X-ray scattering 
&nd in tu&t of the nagneciura salt where the cation is 
also relatively light. The lithium and raagnesium salt Patterson 
functions are shown in Fis»38b fe. They show a distinct 
similarity to the function oalonlated for model I, though there 
are extra vectors present » for example the peak B at 2 - 0 and 
v A 5.5 I. This is reasonable as sulphate -sulphate vectors 
between adjaoant double helices will be present*
As not all the sulphate -^sulphate vectors within a double 
helix fall on positive regions of the Patterson functions of the 
litMuB. and magnesium salts , any interpretation of the Patterson 
function in terns of inter double-helix vectors (assuming that 
model I is approximately correct) would probably have some of the 
sulphate -sulphate vactors falling on negative regions of the 
Patterson functions, l^he differences between the lithium and 
raagtiQsium Bait Patterson funotioiis could be due to slightly 
different packing arrangements or nerely due to poor data.
4,3, POTASSIUM SALT PATTBRSOH BWCTION AMD DIFFEESHCB PATTBRSON 
FUNCTIONS
A Patterson function was calculated for the potassium salt 
and difference Pstterson functions (75) w»re calculated for the 
potassium salt and the rubidiur salt. On* of the problems in 
calculating diffarence Patterson functions was scaling the 




oj O-ol v^ J $or CS»lt _ Igt^ C*
The coefficients uoed for the difference Patterson functions 
were | F*-(c v ) -?*-(&*)] though it might have been better to 
use j^ F * U4)^ -j^u^2- (74).
1?he potassiun salt Patterson function is shoim in Pig.$9a 
and the difference Patterson functions in Fig. 39^,0. Tlieso 
Patterson functior*s show a similar vector pattern to that of tho 
lithium salt Patteroon function suggesting that the vector 
pattern of the cations is similar to that of the sulphate groups* 
The peaks narked A and B are prominent features of all these 
functions.
4.4> PACKING ARRAKCBMEBTS
Possible vector patterns, arising from inter double-helical 
sulphate-sulphate vectors, wore considered in terras of possible 
packing arrangements of tho double helices based en space group 
R3 where the double helices are packed round alternating three­ 
fold and right handed threefold scre-s? axes. The conformation of 
the double-helix considered was that of nod el I. Tailing 
orientations of the double helices at 15 degree intervals round 
the helix axis gave eight possible orientations. The first four 
of these at O f 15, JO and 45 decrees gave the arrangements of 
sulphate groups la, Ib, Ic and Id (Fig.4C) around the threefold 
rotation axis. The orientations at 60, 75, 90 and 105 degrees
(a) K iota.
pjM^^-^-M>* j^«-.«^y»«^-r-ir«»^r^M. j*»*jo»«y»»wny ̂* ̂.
0
11 inter double helical K^-K"1" vectors, 
intra double helical K*-K* vectors.
Pig. 39. Cylindrically averaged Patterson function for 
potassium iota (a) and difference Patterson 











































Pig. 40. Possible arrangements of sulphate groups around 
a three-fold rotation axis, a J>. screw axis and
sr 3 P screw axis. Each diagram shows two sulphate 
groups from each of three doulue
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gav« the arrangenents of sulphate groups Ha, lib, lie and lid 
around the threefold screw axis* The zero position from which 
these angles were measured had no special significance. Pour 
of the arrangements Ib 9 Ic, Ila and lib could be rejected on the 
grounds that some of the sulphate groups came too close to each 
other. The other four gave reasonable spacing of the sulphate 
groups and their vector patterns, superimposed on the lithium 
aalt Patterson function, are shown in Figs.41 and 42. All of 
these fit the lithium salt Patterson function fairly well though 
lid does not account for peak B. !Phere are of course many more 
inter double-helical sulphate-sulphate vectors though these are 
mostly at larger values of v ,
Some packing arrangements, Ilia, Illb, IIIc and Hid (Pig.40), 
around a 32 screw axis were considered. They would seen to be 
quite reasonable aa far as the spacing of the sulphate group is 
concerned but were rejected on the grounds that systematic packing 
round 32 ss^ew axes would give space group PJ2 and a trigonal 
unit cell of side ^13 A.
This analysis was not carried further as it seemed unlikely 
that the questions of orientation and packing could be solved from 
the Patterson functions of the light cation salts.
4.5, A SQLTJTIOU HTCLTTDIHG CAflOH POSITIONS
Oae arrangement including cations was proposed. This 
accounted quite well for the main peaks of the Pattorson functions 
and/
+ See Note on page to
X a. •
Id.
inter double helical 
intra double helical
Pig. U1 • Sulphate-sulphate vector 8 from the arrangement r; 
la and Id superimposed on the lithium iota 
cylindrically averaged Pattercon function.
IE dL.
inter double helical 
intra double helical
Fig. Sulphate-sulphate vectors from the arrangements 
lie and lid superimposed on the lithium iota. 
cylindrically averaged Patterson function.
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and for the apparently sinilar arrangement of inter oationio 
vectors and inter sulphate vectors* The orientation of the 
double helices was that of la (Pis*40) and the cation arrange­ 
ment is shown in Pig,43. A model was Bade of three iota double 
helices surrounding a threefold rotation axis. Beevers nodels 
were used with polystyrene balls to represent the cations, their 
radii being equivalent to the sum of the radii of a potassium 
ion and an oxygen atom. The structure appeared to be sterioally 
feasible and the cations were in contact with sulphate groups 
from two double helices, thus binding them together. The upper 
group of three cations was rather nore favourably placed than the 
lower group as each cation was in contact with three sulphate 
groups whereas in the lower group each cation was only in contact 
with two sulphate groups.
In the case of the divalent cation salts it would be reasonable 
for the cations to occupy the upper group pf cation sites, as each 
cation would be in contact with two sulphate groups of one double 
helix and with one sulphate group of another double helix, thus 
binding the two chains of the double helix together and also 
binding the double helloes together. Eegardleos of packing 
considerations this would seen to be the nost suitable divalent 
cation site, situated in a slight hollow between the two sulphate 
groups. For such an arrangement there would be a strong peak at 
B in the strontium salt Pattarson function (Fig*44) and the peak 
at A would be weak or absent. The strong peak at B is observed 
but there is still a significant peak at A, This could mean that 
the divalent cations are distributed between the monovalent cation 
sites*. The distance of the strontium ion from the helix axis 
derived/
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Pig. U3» (i)-(iii) ^ possible arrangement of eulphate 
groups and cations round a 3-fcld rotation 





















































derived from the Patterscn function, assuming that peak C was 
the intra double helix cation-cation vector, was rather on the 
large side to fit into the above structure, being * 5»6 •& as 
compared uith « 4,8 I for the potassium salt. The results from 
the Patterson functions are however rather inconclusive at this 
stags.
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SECTIOU Ti FOTOIER TRA1TSFOH1I CALCTJLATIOFS AITD COITCLUSIOIJ
5.1f DIFFRACTION BY HELICAL STRTJCTTJHBS
The theory of X-ray diffraction by helical structures has 
been derived by Coehran, Crick and Vand (75) and by Klug» Crick 
and Wyokhoff (76)»
'She transform of a helix of pitch P consisting of repeating 
units whose projected length onto the helix axis is p is 
continuous only on planes where
O s. n ^_ **> uiVittt ^ a*v* »w OUK 
\ ^ jf
t - H\t vuAMvsbAT oj Hu
/C - Wit SfOciv\a OJ Hit \ u*tf* UtMo (^K J,
!Fhe transforn on these planea is given by
n i B -o c
where the values of n are governed by the selection rule
P
ar ci u wsuat A. . 
I I IN .It ox-fe KcX^n>cu.> spau.
(O: , T; t; OkX-fc ^W ity»w. - PoVoX" 
r d ' t ' 3
Hit I Hi et^wM -
>0 Wit iteA.^C^«\u
The expression for the transform may be voritten in the forn
y\
vhere A r> = I {^ . J^ ^a..-TT."R.T^.c0 s t« (^ -^ ) -»- i.fi
and
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Integration over y gives the cylindrioally averaged trans­ 
form* The square of the eylinclrically averaged transform or the 
the oylindrically averaged intensity distribution is given by
X (R e/ c ) -_ I U«* + S,fV
1 n
In calculating *ylindrically averaged intensity distributions 
An and Bn were multiplied by e*?t- 13 &^*e /xO] to tako iiito 
account thermal vibrations of the atoms • B was the overall
temperature factor.
A computer program w^s written by Dr. M.M. Harding to cal­ 
culate cylindrioally averaged intensity distributions. Bessel 
functions up to the ninth order ?/ith a maximum argument of 1?.5 
were used. Values of the intensity were calculated at intervals 
of 0.02 in 5 (» &. * )•
5.2, CALCITLAfED INTElfSITY DISTRIBUTIONS
Cylindrically averaged intensity distributions were cal­ 
culated for iota model I and for model I with a magnesium ion 
sited between the two sulphate groups as shown in Pig. 43. These 
are shown in Figs. 45 and 46 together with the observed intensity 
traces for the lithiun and magnesium salts. The relative scale 
factors were estimated by ey*. The coordinates of the atoms of 
the sulphate groups were measured froia Beovars models with the 
sulphate groups placed in sterioally reasonable positions. The 
sulphate groups > especially that on the $ 9 6 anhydrogalaotose> 
appeared to have some degree of freedom. The calculated trans­ 
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H 01 u 03 f- cell )
U5. Calculated (——) and observed (----) intensity 
distributions for lithium iota.
e-3
01 0-2 0-3 t S
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Fig . Galculaieu. ( —— ) and observed ("~~~) iiii-uiioi 
distributions for magneeium iota.
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as they comprise a large part of the scattering Estter of the 
double helix. As an example, the height of tho meridional 
maximum on the third layer line was changed by a factor of 1.33 
by changing the 2 coordinate of one of the sulphate groups by 
0,5 A. The general fit between the observed and calculated 
intensity traces, allowing for lattice sampling, would appear 
to be quite reasonable. It should be noted that the cylindrically 
averaged intensity calculation used does not strictly apply in 
the present situation where the fibre is at least serd-crystalline 
and it would be more correct to multiply the molecular transform 
by the lattice transform before talcing tho cylindrical average 
(44). Unfortunately it is not easy to calculate the lattice 
transform for a semi-crystalline fibre and this lias not been 
attempted yet.
fhe presence of an intensity maximum at a non reciprocal 
lattice point on the zero layer at ^ ^ 0.2 can be seen to occur 
whore the calculated intensity lias a large magnitude,
Cylindrically averaged intensity distributions of several 
other models for iota derived by Dr, D,A, Rees 1 nodelbuild II 
progran were also calculated, These included both loft handed and 
right handed single helices of helix pitch 13,0 A, The beet of 
these, model H (52), as regards general agreement between cal­ 
culated and observed intensities, was very similar to model I, 
The other right handed double helices were all variations on this 
basic conformation, !To left handed double holix solutions were 
found by either modelbuild I or nodelbuild II, "flie single helix 
models gave large calculated intensities on the first layer line 
which/
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which were not consistent with the observed diffraction patterns 
of the lithium and magnesium salts
5.3, ORIENTATION OP THE DOUBLE HELICES AND THE FOURIER TRANSFORM
The X-ray diffraction pattern of a crystal can be considered 
as the sampling of the Fourier transform of the contents of the 
unit cell at the reciprocal lattice points. For iota, even in the 
absence of distortion, this Fourier trancforn could not be cal­ 
culated unless the orientations of the double helices passing 
through the unit cell were known. In the 0001 promotion, however, 
thero is a reduced site of unit cell as described above (section 
1*7) with only one double helis passing through it and tlma it 
should bo possible to find the orientation of the double helix 
by rotating the Fourier transform of the double helix, projected 
along th© helix axis, over the reciprocal lattice and to find the 
best fit with the observed intensities* Any solution found will 
have a two fold ambiguity when related to the full three 
dimensional structure, The square of the Fourier transform of 
model I was calculated* for 1 - o, with respect to hexagonal axes, 
with a * 89 1, out to S • 0«5» ^ie two dimensional indices used 
in the following discussion refer to indexing based on the pro­ 
jected coll of side 1J A* For both the lithium and magnesium salts 
the 10 reflection ia very strong and the 11 and 20 reflections are 
weak* There is an appreciable intensity at around 5 -0.56 
corresponding to the J0 t 12 and 21 reflections. The two most 
promising orientations are shown in Fig. 47 along with the positions 
of tlie Fourier transform yith respect to the reciprocal lattice. 
Though/
soln.(2)
Pig. kl• Two possible orientations of the Fourier tran&forro 
v/ith respect to the reciprocal lattice.
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Though in both cases the 11 and 20 reflections are rather 
stronger than desirable, they bcth oceur on sloping parts of the 
transform close to the low magnitude area* It IB possible there­ 
fore that small chongee iu atomic parameters could allow both 
reciprocal lattice points to fall on low a reas of the transform. 
Ho orientation would give particularly large intensities for the 
JO f 12 and 21 reflections but the first solution wox*ld be pre­ 
ferable to the second in this respect* 5^he arrangements of the 
sulphate groups for both orientations are shown in Fig,48. The 
twofold ambiguity is in whether the axis marked * is a threefold 
rotation axis or a threefold ocvew axis. Solution I gives an 
orientation approxiisately half way between those described as a 
and b in the section on the cylindrically averaged Patterson 
functions (4»4 and Fig,JO) and Solution II gives an orientation 
close to c. Of these orientations la and lie were sterioally 
feasible (see section 4«4)»
5,4 f COHCLTJSIOB
fhe evidence in favour of the right handed double helix 
model for iota would appear to the strong. Briefly this evidence 
nay be suromrleed as follows!
(i) Kie general features of the X-ray diffraction pattern 
one! the relation betvreon the kappa and iota diffraction patterns 
are consistent TriLth double helix models•
(ii) The presence of a threefold acrew axis is indicated by 




Pig The arrangements of the sulphate groups in the 
two possible orientations derived from the 
Fourier transform.
10?
(iii) The size of the unit oell is consistent with the
dianeter of the proposed double helices whereas single 
helices would be difficult to fit in.
(iv) Model-building calculations show that a right handed 
double helix is sterieally feasible*
(v) The presence of a hydrogen bond in the proposed con- 
format ion has been confirmed by polarised infra-red 
radiation studies*
(vi) When a physical model was made* there was ample spaoe 
to fit on the sulphate groups though they had not been 
included in the calculation of the chain conformation*
(vii) There is reasonable agreement between the calculated
intensity distributions for the proposed model and the 
observed intensity distributions for the lithium and 
magnesium salts*
It should be noted that the results of the modelbuilding 
calculation do not explain why the double helix is formed or why 
it has threefold screw symmetry and the observed repeat distance. 
The presence of the hydrogen bond is probably one of the main 
factors controlling the formation and confernation of the double 
helix* Crystal paoking and the effect of the cations on this is 
probably also important* This would tend to make a helix which 
had near threefold screw symmetry into one which had exact three­ 
fold screw symmetry as the threefold screw axis is a orystallo- 
graphic synnotry element.
%5 f SOI!E SUGGESTED FURTHER WORK 
The/
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The location of the divalent catioac should, be an easier 
problem to solve than that of the tionovalent cations, assuming 
that there is a single divalent cation site rather than tho 
divalent catione bein^ statistically distributed fcetv/een the 
Eonovalent cation sites* It would probably be worth while to 
iseasure integrated intensities for the equatorial refloctions. 
The effect on the Fourier transform of changes in sulphate 
positions should be investigated. If the orientation of the 
double helices can be determined with reasonable certainty, it 
might be possible to locate the positions of the cations in pro­ 
jection by calculating a Fourier synthesis projection using 
phases derived froa the double helix ?rith \f| values measured 
for the heavy atom salts. Unfortunately only a few equatorial 
reflections can be observed and only those of types hO and hh 
(projected cell indices) are single reflections* f£he hi: and kh 
reflections occur at the saire value of $ but are non-equivalent. 
Alternatively it night be useful to calculate a Fourier trans­ 
form with a strontium ion placed in a aterically likely cation 
site such as that shown in Fig*43» ^ can ke seen froo tho 
magnesium and strontium salt photographs (Fig*49) that in the 
magnesium salt photograph the 10 reflection is very strong and 
the 11 an£ 02 reflections ate relatively weak, whereas in the 
strontium salt photograph the 10 reflection is relatively weak 
and the 11 and 02 reflections are both fairly strong, T?ven if 
observed and calculated intensities cannot be accurately Hatched, 
it should be possible to account for the general trends in their 
relative magnitudes.
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COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR MOBBLBUILD I






















CO, SI > ALPHA, PS I , PHI, AA, AAA,BX ',BY ',BZ ',LD,HR, COG, SIG
CSRG,SNRO,NN,BAB, ST, CT
T1,T2,T3,TTA,TTB,XC3,YC3,ZC3
CGA> SI A, BB, BBB, COB, SI B, COT, S I T, OMEGA, COW, CA, CB, CC, CD, CE
> Y4,Z1 ,Z2,Z3,Z4XC4, YC4,ZC4,X1 ,X2,X3, X4, Yl, Y2,
AX',AY',AZ',S1,S2,RR,RRR
AN3,BN3,HAND
DHM,DHM1 > DHM2,DHM3C 1 :3, 1 :3)
ABA, S ID, COD
CAO> CA1 , CA2, CA3> CA4> I I > JJ, GG> HH, DTA1 > DTA2, P3, Q3
P,Q,LAM,P1 , Ql , 81 ,C1 , B2,C2, DT1 ,DT2,CSR1 ,CSR2,SNR1 , SNR2
RR1,RR2,DD,ANG, V AN G, ALPHA % P ', Q '
I,I',PSII,DPSI,PSI2,L,NA,AN1 , AN2, 12
J, J ',PHI 1 , DPMI , PHI2, K,NB, BN 1 , BN2
Ml , M2, M3, M-4, M5, MP 1 , M321 > MM1 , MM2> MM3, AMI > AM2, AMMC 1:3,1:3)
ABX1, ABY1 , ABZ1 , BX1 , BY1 ,BZ1 ( 1 :25)
ABX2> ABY2, ABZ2>BX2> BY2. BZ2C 1 :25)
ABX3,ABY3,ABZ3,BX3,BY3,BZ3C 1 :25>




MATRIXPRGDC /oREALARRAYNAME C, A, B) 
QUADRANTC%REAL SINANG,COSANG)
% ARRAY VDW, VDW'( 1 : 6, 1 : 6)
% INTEGER NAT, AN4,BN4> AN5,BN5
% INTEGER %ARRAY AT,AT'(1:25)
% CAPTIGN   -~POLYSACCHARIDEwMODELBiJILDINGwPRGGRAMwFQRwREPEATlNG 
%CAPTIGN wPOLYSACCHARIDESwOFwTYPEw(-A-B-)N
2CAPTIGN wANY^SCREWwSYMMETRYwAND^HELIXwREPEAT
%CAPTIGN   CONTACTSwATwBOTH^LINKAGESwAREwCHECKED
%CAPTION   (J.W.CAMPBELLw29/5/69~VERSION)
1:READ(I)
- >2 % IF I=- 1
R EAD(AX 1(1), AY1 ( I ),AZ 1 ( I),ATC I ) )
NA=1
2:READ(AN 1 , AN2)
1 2: READ ( I. )
- > 3 1 1 F I = - 1












% CAPTION —VAN^DERwWAALSwCONTACTwD I STANCES
% CYCLE 1 = 1 * 1*NAT
NEWLINE
-I CYCLE J=l , \ *NAT
READC VDV.1 '( I > J) )
PRINTC VDW '( I > J) > 3*2)




HAND = -1 ZIP NN<0
NN=!NN!
PHI 1=HAND*PHI 1 *DPHI =HAND*DPHIjPHI2 = HAND*PH I 2
PSI1=HAND*PSI 15DPSI=HAND*DPSJ;PS I2 = HAND*PSI2
Z CYCLE 1 = 1 > 1 , NA
AYl ( I)=HAND*AY1 C I )
% REPEAT
% CYCLE I = 1> 1,NB





7 701 :^CAPTION ~~~POLYSACCHARIDEwCHAIN^LEET-HANDED^HELIX
7 702:PRINT(NN>2> 3)
/oCAPTIDN wRESI DUESwPER^HELI XwREPEAT
% CAPTION ———lELIXwREPEATw =




M2(1>1)= C0;;vi2( 1 > 2) = 0;M2C1*3)= SI
M2(2*1)= 0;M2(2*2)= i;M2C2*3)= 0
M2(3>1)=-SI5M2(3>2)= 0 J M2(3 > 3 >= CO
%CYCLE L=PSI1 > DPSI*PSI2
P SI=(n * L)/( ISO)
CO = COS(PSI )
SI=SIN(PSI)
M 1 ( 1 > 1 ) = 1 ; M 1 C 1 * 2) = 0 J M 1 ( 1 > 3 ) = 0
Ml(2*1)= 0;M1(2*2)= CQ;M1C2*3)=-SI
M 1 ( 3 * 1 ) = 0 ; M 1 ( 3 > 2 ) = S I ; M 1 ( 3 * 3 ) = CO
MATRIXPRGDCM21 > M2> Ml )
% CYCLE K = PHI 1 , DPHI,PHI2
NEWLINESC2-)
% CAPTION ~ROTATION^PARAMETER^PHI lw=;PRINTCK*HAND>3*0)
% CAPTION ~RjTATIGNwrPARAMETER-PSl 1 -= '> Prtl NT ( L*HAND* 3*0).
P HI = (nt K)/( 1^0)
CO = CnS(PHI )
SI=SIN(PHI )
M 3(1*1)= i;M3( 1*??)= 0*'M3(1*3)= 0
M 3(2*1)= 0;iv)3(2*2)= CO;M3(2* 3) =-SI
M3(3*1)= 0;M3(3*2)= SI;M3C3*3)= CO
M A TR I X P RCJ I.) ( M 3 2 1 * M3 » M2 1 )
% CYCLE 1 = 1*1 *MA
A 3X HI) = M32 1(1,1) *AX 1(1) + M32 1(1.2) f AY HI) -t-M32 1 C 1 * 3) <-AZ 1 ( I )
A BY1 ( I ) = M321 (2*1) *AX1 ( I ) + M321 ( 2* 2) tAY HI) + M321 (2.- 3)*AZl ( I )
A BZ1(I)=M321 (3* 1)*AX1 ( I )+M321 (3»2)*AY1 C I )+M321(3* 3)*AZ1 (I)
% REPEAT
70 CYCLE 1 = 1* 1 *NA
ABX2( I ) =ABX1 ( I ) -R.X1 ( BAJ 1 )
ABY2(I)=ABY1CI)-BY1(BN1)
A BZ2(I)=AB Z1 (1)-B Z1(BN1)
% REPEAT
% CYCLE 1 = 1*1*NB





CQ = ABX2(AN 1)/( AA)
SI=ABY2CAN1)/(AA)
MM1(1*1)= CD;MM1(1*2)= SI*MM 1C 1,3)= 0
MM1 (2» 1 ) =-SI ; MM 1C 2* 2) = CD; MM1 C 2*.3 ) = 0




MM2(1*1)= CQ5MM2C1,2)= 0;MM2C1*3)= SI
MM2(2*1)= 0*MM2C2*2)= i;MM2C2*3)= 0
MM2C3* 1 )=-Sl5MM2(3*2)= 0**MM2C3*3)= CO
MATR1XPRGDCM4*MM2*MM1)
BX' = M4C1*1)*BX2(B-N2)+M4C1*2)*BY2(BN2)+M4(1*3)*3Z2CBN2)
BY' = M4(2,l)*BX2(B'M2)-^M4(2*2)*8Y2(BiNJ2)+M4(2^3)^BZ2(B 1\)2)








% CYCLE 1 = 1 * 1*NA




% CYCLE 1 = 1 * 1*NB
BX3(I)=M5(1*1)*BX2(I)+M5C1*2)*BY2C1)+M5(1*3)*BZ2CI)
RY3(1)=M5(2*1)*BX2(I)+M5(2»2)*BY2CI)+M5(2*3)*3Z2(I)




2CAPTIDN! -LRNGHwGFwDI SACCHARI DFIw =
PRINTCLD* 1*4)
->100 %IF LD<(HR/NN)




A A A = ( A B Y 3 ( AA1 2 ) ) T 2 + ( A B Z 3 ( AN 2 > ) t 2
AA=SQRTC AAA)
CD=ABY3( AN2) /AA 
S I=ABZ3( AN2)/AA
CGT=( ( 4*CHRt2> ) /(NMt2> + 2*(LDt2 - ( HR t 2 ) / ( i\'N T 2 ) ) * ( 1 + CQS%C
( (2*D/NN) ) )/(2*(LOt2> ) - 1
SIT=SQRTC 1-CCCGT) t2>>
BAB=(3*HR/NN)t2 + ( ( LD t 2- ( HRt 2 ) / ( NN t 2 ) ) * ( ( S I N ( 3*n /NN ) ) T 2 ) ) / C %C

















C Al =( ( 2*CB*CC> - C 2*CA*CD) ) /4










->175 %UNLESS DTA2>0 
P3=( GG+SORTCDTA2) ) /2 
Q3=(GG-SORT(DTA2) )/2
->60 %UNLESS P3=0 
P=0
- > 65
60 :P '=( 1/3) *(LGGC ! P3? ) )
P= EXPC P ') 7aIF P3 > .0
P=-EXP(P ') %I F P3 < 0
6S:->70 7.IJNLESS Q3 = 0
0=0
- > 75
70:0 ' = ( 1/3)* (LOG (! Q3! ))
Q= F.XPCQ ') %IF 03 > 0
Q=-EXP(Q') 70 1F Q3 < 0
75:LAM=-P-Q
P 1=SQRTC (CAO*LAM)+CA1 t2-CCAO*CA2) )
Q 1=( (2*CA1*LAM)+(CA1*CA2) - C CAO*CA3 ) ) /P 1
B 1=2*CCA1-P1 )
C 1 =(CA2+C2*LAM) -01 )
B2=2*(CA1 +P1 )
C2=(CA2+(2*LAM) +01 )
DT1=(B1 t2-< 4*CAO*C1 ) )
DT2=(B2t2-(4*CAO*C2) )
->20 %IF DT1>=0 %AND DT2>=0
->25 %IF DT1 <0 %AND DT2 <0
->30 %IF DT1>=0 %AND DT2 <0
->35 %IF DT2>=0 2AND DT1 <0 
30:CSR1=(-B1+SQRTCD.T1 ) )/(2*CAO) 
CSR2=(-B1-SQRTCDT1 ) )/C2*CAO)
- >40
3 5:CSR1=(-B2 + SORTCDT2) )/C2*CAO) 
CSR2=C-B2-SQRTCDT2> )/(2*CAO)
20: %C APT ION ~DI SCRIM! NANTSwDTl wANDwDT2w,BaTHwrPDSI TI VE
->200
2 5: %C APT I ON ~DI SCRIMlNANTSwDTl wANDwDT2wBQTHwNEGATI VE
->200
40:SNR1=C (CD*CSR1 )-(CA*((CSRl)T2))-CE)/< CCB*CSR1 )+CC) 
SNR2=C CCD*CSR2)-(CA*( ( CSR2) t 2 ) ) -CE) /( C CB*CS.<2 ) +CC ) 
DD=SQRT(LDt2 - ( HRt 2) / C NN T 2 ) ) 
AA=2*(LDT2-(HRT2)/(NNT2) )*C 1 +COS ( 2* P /NN ) ) 
AAA=SQRTC4*C C HRt 2) /( NN t 2) ) + AA) 
SNRO=(2*HR)/(NN*AAA) 
CSRD=SQRTC l-SNROr2) 
CT=SQRT((1 + COT>/2) 
ST=SQRTC1 - CTt2)
AM2C \> 1 )=-ST 
AM2C 1 *2) =-CT 
AM2C \, 3)=0
AM2(2> 1 )= CT*CSRC
AM2(2>2)=-ST*CSRL
AM2(2*3)=-SNRQ
> 1 )= CT*SNRQ 
AM2(3*2)=-ST*SNRQ 
AM2(3>3)= CSRQ










CD = C5R2 2IF 12 = 2
SI=SNR2 %IF 12=2
A Ml (1,1) = l; AM 1C 1,2)= 05 AMI (1,3)= 0 
AM1(2,1) = 0,'AM1(2,2) = CO ; AM 1 ( 2, 3 ) =~ S I 
AM 1(3*1)= 0; AM 1(3*2)= SI; AM 1(3, 3)= CO 
MATRIXPROD( AMM, AM2, AMI )
/oUi'TI I 1 LJ 1M ~rT|»INIUwwvrfwAi^^wUy>jw»jYww\Jwwww£wvj>
NEWLINE
AA=DD/(2*(SIN(n/NN)))
%CYCLE 1 = 1, 1,NA
NEWLINE
PRINT( 1,2,0)
ABX4( I )=AMM( 1 , 1 )*ABX3( I ) + AMM ( 1 , 2 ) *AB Y3 ( I ) + AMM( 1,3)*ABZ3(I) + AA
ABY4( I )=AMM(2, 1 )*ABX3( I ) + AMM ( 2, 2 ) *ABY3 ( I )+AMM(2, 3)*ABZ3( I )
ABZ4( I )=AMM(3, 1 )*ABX3( I ) +AMM( 3>2)*ABY3(D +AMM( 3,3)*ABZ3(I)
PRINT(ABX4( I ) ,-6, 3)
PRINT(HAND*ABY4(I),3>3)
PRINT(ABZ4(I),3,3)
BB=SQRT( ( ABX4( I ) ) t2 + (ABY4(I))t2)
PRINT(BB, 3>3)




% CYCLE 1 = 1, 1 ,NB
NEWLINE
PRINT( 1,2,0)
BX4( I ) =AMM( I, 1 )*BX3( I )+AMM( 1 , 2)*BY3( I )+AMM( 1,3)*BZ3(I) + AA
BY4(I)=AMM(2, 1 )*BX3( I ) + AMM ( 2, 2 ) *BY3 ( I)+AMM(2,3)*BZ3(D
BZ4( I )=AMM( 3, 1)*BX3(I)+AMM(3>2)*BY3(D +AMM(3> 3>*BZ3( I ^
PR1NT(BX4( I ), 6, 3)
PRINT(HAND*BY4( I ),3*3)
PR1NT(BZ4(I),3,3)
BB = SQRT( (BX4( I ) ) t2 + (BY4(I»t2)
PRINT (BB, 3> 3)
BBB=QUADRANT(((HAND*BY4(I))/BB),((BX4(I))/BB)>
PRINT( ( ( 180 
% REPEAT
= BX4(BN2)*(CQS(2*n/NN)) - BY4( BiM2> * ( SIN 
= BY4(BN2)*(CDS(2*n/NN) ) + BX4( BN2 ) * ( S I N ( 2*)"1 /NN ) ) 
ZC3=BZ4(BN2) + HR/NN
T1=CABX4(AN1 >-A8X4(AN2»T2 + CA8Y4(AM 1 )-ABY4CAN2)> t2 + ( ABZ4C AN 1 ) - %C 
ABZ4CAN2))t2
T2 = CABX4CAN1 )-XC3) t 2 + C ABY 4( AN 1 ) - YC3 ) T 2 + ( ABZ4C AN 1 ) - ZC3 ) ? 2 
T3=<ABX4(AN2)-XC3)*2 + (ARY4(AN2>-YC3)t2 + CABZ4CAN2)-ZC3)t2 
TTA=(T1+T2-T3)/(2*(SQRTCT1 >)*CSQRT(T2»> 
TTB = ARCCL)SCTTA) 
7oCAPTIQN ~3RIDGE~ANGLE^= 
PR INK C ( 18Q*TTB)/P) j 3>2)
XC4 = BX4(BN3>*CCQS(2*n/NN) ) - BY4CBN3>*(SINC2*F/NN)> 




p - >300 %IF J ' = 2 
P X2=ABX4( AN2)-ABX4(AN1 )
Y2 = ABY4(AN2)-ABY4C A.N1 )




X 4 = ABX4(AN3>-ABX4( AMI )
Y4 = ABY4( AN 3) -ABY4C AN 1 )
Z4=ABZ4CAN3)-ABZ4(AN1 )
- >350
2 = XC3-ABX/-i(ANl ) 
= YC3-ABY/-i(ANl ) 
= ZC3-ABZ4CAN1 )
X3 = ABX4(AN2)-ABX4C AN 1 )
Y3=ABY4CAN2) -ABY4CAN1 )
Z3=ABZ4(AN2)-ABZ4(AN1 )
X 4 = XC4-ABX4(AN1 )
Y4=YC4-ABY4CAN1 )
Z'4 = ZC4-ABZ4CAN1 )
350:RR=SORT(X2T2+Y2t 2)
DHMl(l*l>= CD;DHM1 C 1>2)= SI 5 DHM1 ( 1 * 3) = 0
DHM1 (2> 1 )=-SI JDHM1 C2> 2) = CD; DHM i C 2* 3 ) = 0
DHM1(3>1)= 0; DHM 1C 3^ 2)= 0 ' DHM 1 ( 3> 3 ) = 1
CD=RR/RRR
SI=Z2/RRR
DHM2C1*1)= CD;DHM2C 1>2)= OiDHM2(1^3)= SI
DHM2(2>1)= 0;DHM2(2^2)= UDHM2(2>3)= 0
DHM2C3* 1 >=-SI;DHM2C3>2)= 0;DHM2(3>3)= CO
MATRIXPRDDCDHM3*DHM2>DHM1 )
AX ' = DHM3C 1 , 1 )*X3 + DHM3( 1>2)*Y3 + DHM3C1*3)*Z3
AY ' = DHM3(2^ 1 ) *X3 + DHM3( 2* 2 ) *Y3 + DHM3C 2* 3)*Z3
AZ'=DHM3C3*1)*X3+DHM3(3*2)*Y3+DHM3C3*3)*Z3
CD = -AZ VRR
S I=-AY VRR
DHM 1(1,1)= 1 ;l)HMl C 1 *2)= 0; DHM 1C 1,3)= 0
DHM1(2*1)= 0;DHM1(2>2)= CD j DHM 1 ( 2> 3 ) = - S I
DHM1(3*1)= 0;DHM1(3^2)= S I > DHM 1 ( 3* 3 ) = CD
MATRIXPRQD(DHM*DHM1 »DHM3)
S 1 =DHM(2* 1 )*X4 + DHM(2* 2)*Y4+DHM(2*3) *Z4





















XCCI+1 )*(NA + NB)+J)=ABX4C J)*CD ~ ABY/-iCJ)*SI
Y((I + 1 )*(NA + NB)+J)=ABY4CJ)*CD + ABX^(J)*SI
Z ( ( 1 + 1 )*(NA + NB) -t-J) =ABZ4( J) + ZA
ATDMTYPEC CI + 1)*(NA + NB)+J)=ATCJ)
% REPEAT
%CYCLE J-CNA+1)*1 , (NA+NB)
X ( ( 1 + 1 )*CNA + NB)+J)=BX4(J-NA)*CD - BY4CJ-NA)*SI
Y(( I + l)*CNA + NB)+J)=BY4CJ-NA)*CD + BX4(J-NA)*SI
Z ( ( 1 + 1 )*(NA + NB)+J)-BZ4CJ-NA) + ZA





->140 %IF I=AN4 %DR J=(BN4+NA)
->140 %IF I=AN5 %AND J=CBN5+NA)






1 80: 70 CYCLE 1 = 1 > 1 > NA
%CYCLE J=((2*NA)+NB+1 )> \> (2*CNA + NB))
->340 %IF I=(AN1) %DR J=(BN1+C2*NA)+NB)
->340 %IF I=CAN2) %AND J=(BN2+(2*NA)+NB)
->360 %1F (X(I)-XCJ))t2 + (Y(I)-Y(J))r2 + (ZCI)-ZCJ))t2 < %C
VDWCATDMTYPECI) > ATOMTYPECJ) )
340:%REPEAT;%REPEAT





1 00:%CAPTIDN ~LENGTH«QFwDI SACCHAR1 DEwl SwLE 
->200
1 75: %CAPTIQN ~DI SCRI MINANTwQFwREDUCINGwCUB I C^I S^NEGATI VE 
200:%REPEAT 
%REPEAT
% ROUTINE MATRIXPRDD(%REALARRAYNAME C*A,B) 
% CYCLE 1 = 1 > 1 * 3; %CYCLE J=1>1*3
1 /NN ) +HEL I XwREPEAT
% REPEAT; %REPEAT 
% EN D
%REALFN QUADRANTC %REAL S I NAN G> CQSAN G) 
ANG--ARCSINC ! ( SINANG) \ >
->5 %IF SINANG>=0 %AND CDSANG>=0
->6 %IF SINANG>=0 %AND CQSANG <0
->7 %IF SINANG <0 %AND COSANG>=0
->8 %IF SINANG <0 %AND CDSANG <0
5:VANG=ANG ;->9
6 : VANG=( P-ANG) ;->9
7 : VANG=(2*H) -ANG ;->9































































1 • 1 436
0. 4806
0-0990
1 . 1 532
0.9266
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DESCRIPTION OF THE DATA INPUT TO MODELBUILD I.
1 AX1(1) AY1(1) AZ1 (1 ) AT(1) The number of atom,x,y
2 AX1(2^ AY1(2} AZ1(2) AT(P N- 2 coor>dinates and atom* AIU; IU; ^-IU; .aiu,- type of each of the NA
atoms of residue A 
NA AX1(NA) AY1(NA) AZ1 (NA) AT(NA) ^.r.t the axes AX,AY,AZ
-1 Atom list terminated
by -1 .
AN1 AN1 = the number in the
above list o.f the 
oxygen atom at the A-B 
linkage, (e.g. 0(1) of 
3 y 6-anhydrogalactose.)
AN2 AN2 = the number of the
carbon atom in the above 
list to which the 
oxygen atom AN1 is 
attached, (e.g. C(1 ) of 
3,6-anhydrogalactose.)
1 BX1(1) BY1(1) BZ1(1) AT ! (1) The number of atom,x,y
z coordinates and atom
type of each of the NB
atoms of residue B 
w.rrt the axes BX,BY,BZ. 
NB BX1 (NB) BY1 (NB) BZl(NB) AT'(NB)
-1 Atom list terminated
by -1 .
BN1 BN1 = the number in the
above list cf the 
oxygen atom at the A-B 
linkage, (e.g. 0(3) of 
galactose. )
BN2 BN2 = the number of the
carbon atom in the above 
list tc which the 
oxygen atom BN1 is 
attached, (e.g. C(3) of 
galactose
ALPHA* The bond angle (in
degree's) at, the bridge 
oxygon atom of the P-A 
linkage, (p./c. at 0(1/1|) 




Ranges of ̂> and y to be 
covered; minimum values, 
intervals and maximum 
values in degrees. (All 
6 parameters must be 
integers and the ranges 
must be an integral 
number of intervals.)
HR Pitch of the helix.
NN The screw symmetry; 
positive if a right 
handed helix and 
negative if a left 
handed helix.
OMEGA Bond angle required at 
the bridge oxygen atom 
of the A-B linkage, (e.g. 
0(1/3) of the 3,6-anh.ydro- 
galactose/galactose.)
AN3 The number of the atom 
in the list of coord­ 
inates of A which def­ 
ines the zero of^. 
C(lj.) of 3 * 6-an hydro-• 
galactose.)
BN3 The number of the atom 
in the list of coord­ 
inates of B which def­ 
ines the zero of <f'a .(e.g. 
0(5) of galactose.)
The number of the atom 
in the list of coord­ 
inates of A which def­ 
ines the bridge oxygen 
atom at the B-A linkage. 
(e.g, 0(U) of 3,6- 
anhydrogalactose.)
The number of the atom 
in the list of coord­ 
inates of B which def­ 
ines the bridge oxygen 
atom at the B-A 1 in].age. 
(e.g. 0(1) of galactose.)
AN5 The number in the list 
of coordinates of A 
of the carbon atom to 
which the oxygen atom 
AKAj. IB attached. (e»g. 
C(U) of 3,6-anhydro- 
galactose.)
BN5 The number in the list 
of coordinates of B 
of the carbon atom to 
which the oxygen atom 
BNU is attached, (e.g. 
C(1) of galactose. )
NAT The number of atom types
VDW (1 ,1) .... VDW'(1,NAT)
VDW'(NAT,1) . . . VDW f (NAT,NAT)
Table of van der Waals 
contact distances VDW'(i,j) 
"between atom types i and j. 
(This gives a table of 
values NAT*NAT.)
Terminates the data,




TABLES OF QBSERTSB A10) CALCULATED STRUCTURE FACTORS
(AHGAL BIFPEAGTOliCTIR DATA)
Angal structure factor 
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a o r, o o
193*00
£77*00
4 V * 0 0
33,0 0
31 ,00
1 fl 4 * 0 0
1 4 7 • 0 0
2 Q W • 0 0
227,00
20?, 0 0
« a * c o
9 i* > 0 0
33* CO.
j 6 0 , 0 0
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1 A f> , (3 J
3 n 3 . 6 V
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) 0 U * 0 0 '
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1 fl • 0 0
72*00




6 & * 0 f i
33*00
4-0*00
1 S * 0 0
29*0 0
2 2*00
6 ?• * 0 0
70«<.>o
9 2 * 0 0
3 6 * ».• 0
. . », 3 2 * in
•j 6 1 • ( '' 1
'-> 15 » (: 0
•'i 9*71 
H 3 . 2. 6 
0<*. Ifi 
^1,43
<» :> » *> 3
?*?o
? 4 ') « D «i 
c» 3*65
1 A 1 . 5 0
166,72 
/« ft ,27 












* 3 , 0 4
« 3 » 3 ft











J *? * ?. 1
1 fi 7 . ? 9
1^3* 12
23*91
1 6 * 3 B
?2t\ 5




! 6 , 6 6
0 « 0 0
7 1 , H,
A'2 « 9 4
4 , 3 ft
5 9*. 3 7
?.0,7A
0 0 . 1 4
'A ^ . 2 tt




^ :i • 0 ^>
A t % , 1 V
91,7 .1
•a r ." , -^ o
r- / .', . "» 4
/,«•:-. ;i 7
^ i , ;- A.
o."^n
" I ' '.. V
L ~ « '. I I
L \ •&/.
I J * «i v
<•: 4 * 9 H
f C * V t t
4 J * L * ^
0 C * I b
f i * £ ^
I i'* t-u
* 6 * 3 v I
'd 9 * 6 ' J 1
/. 1 * 4 *
« 2 • S y £
y 4 • 2 4 £
6L'* U£
&9*S'f
U t * 2 t>
V 6 * t V
45u*2c I
69*29
Q 2 • 9 v 2
fc 4 * 2 v t
Z4*Cfct
e i * 6 1 2 1
1 0 * 4 1
4 6 • £ *
2 f * 9 *>
y^*2b
t; £ * o v
t ̂ • V tf 2
*9*4c
y Z * 9 v £»
26»e4
04*21





8 9 • 9 'i
o 2 • 2 1
a i * e i
se*49
40*9i
5i £ * Z *
C 5 * I V







t £ * V 6
9fr*6t
y 9 * « ?
y 9 * z 1 2
c c * 6 1
l; 6*66
v h • C f i
'/ 4 * 4 <a
1 1 * I y
o 2 • I Z




oo * v £
0 -j * 0 4
U0*£6
00»4€2
0 u * 2 6 <
'j n • * <i
00* Hi
0 0*09






0 1"! * S fr
0 0 * 4 8
0 0*99
o o • 9 e i
u G • £ 4
00*082
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Q 0 * G 4 l








0 0 • 4 6 &
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0 0*91





0 0 * j> Z






o g « s e i
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0 I * 0 u I
6 9*9 V I
e F * 2 9
es*HZ
2 & • 9 4 2
^o* iri'S
9 I * C V 2
4 6 - £ I
4e*t?o
6 9 * 0 v '*>
* 9 * Z u i
l&*i?iJ
G 0 • fr H 
00* 14
00* 14
0 0 * 2 ft
00*f;9
C 0 * 2 G I
0 0 * U k? »
00". 1C »
0 0*6*
0 0 * > 4
0 0 * S 4 I
00*£l I
00*42




0 0 * p 9 1
0 0*1/4 «•




















o o * e 6 00*94**
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6V ,00
5 » * U 0
2 0 3 * f ;• ?
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i t;- ii .:: i
1 '< ° . 4 .?
"f 1*1 X r-/ -> f A, /•_
'i o * r. 1
1 '-• 7 o 3 7
0 ? * :/ ^ i
1 * F * 2 7
1 /U «?0
! 0 7 . "j f>
M 5 « i '?
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Two polysaccharides have been studied which approximate in structure to 
alternating copolymers, (—A—B)n , in which B is a residue of /3-D-galactose-4- 
sulphate and A is a residue of 3,6-anhydro-a-D-galactose (/c-carrageenan) or its 2- 
sulphate (i-carrageenan). The glycoside linkages are Al-^3B and Bl->4A. A 
small proportion of A residues also 'occur as a-D-galactose-6-sulphate and 
2,6-disulphate in the natural polymers but were removed by fractionation or 
conversion to the anhydride with alkaline borohydride. X-ray diffraction 
photographs of oriented fibres of salts with various monovalent cations then 
showed fibre axis repeat distances of 24-6 A (/c-carrageenan) and 13-0 A (i-car- 
rageenan). Very similar models can be proposed for both polysaccharides, 
based on striking relationships between features in the various diffraction photo­ 
graphs, mathematical derivation of all models with appropriate dimensions and 
symmetry, and calculation of cylindrically averaged Fourier transforms. They are 
double helices with three disaccharide residues in a complete turn of each single 
chain, in 24-6 A (/c-carrageenan) or 26-0 A (i-carrageenan). In i-carrageenan the 
second chain is displaced exactly half a pitch from the first.
1. Introduction
Certain polysaccharides which we may call "gel-forming polysaccharides" exist in 
biological situations as swollen networks of hydrated chains, for example in animal 
and human cartilage, bacterial capsules, and the cell walls of young plants. Their 
function is partly structural but also involves their elasticity and water holding 
properties and ability to react selectively with cations. The "tie points" in such 
networks may be covalent in part, but secondary valence forces between chain seg­ 
ments are also likely to be important, and indeed offer mechanisms for subtle alteration 
of biological texture. It is therefore likely that a knowledge of polysaccharide tertiary 
structure, or inter-chain contacts, would be crucial to the understanding of the 
properties of these systems. Seaweeds provide many polysaccharides which have 
very striking properties as gels in vitro and which have primary structures regular 
enough to suggest the use of diffraction methods. We have selected two of this 
group as models in which to study the role of tertiary structure in polysaccharide
networks.
Careful selection of source, sometimes followed by subfractionation and/or chemical 
modification of the native polysaccharide, is necessary to obtain regular structures 
likely to give interpretable fibre diagrams. Some years ago, before the polysaccharide 
structures were known, Bayley (1955) made an X-ray study. In so far as comparison
f All enquiries should be addressed to M.M.H. or D.A.R.
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is possible, our results are in agreement but the interpretations are different. Our 
materials were prepared for X-ray diffraction from K-carrageenan and t-carrageenan 
as described in the Methods section, and henceforth referred to as "kappa" and 
"iota", respectively, although we did not use the crude native polysaccharides. As 
shown in formula I, these derivatives are regularly alternating polymers of the type 
(—A—B)n where B is the j3-D-galactose-4-sulphate residue and A is the residue of 
3,6-anhydro-a-D-galactose (in kappa) (Anderson, Dolan & Rees, 1968), or its 2- 








t-Carrageenan was prepared in the laboratory of Marine Colloids, Inc., from carefully 
handsorted Eucheuma spinosum. It was treated (Rees, 1961) with sodium hydroxide- 
sodium borohydride reagent at 80°C to convert the galactose-2,6-disulphate which 
represents about one tenth of the 4-linked residues (Anderson, Dolan & Rees, unpublished 
results), into 3,6-anhydride. Without this step the diffraction photographs of the potassium 
salt were almost featureless. Kappa was from Chrondrus crispus and was a highly purified 
subtraction described as sample 8 in an earlier paper (Anderson, Dolan, Penman et al., 
1968). The polysaccharides were obtained in each salt form by passage of a dilute solution 
through an ion exchange column in the appropriate state (Amberlite IR 120, analytical 
grade), followed by evaporation at 35°C under diminished pressure and final freeze drying. 
A drop of warm aqueous solution, at a concentration to give a soft gel when barely cool 
(1 to 4%), was placed across the glass beads in a cell (Fuller, Hutchison, Spencer & Wilkins, 
1967) and drawn out whilst it set. Constant humidity (about 58%) was maintained by 
means of a saturated sodium bromide solution and the fibre was removed after 48 hr at 
0 to 3°C. Fibre densities were measured by flotation in mixtures of carbon tetrachloride 
and benzene or carbon tetrachloride and methyl iodide.
(b) X-ray diffraction
Photographs were taken with CuKoc radiation from a Philips fine focus X-ray tube, 
collimated by a fine lead glass capillary. The specimen was mounted on a Supper precession 
camera, with the fibre axis tilted, usually by 10°, out of the plane normal to the X-ray 
beam. The 'movement' of the precession camera was not used; the film was usually posi­ 
tioned 6-00 cm from the fibre. The intensity distributions were recorded with a Joyce- 
Loebl microdensitometer.
(c) Transforms
Intensity distributions were calculated on a KDF9 computer for various molecular 
models, according to the formula given by Klug, Crick & Wyckoff (1958) for the 
cylindrically averaged Fourier transform of a helical structure. Bessel functions up to 
the ninth order were included and the square of the Fourier transform was calculated at 
intervals of 0-02 in £.
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3. Diffraction Photographs
(a) Comparison of salt forms 
Various salts of kappa and iota gave fibres which were examined by X-ray diffrac­
tion:
Cation Degree of orientation Kappa salt Iota salt
NH+
Li + none 
none
K
The degree of orientation in the different salts, as judged by the X-ray photographs, 
varies with the ability to form a gel, and is generally better in the iota series than in the 
kappa series. The fibres could be described as semicrystalline (Holmes & Blow, 1965). 
The best fibres were those of the potassium salt of iota (Plate I).
01 02 03 04
FIG 1 Examples of intensity distribution in the layer lines (Z) of kappa and iota salts. £ is 
dimensionless and equal to 2 sin 0 when I = 0. On the left are the ammonium and potassium salts 
of iota (broken lines and full lines), and on the right are the ammonium and rubidium salts of 
kappa (broken lines and full lines).
The positions of the first few reciprocal lattice points in iota corresponding to a hexagonal unit
cell of side a ~ 22-6 A are indicated.
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(b) Fibre axis repeat distance for iota
All the iota salts have a fibre axis repeat distance, c, of 13-0 ±0-3 A, deduced from 
layer line spacings. The diffraction pattern is consistent with a helical arrangement 
(Cochran, Crick & Vand, 1952), containing three disaccharide residues per turn of 
helix; on the meridian there is a diffraction maximum in the third layer but not in 
any other layer up to the fifth.
(c) Salts are isostructural
The fibre axis repeat distance is the same, within a few per cent, for the different 
salts of iota; the general character of the intensity distributions is the same but there 
are some marked differences, as shown in Figure 1. At present we attribute these to 
the different scattering powers of the cations and assume that the polysaccharide 
skeleton is the same throughout the iota salts or the kappa salts. Difficulties in 
deducing relative scale factors for the intensity distributions of the various salts 
have so far prevented us from using the formal isomorphous replacement method 
for structure solution.
(d) Fibre axis repeat in kappa and relation of kappa to iota
The diffraction patterns of the kappa salts are much more diffuse than those of the 
iota salts; the fibre axis repeat distance is 24-6±0-8 A, i.e. about twice that of iota. 
The intensity distributions indicate a close relation to iota; the layers I = 0, 2, 4, 6 
of kappa are similar to the layers I = 0, 1, 2, 3 of iota while the layer I = 1 in all 
kappa salts is very weak or absent. Diffraction on the meridian—present only when 
I = 3, 6 or 9—shows that there are three disaccharide units per turn of this helix.
(e) Unit cell
The layer line spacings define the fibre axis repeat distance or the c axis of a unit 
cell. Within the layer lines the intensity distribution is nearly continuous, but in iota 
the first few maxima are consistent with a hexagonal cell of side a = 22-6 A—as shown 
in Figure 1. In the zero layer, 10TO is absent whereas 1120 is very strong; 1120 cor­ 
responds to the first order of diffraction from the related hexagonal cell of side
FIG. 2. Cross-section of a hexagonal array of helices of diameter about 13 A. It is proposed that 
the helices I, II and III have different displacements in the c-axis direction so that, while the true 
unit cell has side a = 22-6 A, the unit cell seen in this projection has side 13-0 A.
PLATE I. X-ray diffraction photograph of the potassium salt of iota carrageenan. Tilt of fibre 
was 10°.
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TABLE 1 
Numbers of disaccharide residues per fibre axis repeat from the measured densities
Iota salts Kappa salt 
NH+ K + K+
Molecular weight of disaccharide
+ 15% water 575 623 488 
Observed density (g cm- 3 ) 1-57 1-72 1-62 
Hence volume per disaccharide (A3 ) 608 601 500 
Unit cell a (A) 22-6 22-6 ca.20
c (A) 13-0 13-0 24-6 
Unit cell volume/(3 X vol./disaccharide) =
number of disaccharides per fibre axis
repeat 3-15 3-19 5-68
13-Q A (Fig. 2) and suggests a hexagonal arrray of helices, each of diameter 
approximately 13 A. Helices I, II and III in Figure 2 must have different displace­ 
ments in the c direction. A similar cell with a approximately 20 A is consistent with 
the kappa photographs.
The number of disaccharide units per fibre axis repeat in the above cells can be 
deduced from the measured densities, as shown in Table 1. Uncertainties hi the water 
content and cell dimensions are sufficient to account for the discrepancy between the 
figures deduced and 3-0 or 6-0.
4. Double Helix Models
We propose that in both kappa and iota there are pairs of polysaccharide chains 
arranged as double helices. In each chemically distinct polysaccharide chain there 
are three disaccharides in one turn of helix, with a repeating distance of 26-0 A (iota) 
or 24-6 A (kappa). In iota, the disaccharide units of the second (parallel) helix are 
located exactly half way between those of the first helix giving a fibre axis repeat 
distance of 13-0 A as shown in Figure 3. In kappa we do not yet know the exact 
relationship of the two helices except that it is not such as to halve the fibre axis
repeat distance.
We first proposed this double helix model after consideration of the general features 
of the diffraction pattern and the close relation of kappa and iota, and then found 
that a model with acceptable stereochemistry in the polysaccharide chain could be 
built to conform to these requirements. For iota, a single helix with three disaccharide 
residues per turn, repeating after 13-0 A, was still a formal possibility but should give 
a much larger intensity on the first layer line than that observed. A single helix 
structure for kappa, to maintain its similarity to iota, would need to have six disac­ 
charide residues in two turns of a helix repeating after 24-6 A; chemically identical 
groups would then be in stereochemically different situations. The double helix 
structure accounts very well for the weak first layer line in kappa.
Subsequently, we systematically explored polysaccharide chain conformations for 
iota which could give either single or double helices of the right dimensions and which 
had acceptable stereochemistry and van derWaals contacts (see below). The accept­ 
able conformations could be represented by five single and six double helices, and
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31
0° ~W 240° 360°
FIG. 3. The proposed arrangement of polysaccharide chains in iota. Two chemically distinct 
chains, represented by full and broken lines, respectively, and each having three disaccharide 
residues in one turn of helix of pitch 26-0 A, are twisted together to form a double helix with a 
translation period of 13-0 A. The structure is represented as a projection on the surface of a cylinder 
which has then been opened out. Small circles represent oxygen atoms and large circles are SO ~3 
groups.
The co-ordinates correspond to model H (see text); the proposed O(2) .... 0(6) hydrogen bond 
is shown by dotted lines.
sulphate ester group positions were calculated for each. Intensity distributions were 
calculated for all of these and compared with the Li + salt of iota. The agreement 
between observed and calculated intensity was poor for all the single helices, better 
for most of the double helices, and quite promising for models F, G and H (Table 2). 
Two of the intensity distributions are illustrated in Figure 4. The best model appeared 
to be H, which was essentially the same as the model, I, derived by a different mathe­ 
matical procedure and selected as the best according to stereochemical criteria. 
Inspection of a molecular model built from the calculated co-ordinates suggested a 
hydrogen bond, perpendicular to the helix axis, between 0(6) of one galactose unit 
and 0(2) of its partner in the second strand. The only hydroxy-groups in the repeating
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FIG. 4. Comparison of observed intensity distribution (broken lines) in the lithium salt of iota 
with the intensity distribution calculated for (a) the double helix model H, (b) the single helix 
model A. The latter model is rejected, mainly on account of the first layer disagreement. (The 
positions of reciprocal lattice points are indicated as in Fig. 2.)
unit (see formula I) would then be engaged in hydrogen bonding, making this helix 
seem very plausible on structural grounds. There is some experimental evidence for 
such a hydrogen bond (D. A. Rees & F. B. Williamson, unpublished results). Oriented 
films of kappa and iota show a continuous and almost featureless absorption in the 
0—H stretching region of the infrared spectrum but, after deuteration, there is a 
sharp band at 3330 cm" 1 which corresponds to a hydrogen bond of length 2-8 to 2-9 A. 
The very pronounced perpendicular dichroism of the band and its resistance to deuter­ 
ation are consistent with an inter-strand hydrogen bond buried in the helix interior. 
Its presence in the spectra of kappa and iota is a further indication of similarity 
between the two conformations.
We therefore conclude that the structure is a double helix with a conformation 
close to H; this is illustrated in Figure 3, and the model I, which is almost identical, is 
illustrated in Figure 5. The sulphate groups are on the outside of the double helix and 
cannot be as rigidly fixed by stereochemical requirements as can most other atoms of 
the polysaccharide chain. However, the average contribution of the sulphate groups 
to the calculated intensity distribution is about half the total. This distribution is 
therefore very sensitive to the sulphate positions and not as sensitive as we would 
wish to the conformation of the polysaccharide chain. We expect that the hexagonal 
array of double helices is held together by interactions between the sulphate groups 
and cations We are now trying to establish these positions and hope that tins 
will lead to better agreement between the observed and calculated intensity 
distributions.
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FIG. 5. Model I for the iota double helix. Full lines and dotted lines represent chemically distinct 
chains. Small open circles represent oxygen atoms and larger circles SO 3 groups. See Fig. 3 for 
the position of O(6) .... O(2) hydrogen bonds.
5. Model Building
The feasibility of a double helix was confirmed for iota with ball-and-spoke and 
with Corey-Pauling-Koltun space filling models. Two independent computer methods 
were then used in an objective and exhaustive survey, each based on a different 
mathematical treatment and on a separate set of reasonable stereochemical assump­ 
tions and residue co-ordinates.
It is assumed that each monosaccharide residue, and the bond angle at each 
glycosidic oxygen, has a fixed geometry which can be predicted from analogous 
crystal structures. To define a regular chain conformation it is then only necessary to 
fix the four angles of rotation, ^AB , </rAB , <£BA and i/rBA , which are shown in formula Ilf. 
This approach has been much used in conformational analysis of macromolecules
t For consistency with the literature, we must unfortunately use ^ in three different ways: (i) 
<£AB» <£BA are torsion angles about glycosidic bonds; (ii) <f> t are angles between vectors and bonds 
(see Appendix); (iii) ^ is a cylindrical polar co-ordinate.
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(Ramachandran, Ramakrishnan & Sasisekharan, 1963; De Santis, Gigho, Liquori & 
Ripamonti, 1963; Ramachandran & Sasisekharan, 1968; Scheraga, 1968- Brant & 
Flory, 1965).
The first computer method, "Modelbuild I", was used only to derive a sterically 
feasible iota double helix; the mathematics will be described elsewhere. All possible
H
combinations of values of ^>AB and 0AB were explored and those which led to impossible 
contacts across the glycosidic linkage, judged by "outer limit" criteria (Ramachand­ 
ran et al., 1963), were rejected. For each allowed combination of these angles, the 
values from the diffraction photograph for n (screw symmetry) and Ji (projected 
length of the disaccharide residue on the helix axis) were used to fix the remaining 
parameters, <£ BA and </»BA . The conformation was accepted if contacts were satisfactory 
(i) across the B—A linkage (ii) with a second chain added to form a double helix and 
displaced from the first by half the translation period. Some of the principles involved 
have been used before in constructing trial models for cellulose (Jones, 1958), xylan 
(Settineri & Marchessault, 1965), and amylose triacetate (Sarko & Marchessault, 
1967), although each of these structures has only one monosaccharide residue in the 
chemical repeating unit and therefore the conformation has only two variable torsion 
angles.
Most of the carrageenan structures were derived by the second procedure, Model- 
build II. The stereochemical assumptions, and conformational maps which show 
allowed combinations of each (j> and i/f, have been described (Rees, 1969a). These com­ 
binations were taken together in all possible ways to compute the helical parameters, 
n and h, and thus, by interpolation, n and h values to match experiment. The co­ 
ordinates of the polysaccharide chain were then transferred to helix axes for further 
calculations. Details are given in the Appendix. All interatomic distances were 
checked to the fourth residue up and down the chain. Contacts between the two 
chains in the double helix as proposed for iota were checked; in kappa the screwing 
of one chain relative to the other must be considered and this was explored with the 
typical results shown in Figure 6. Sulphate esters have some rotational freedom but 
Corey-Pauling-Koltun models suggest that this is confined to an oscillation through 
±10° about a mean position in which the H — C — 0 — S system is coplanar and 
the C — H and O — S bonds are eclipsed. The sulphates were placed in this conforma­ 
tion with one of the remaining 0 — S bonds also in the plane and anti to the C — O 
bond. The bond angles were tetrahedral with S —0 bond lengths of 1-60 (to the 
ester oxygen) and 1-45 A (to the terminal oxygens).
In the absence of any constraints whatsoever and if the angles were taken in 10° 
steps, the total number of regular conformations for a carrageenan chain would be 
about 1,680,000. When the outer limit criteria were imposed with the requirement 
that n = ± 3 and h = 8-67 A, Modelbuild I reduced this number to 25 right-handed 
and 15 left-handed helices. All the left-handed helices failed to accommodate a second




FIG. 6. Computer calculations to show that it is sterically possible for carrageenans to form 
double helices with the chains in different relative positions. An iota chain is drawn in radial 
projection (cf. Fig. 3) to correspond to model H with some atoms omitted for clarity. A disaccharide 
residue, representing a parallel second strand, is moved over the grid inside the large parallelogram 
defined by the dashed lines, with checking of all relevant contacts to the first chain. Sulphate 
groups were omitted at this stage; they are on the outside of the double helix and Corey-Pauling- 
Koltun models show that they have little steric influence on packing within the double helix. 
Possible positions for the origin atom (O(3) of B) occur in a strip across the middle of the parallelo­ 
gram and are boxed by solid lines ("fully allowed") and dotted lines ("marginally allowed"). 
Contact criteria were as used by Rees (1969a).
The double helix proposed for iota has the origin of the second chain in the fully allowed position 
marked thus •. Allowed areas of about the same size, but differing in shape and position, were 
also found in the middle of the map when the disaccharide was antiparallel to the first chain.
chain to form a double helix but 17 right-handed helices remained. When calculations 
were repeated with the allowable contact distances increased by 0-1 A, all the conform­ 
ations failed except one, designated "model I".
Using Modelbuild II, systematic variation of <£AB , i/rAB , <£BA and 0BA m 20° steps 
followed by interpolation and checking of remote contacts and contacts between 
strands, led to 17 iota double helices, all of which had right-handed chains. Comparison
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of conformational maps calculated at 10° and 20° intervals showed that no allowed 
areas were missed by using the larger steps. Conformations which differed by less than 
15° in all angles of rotation were grouped and one representative was taken from 
near the middle of the zone to give six final possibilities (Table 2); model H resembled
TABLE 2
Representative iota conformations derived by systematic exploration of all possibilities
using Modelbuild II
Model Type Helical parameters A Conformation angles (in degrees)
•^ n h A —B linkage B — A linkage

























































































A negative value of n implies a left-handed helix; all other helices are right handed.
model I. The average radii of all these double helices were similar and would allow 
packing in a unit cell of the type proposed, with space for cations and water; most 
atoms were within 5 A of the helix axis with only a few as far out as 7 A, but no
further.
A similar number of kappa conformations could be derived, taking h = 8-20 A. 
Kappa and iota possibilities usually differed by bond rotations of less than 15°, and 
were therefore similar in their chain contours. Left-handed kappa helices, like the 
corresponding iota helices, were excluded by their failure to accommodate a second 
chain even when outer limit criteria were used in the test.
Single helices were also considered for iota, taking n = ± 3 and h = 4-33; 15 
conformations were found initially but seven of these were eliminated because of 
remote contacts closer than outer limit distances and others were similar enough to be 
grouped, giving the five final possibilities listed in Table 2, only one of which was left- 
handed. They had larger radii than the double helices, with many atoms placed 5-5 to 
9 A from the axis, and would be more difficult to pack in a unit cell with the
dimensions proposed.
In the maps for inter-chain contacts in various double helices derived for kappa and 
iota, the chains seemed to be least crowded when symmetry related as proposed for 
iota (see Fig 6) In kappa, the chains may be parallel and displaced from the iota 
arrangement by "screwing", or they might be antiparallel. Enough maps have been 
calculated to show that adequate space for the polysacchande chain is available m 
either case over a range of screw displacements, but further progress is unlikely until 
the sulphate and cation positions have been deduced.
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6. Possible Relation to Physical and Biological Properties
These double helices are the first examples for polysaccharides, although a triple 
helix has been proposed for an algal xylan (Atkins, Parker & Preston, 1969).
Both K- and i-carrageenans occur naturally in the gel state and, after extraction, 
may form stiff thermally reversible gels in low concentrations in aqueous solution 
(Percival & McDowell, 1967; Rees, 1969&). It has been shown that this gelation in­ 
volves the cross-linking or close association of two or more chains (Anderson, Dolan, 
Penman et al., 1968). The similarity between the cation requirements for gelation and 
fibre orientation by /c-carrageenan suggests the same type of association in each 
situation. Gelation is not prevented by formal removal of a proportion of either type 
of sulphate shown in formula I (Painter, 1960; Standoff & Stanley, 1969) but formal 
transfer of sulphate from C(4) (as in I) to 0(2) of B, or formal insertion of a proportion 
of galactose-6-sulphate in place of A residues, is inhibitory (Anderson, Dolan, Lawson, 
Penman & Rees, 1968; Lawson & Rees, 1968; Anderson, Dolan, Penman et al., 1968). 
All these effects are understandable in terms of the double helix model and we there­ 
fore propose that gel melting and setting proceed by processes shown in Figure 7,
(a)
FIG. 7. Suggested relation of polysaccharide chains (a) in solution, (b) and (c) in the gel. The 
extent to which the helices are aggregated in the gel is not yet known, but (c) must represent the 
oriented fibre.
and that biological texture is regulated by control of helix content via primary 
structure. Other polysaccharide sulphate networks, of animal and seaweed origin, 
have primary structures based on an alternating arrangement of 1,3 and 1,4 linkages. 
Model building suggests that their ranges of allowed conformations are similar to the 
carrageenans (Rees, 1969a) and possible relationships are now under experimental 
investigation.
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co-operation, and to Professor Sir Edmund Hirst for his interest and encouragement.
APPENDIX
Model Building Calculations for Alternating Polysaccharides
D. A. REES
The following procedure ("Modelbuild II") can be applied to any alternating 
polysaccharide chain without 1,5 and 1,6 linkages, in any conformation. It is illustrated 
here by reference to carrageenans. The chain (II) is treated as a backbone (III) on 
which other groups are fixed appendages. Following the methods and notations of 
Sugeta & Miyazawa (1967), the helical parameters, n and h, can be expressed in terms 
of the angles of internal rotation T W (see IVa), the angles between vectors and bonds 
<j) i (see IVb), and the interatomic distances rw (see IVc). All these quantities are 
implicit in the starting assumptions (Rees 1969a; and also p. 92) except r12 , T34 , r45 
andr61 which correspond, respectively, toi/iBA , <£AB , 0AB and <£BA . A rotation matrix, T, 
can also be derived for use in transferring the polysaccharide in any conformation to 





The calculation proceeds in the stages described below; stages 1 to 6 were done 
together in one computer programme, stage 7 by hand, and stages 8 to 13 in a second
programme.
(1) Co-ordinates of sugar residues A and B were obtained on axes placed at each
0(1), as denned before (Rees, 1969a).
(2) A second set of co-ordinates was generated, for each residue, referred to axes at 
each non-reducing glycosidic oxygen with Ox along the corresponding 0—C bond 
(0(3)—C(3) for B and 0(4)—C(4) for A); each xy plane is defined by C(l) so that 
this atom has a positive y co-ordinate.
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(3) The fixed parameters, r{j , <f>i, riy , were calculated or (for fa and fa) assigned.
(4) Using the initial co-ordinates for A and the co-ordinates of B from stage 2, the 
combinations of r34 and r45 were obtained which are not excluded by outer limit 
criteria. Each angle was varied stepwise from 0° to 360° for every value of the other 
and the B co-ordinates were referred to the A axes at each stage, by successive rota­ 
tion of the B axes about Ox through r45 , about Oz through TT — fa and then about Ore 
through T34 ; this allows all interatomic distances to be calculated so that sterically 
impossible conformations can be rejected.
(5) A list of all possible combinations of r12 and r61 was obtained similarly.
(6) Each allowed combination of r34 and r45 was taken with each allowed combina­ 
tion of r12 and T61 , and with the fixed values from stage 3, to calculate n and h.
(7) The results from stage 6 were plotted on n — h graphs (Ramachandran et al, 
1963), holding two angles constant at a time; n and h were found to change smoothly 
with the torsion angles. The conformations required were at the intersections of the 
n = ± 3 curves with the curve corresponding to the value of h derived from the 
diffraction photograph. Some recalculation around the intersection was usually 
required to locate these conformations accurately. The process was repeated for all 
six pairs of angles. The result is a list of sets of r12 , r34 , T45 , and r61 values which 
would give the measured or postulated n and h.
(8) For each ri} set from the previous stage, a disaccharide residue (B — A) in the 
corresponding linkage conformation (r61 , r12 ) was generated on the B axes of stage 2. 
This residue was then rotated about Ox, in the appropriate sense, through r45 . The 
result is the chemical repeating unit of the polysaccharide with respect to fixed 
molecular axes and in a conformation which corresponds to a particular T^ set.
(9) Each TU set was used with the parameters from stage 3 to calculate the elements 
of the T matrix (Sugeta & Miyazawa, 1967) which rotates the molecular axes to 
make them parallel with the helix axes, and p, the distance between the origin of the 
molecular axes and the z axis of the helix.
(10) The results of the preceding stage were used to transfer the disaccharide re­ 
peating unit (stage 8) to the helix axes and hence, with n and h, to generate a complete 
turn of helix, or more.
The checking of contacts between non-adjacent residues and residues in different 
chains, and the placing of substituents such as sulphate esters, then follows as 
outlined in the main part of the paper.
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